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High-strength structural steels that are extremely t’ough at ship
However , because of economic conservice temperatures are available.
siderations, the ship designer generally does not want to select a
structural steel that has more toughness than is required for a particular application.
The problem of “how much toughness is sufficient” is
a difficult question to answer, and establishing performance criteria
has long been a problem for ship designers.
With this question in mind, the Ship Structure Conunittee undertook
a program to develop and confirm rational toughness criteria for ship
steels.
The first project in this program has been to review and synthesize
a number of test methods and data on various steels to propose a fracture criteria. The validity and applicability of this criteria will be
tested by subsequent projects. Modifications will be developed if they
are indicated.
The enclosed report contains the results of this work. Conments on
this report or suggestions for ether projects in the ship structure area
will be welcomed.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a study of fracture-control
guidelines for welded steel
ship hulls.
The main body of the report is preceded by a Synapsis which sumnwxizes the ratiowde
behind the fracture-control
guidelines for welded ship hulls and emphasizes the importance of
implementing
an overall fracture-control
plan that requires a specific level of material toughness
and the use of crack arresters.
This S no Sk is directed toward those persons who are respomible
for implementing
fracture-control
gu!de
=%’=”Ines In welded steel ship hulls but who may not be concerned with the details involved in developing
them.
The Re ort provides a comprehensive toughness criteria
fbr welded ship hulls that can
Because of the fact that stress concentrations
are always
be used for sfee
-f-t s o all strength levels.
present in large mmplex welded structures and therefore high stresses as wel I as discontinuity es
or flaws will be present in welded ship hulls, p rimary emphasis in the proposed fracture-control
guidelines is placed on the use of steels with moderate levels of notch-toughness
and on the use
In geneml,
concepts of fracture mechanics are used to
of properly designed crack arresters.
develop the material toughness level that is required for fail-safe
operation of welded ship hulls.
This fwghm+ss level is estimated to be a KJ@yD
I evel of 0.9 at 32°F (NC),
where KID is
the critical
material toughness under condltiom of dynamic loading and Uy
is the yield strength
Because this I evel of toug1 ness cannot be meaof the material under the same dynamic loading.
sured directl
using current fracture mechanics tests, these requirements are established in terms
of the N DT (“rml-ductil ity transition) temperature and DT (dynamic tear) test values for base
meto 1, weld metal, and heat-affected-zone
materials used i n primary Ioad-carryi ng members.
Emphasis is a Iso placed on the proper spacing and proportioning
of crack arresters fabricated
from steels with very high levels of notch toughness to provide a foil-safe
design.
Although the criteria presented in this report are primarily material specifications,
the importance of proper design (avoiding detai Is that lead to stress concentmt ions) and proper
fabrication
(good quality welding and inspection)
is emphasized.
in general,
the results of this investigation
have developed material-toughness
requirements for ship steels of all strength levels which, in cc+nbi nation with properly designed crack
arresters, should result in rational fracture-control
guidelines that will minimize the probabil ity
of brittle fractures in welded ship hulls consistent with economic realities.
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NOTES

SYNOPSIS

During
has helped
As a result

the past

25 years,

considerable

research

on the

prablem

ta identify
the factors
that contribute
ta brittle
fractures
af this research,
various
changes
in design,
fabrication,

of brittle

fracture

in welded
ship hul Is.
and materials
have

been made sa that the incidence
af brittle
fractures
in ivelded
ship hul Is has been reduced
considerably.
Nonetheless,
brittle
fractures
still occur in welded
ship hulls fabricated
with ardinary-strength
steels and as the use of higher
strength
steels increases,
there is
a definite
cancern
that brittle
fractures
may occur in these steels alsa.
Currently
there
are na specific
fracture -cantrol
guidel ines or toughness
criteria
available
far the practicing
naval

architect

to follow

was canducted
guidelines

using

for

in the

cancepts

the selection

As expected,

the

design

af welded

of fracture
af steels

results

used

of this

ship

hulls.

Therefore,

mechanics

to establish

in welded

ship hulls.

invest igcrtian

show that

an investigation

rational

frcrcture-cantral

numeraus

factars

(e.g.

,

service
temperature,
residual
stresses, design,
welding,
material
taughness,
fatigue,
etc. )
can contribute
to brittle
fractures
in welded
structures
such as ship hulls.
However,
there are three primary
factors that central
the susceptibility
of a welded
structure
ta
brittle

fracture.
1)

These

Material
plate

three

primary

toughness

factors

at the

are:

particular

service

temperature,

loading

rate,

and

thickness;

2)

Size af flaw at the paint af fracture
initiation
is an arc strike or a large fatigue
crack;

3)

Stress

Al I three

level,

including

factors

can

residual

regardless

of whether

af fracture

mechanics

the

flaw

stress.

be interrelated

by cancepts

ta

predict
the susceptibil
ii-y of a structure
to brittle
fracture.
If the particular
kombinatian
of stress and flaw size in a structure
(which
can be described
by K1, the stress intensity
factor)
reaches
the Kc level
(the critical
stress intensity
factar
far a particular
specimen
thickness,

temperature

and

Iaading

rate)

fracture

cambinatians
af stress and flaw size that
fabricated
fram a steel weldment
having
ture,

Iaading

rate,

stress and flaw

size

and

plate

that

cannot

thickness.
cause

can

may cause
a particular
Canversel

fracture

accur.

Thus,

fracture
value
y,

there

af the same

are many
steel

Welded
ship hul Is can be subjected
ta dynamic
Iaads
the effects
af residual
stresses and strain cancentratians

when

there

are many

in a structure
which
is
af Kc at the service
temperacambinat

ions af

weldment.

af yield
paint magnitude
are considered.
Further-

more,
the prababil
ity of large (through-thickness)
undetected
flaws being present at
some time during the life af welded
ship hulls exists because
af current
Iimitcrtians
in
fabricat
ian practice
and iwpectian
at shipyards.
Because welded
ship hulls can be
subjected
to high stresses and can have large flaws,
the primary
methad of fracture
central

shauld

prevent

the

be ta use steels

occurrence

with

of brittle

high

levels

fractures

used $ ca~ventional
ship hul I fabrication
at 32 F (O C) . (A sta&istical
study af the
ships
the

indicates

above

that

32

natch-taughness

F (O°C)

taughness.

ship

hulls,

Consequently,
the steels

shauld exhibit
a high level
minimum
service
temperature

is a reasonable

requirement

of notch

in welded

into

minimum
specific

test

service
values

of natch toughness
af canventianal

temperature)
wauld

ta

and weldments

indicate

.

Translating
that

the

NDT (nil-ductility
transition)
t~mpe~ature
of steels and weldments
shauld be very IOW and
the resistance
ta fracture
at 32 F (O C) should be quite
high (essential Iy ful Iy plastic)
so that

any

crack

grawth

in a ship hull

subjected

to dynamic

Icading

of yield

point

magnitude
at 32°F (O°C) is ductile
rather than brittle.
However,
this is an economically
severe material
requirement
that does not recognize
the contribution
of goad design and
fabrication
to the prevention
of brittle
fracture
in welded
ship hul Is and is not necessary.
To prevent
brittle
fractures
of complex
welded structures,
tke designer
has severai
alternatives
as follows:
1) use a material
that will not fracture
in a brittle
manner at
the service
temperature
(such as described
above),
2) pravide
multiple-load
fracture
paths
(which may nat be passible for welded ship hulls) so that a single fracture
cannot lead
to complete
failure,
ar 3) use a fail-safe
philosophy
that pravides far crack arresters ta
arrest propagating
brittle
fractures
should any initiate.
The fundamental
prablem
in a
real istic fracture-control
plan
criteria
with cast cansideratians

for welded
ship hulls k to optimize
the above performance
sa that the prabcrbil ity of camplete
structural
failure
in

welded ship hulls is very law.
In that sense, the taughness criterian
prbpased in this
report is based an the third alternative,
which is an attempt
ta aptimize
satisfactory
perfarmcrnce
with reasonable
cast, fallowing
a fail-safe
ph ilasophy.

review

The need far such fracture-cantral
of the prablem af brittle
fractures

guidelines
can be establ ished by a brief
in welded
steel hul Is:

1) As has been wel I documented
during the past 30 years,
the definite
passibil
of brittle
fraclure
in welded
ship hulls exists because welded ship hulls are
camplex
structures
that can be subjected
ta Iacal dynamic
Iaading
af yield
paint magnitude
at temperatures
as law as 32aF (OaC).

ity

2)

3ecause af current
limitations
in fabrication
practice
and inspection
at shipyards,
a large probability
exists that undetected
flaws wil I be present at same
time during the life af welded
ship hulls.
Even with improvements
in cantral
af welding
quality
during fabrication,
same discantinuities
can still be present
priar ta the service
life af the structure
and these discontinuities
may graw
in size by fatigue
during the life of the structure.
Thus, it must be assumed
that flaws are present in all welded ship hulls.

3)

The naval architect
general I y daes not have absalute
cantrol aver the fabrication af a welded ship hull . Thus, he shauld establish
material
and design
cantrals
during the design pracess that are adequate
to prevent
the occurrence
af brittle
fractures
in welded ship hulls.
Although
the designer tries ta avaid
details
thot act as stress raisers,
this is an impossible
task in large camplex
welded
structures.
Hence,
the emphasis in this fracture-cantral
plan is an
the chaice af praper materials
(toughness specifications
far steels and weldments) and design (praper use af crack arresters),
even thwgh
quality
fabrication and inspect ion of welds are extremely
impartant.

4)

Althaugh

specifying
anly the metal Iurgy and manufacturing
process,
including
campasition,
deaxidizatian
practice,
heat treatment,
etc. , has been used as
arw method of controlling
the level of notch taughness in a steel,
the anly
methad af measuring
the actual
toughness af a steel is a taughness test.
A
direct meosure of taughness
is better for the user because he is ultimately
concerned with the performance
af the steel ar weldment,
and this performance
can best be revealed
by a notch-toughness
on a natch-toughness
test wauld appear ta
in that it leaves them some latitude
ta ada
particular
a~rat
ian for satisfying
the taug
taughness test daes have the disadvantage
only

ane

Iocatian

in a plate

whereas

-2-
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test.
Alsa,
a specification
based
be mare equitable
for steelmaker
t the process best suited ta their
E ness requirement.
Hawever,
a
in that a test value pertains to
processing

cantral

shauld

pertain

to the entire plate.
However,
because this may not always be true, a toughness test is w ~
effective
as an indication
of the service
performance
of
the entire
plate.
5)

Because of the difficulties
weldment,
notch-toughness

in conducting
a toughness test on a composite
specimens
should be taken from each of the

fol lowing regions:
base metal,
weld metal,
and heat-affected
zone.
While
there is no “one” heat-affected
zone,
an average
measure of toughness can
be obtained
by notching
the test specimen
so that the tip of the notch is

approximately at the center of the heat-affected zone.

members

At the minimum service
temperature
the materials
used in primary
load-carrying
in the main-stress
regions must exhibit
a satisfactory
level of notch toughness.

Using concepts of fracture
mechanicb
ta be a KID \CyD
level af 0.9 at 32
conditions

of impact

Iaading

and

th$ satisfactory
level af toughness
F (O C). (KID is the critical
material

UYD is the yield

strength

of a material

is estimated
toughness under
under

the same

impact Iaad ing conditions.
The KID \uyD
ratia is a relative
index of material
toughness
that is propartianal
ta the critical
crack size far unstable
fmcture.
) This level of toughness is abave the I imits of dynamic
plane-strain
behaviar
and cannot be measured
directly
using current fracture-mechanics
tests.
be achieved
by specifying
that base metal,
weld
satisfy the fal I awing requirements:

ACTUAL

a)

Maximum

b)

Minimum
dynamic
tear-test
(DT) energy
yield strength level be as fallaws:

STATIC

ksi

NDT

YIELD

temperature

However,
this level af taughness can
metal,
and heat-affected
zane material

be OaF (-18aC)

276

28
70
80
90
100

345
414
483
552
621
689

at 75aF

ABSORBED
ENERGY
FOR 5\8-inch
(15.9
SPECIMENS

STRENGTH

MN\m2

-IO

measured

ft-lb.

(24aC)

for each

REQUIREMENTS
mm) thick DT

J

25Q
290

3G
393

335
375
415
460

454
508
563
624
678

500

The reason far using the NDT specimen
is ta insure that the transition
fram brittle
ta ductile
behavior
begins *
the minimum
service
temperature.
The reasan far using
the DT specimen
is ta clasely
approximate
candit ions in a welded ship hul I that may lead
ta fracture,
i.e.,
sharp cracks subjected
ta dynamic
loading.
Because af the wide-spread
use of CVN
impact test results,
equivalent
CVN
values
corresponding
ta the required
DT val~es were determined
using variaus empirical
correlations.
These equivalent
CVN
values (at 32 F, O°C) range fram 20 ta 44 ft-lb
(27 to 69 J) for
steels and weldments
having yield strengths af 40 ta 100 ksi (276 to 689 MN\m
)
respectively.
Ta insure
is OaF (-18~r

that the resistance
ta fmcture
Iawer)
is actual Iy increasing

-3-

of thg steels and weldments
whose
at 32 F (OaC) (campared
with O°F,

NDT
-18°C),

—

— ,..

““’v

the DT test is to be conducted
at 75°F (24°C)
(room tempemture).
This temperature
(75°F,
24°C)
is chosen rather than 32°F (O°C) because
it is difficult
to measure the
change
in resistance
to fmcture
reliably
over a 32°F interval
(18°C).
This requirement
shwld
plastic

assure the designer that the material
behavior
at sew ice temperatures.

is exhibiting

some reasonable

level

of elastic-

At the minimum service
temperature
the materials
used in primary
Iaad-carrying
members in secandary
stress regians must alsa exhibit
a satisfactory
level af notch twghness.
Stresses in these members are less than ane-half
the maximum value
in the main
stress regions and accardingl
the required
K1
UYD level is 0.6 at 32aF (OaC).
This
level of taughness
is just w .1.
It In the I imits of ?“ynamic
plane-strain
behaviar
and is
defined
by the NDT temperature.
This requirement
can be achieved
by specifying
that
base metal,
weld metal,
and heat-affected
zone material
satisfy the single requirement
that the maximum
NDT temperature
be 20°F (-70C).
This criterion
is less stringent
than that develaped
far main stress members and daes not require the use af an auxiliary
test pracedure
to evaluate
transition
behaviar.
Therefare,
the NDT test is cairducted
? O.6 at 32aF (OaC) .
at 20aF (-7°C) rather than 32°F (OaC) ta insurethat KID /UyD
As stated previously,
the abave material
specifications
will nat guarantee
the
camplete
absence
af brittle
fractures
in welded
ship hul Is. Therefare,
a fail-safe
philasaphy
must alsa incarparate
pra~erly
designed
crack arresters fabricated
from steels
with very high levels of notch toughness.
To be prap.erly designed,
crack arresters
must satisfy

three

1) Praper

criteria:
Iacatian

2)

Praper

detail;

3)

Praper

level

within

af steel

using a DT specimen

ACTUAL

STATIC

MN\m2

40

276
345
414
483

The abave
da ~
alter

toughness.
tested

crass-sectian;

This level
at 32aF (O°C).

af toughness shauld be abtained
The specified
values are as follaws:

ABSORBED
ENERGY
FOR 5\8-inch
(15.9
SPECIMENS

STRENGTH

ksi
—

50
60
70
80
90
100

tiam,

YIELD

the hull

~

J
—
600
635
670
700
735
770
800

552
621
689

REQUIREMENTS
mm) THICK
DT

813
861
908
949
997
1044
1085

taughness criteria,
based primarily
an material
and design cansiderathe necessity
af gaod quality
welding
and inspection.
It is passible

that actual
weld metal in the welded hull structure
(which is w
tested)
values be law those af the welded
test plates that are tested.
Obviausly
v ialates the required
fracture
criterian,
even thou~
it is nat detected.

has taughness
this canditian
In additian
ta

contributing
ta brittle
fractures,
paar qucrl ity welding
crlsa can lead ta opemtian
prablems
and repairs that reduce the efficiency
af aperafion.
Thus, praper welding
procedures
must be maintained
ta abtain
saund weldments.
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Although
report
steels.

the emphasis

also describes
The general

k to develop

toughness

criteria

for welded

ship hulls,

this

the history of specification
development
for toughness of ship hui I
service
conditions
of ship hulls are discussed and the rationale
for

a specific
fracture-control
arresters
is developed.

plan including
criteria
The criteria
are compared

for material
selection
and crack
with test results on ship steels

fai ures.
prel imjnarY
published
in the literature,
CISwell CIS anal
ses of actual shi
analysis
indicates
that existing
ABS Grade (! normalized,
CS,
;,
cm~ E steels should
easily meet this specification
althwgh
this observation
must be verified
experimentally.
Many plates of ABS Grades B and C steels sh~uld also meet this specificat
ion.
Limited
test results available
for 100 ksi (6B9 MN/m
) yield strength steels indicate
that they are
capable
of meeting
this requirement.
A preliminary
analysis of the economic
aspects of meeting
the proposed toughness
requirements
is presented
which indicates
that the additional
cost of the proposed twghness
criterion
shwld
be o very small percentage
of the tatal cost af any particular
ship.
In
view of the fact that the proposed toughness criterion
should
mare resistant
to catastrophe ic brittle
fractures,
this increase
be justified.
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lead to safer
in cost would

ships that are
appear to

—.

TECHNICAL
I.

large

GENERAL

PROBLEM

REPORT
OF

BRITTLE

FRACTURE

IN

SHIPS

Although
welded ship failures
have occurred
since the early 1900’s,
it was not until the
number of World War 11 ship failures
that the problem was fully appreciated).
Of the

approximately
5,000
merchant
ships built during World War 11, over 1,000 had developed
cracks
of considerable
size by 1946.
Between
1942 and 1952,
more than 200 ships had sustained
fractures
classified
as serious, and at least nine T-2 tankers and seven Liberty
ships had broken
completely
in two as o result of brittle
fractures.
The majority
of fractures
in the Liberty
ships
started at square hatch corners or square cutouts at the top of the sheerstrake.
Design changes
involving
rounding and strengthening
of the hatch corners,
removing
square cutouts in the sheerstrake,
and adding riveted
crack arresters in various locations
led to immediate
reductions
in the
incidence
of failures
2).
Most of the fractures
in the T-2 tankers originated
in defects
in
bottom shell butt welds.
The use of crack
incidence
of failures
in these vessels.

arresters

and

improved

workmanship

reduced

the

Studies indicated
that in addition
to design faults,
steel qua! ity also was a primary
factor that contributed
to brittle
fracture
in welded ship hulls3).
Therefore,
in 1947,
the
American
Bureau of Shipping
introduced
restrictions
cm the chemical
compasitian
af steels and
in 1949,
Lloyds Register stated that “when the main structure af a ship is intended
to be whal Iy
or partial [y welded,
the committee
may require parts of rimary structural
importance
ta be steel,
the prap rties and pracess of manufacture
afwhich
have L en specially
approved
far this
purpose 4 .”
In spite of design improvements,
the increased use of crock arresters,
improvements
in
quality
of workmanship,
and restrictions
on the chemical
composition
of ship steels during the
later 1940’s,
brittle
fractures
still occurred
in ships in the early 1950’s5) . Between
1951 and
1953,
two comparatively
new al l-welded
cargo ships and a transversely
framed welded tanker
broke in two.
In the winter af 1954, a Iangitudinally
framed welded
tanker constructed
of
impr ved steel qual ity using up-to-date
concepts of good design and welding
qua[ ity broke in
two6 7 .
During the 1950’s,
seven Classification
Saciet ies responsible
for the classification
of
ships (American
Bureau af Shipping,
Bureau Veritas,
Germanischer
Lloyd,
Lloyd’s Register af
Shipping,
Nipon
Kaiji
Kyakai,
Det Narske Veritas,
and Registro Italianna
Navale)
held
numeraus meetings and in 1959 published
the Unified
Requirements
for
Shi ~ stee]s4).
requirements
specified
various manufacturing
methods,
them ical campasition,
or
harpy VNatch
impact requirements
for five grades af steel.
A general
description
of these unified
requirements
is presented
in Appendix
A.

These

Since the late 1950’s (although
the actual
number has been low) brittle
fractures
have
still occurred
in ships as is indicated
by Boyd’s descript ion of ten such fo ilures between
1960 and
1965 and a number of unpubi ished reports of brittle
fractures
in welded ships since 19657).
Therefare,
although
it has been approximately
30 years since the problem of brittle
fracture
in welded ship hulls was first recognized
as a significant
prablem far the ship-building
industry,
brittle
fractures
stil I accur in ships.
While
it is true that during this time considerable
research has led to various changes in design,
fabrication,
and mat rials so that the incidence
of brittle
fractures
in welded ship hulls has been reduced markedly8 T , nonetheless,
brittle
fractures
cantinue
to occur in welded ship hui Is fabricated
with ordinary-strength
steels.
With
the use of higher-strength
steels,
there is a definite
concern that brittle
fractures
may accur in
these steels also.
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Currently
there are no specific
fracture-control
guidelines
or overall
toughness
criteria
available
for the practicing
naval architect
to s ecify
in designing
welded steel ship
hulls af all strength levels.
Therefare,
the Purpose of t c. IS report is to wovide
rational
fracturecontrol guidelines
consistent
with econam ic real ities which,
when implemented,
will minim=
We prabab” d!ty
“
of b rlttle fractures
In welded
ship hulls.
Although
the fact is rarely stated,
the
basis
o strut ura
arge complex
welded
structures
is an attempt
to optimize
the
~
to -ca d cansid eratian s (materials,
desired ~erfarmance
recw irements relative
design,
fabrication)
sa that

the x;tv

of faiL.u

(and

its ecanomic

cansequerrces)

is low.

For reasans develaped
in the fol Iowin
sectians,
the guidelines
are primarily
material
oriented.
This daes not relieve
the naval arc t. Itect of responsibility
for good ship design,
but
recognizes
the fundamental
importance
of using gaod quality
structural
steels in large complex
welded structures.
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II. GENERAL

PROBLEM

OF

BRITTLE

FRACTURE

IN

WELDED

STRUCTURES

An overwhelming
amount of research on brittle
fracture
in welded steel structures
has
shown that numerous factors (e. g., service
temperature,
material
toughness,
design,
welding,
residual
stresses, fatigue,
constraint,
etc.)
can contribute
to brittle
fractures
in large welded
st~uctures such as ship hul 1s5-1 6).
Hawever,
the recent development
of fracture
mechanics 16-20)
has shawn that there are three _
factars that cantrol
the susceptibility
af a structure
to brittle
fracture.
These three primary factors are:
1)

Material

Taughness

(Kc,

KIC,

KID)

Material
toughness can be defined
as the ability
ta defarm plastically
in the
presence af a notch and can be described
in terms af the static critical
stress-intensity
factor under conditions
of plane stress (Kc) ar plane strain (KIC).
KID is a widely
accepted
measure af the critical
material
toughness under conditions
of maximum
constraint
(plane stra in) and impact-loading.
In addition
to metal Iurgical
factors
such OS campasitian
and heat treatment,
the natch taughness af a steel alsa depends
the application
temperature,
Iaading
rate,
and constraint
(state -af-stress)
ahead af
the notch as discussed in Appendix
B.
2)

Flaw

Size

(a)

Brittle fractures
initiate
fram flaws or discantinuities
continuity ies can vary from extremely
smal I cracks within
case in the brittle
fracture
of a T-2 tanker
during Wadd

of variaus kinds.
These disa weld arc strike,
(as was the
War 11) ta much larger weld ar

fatigue
cracks.
Camplex
welded
structures are nat fabricated
without
discontinuities
(porasity,
lack of fusion,
tae cracks,
mismatch,
etc.),
although
gocd fabrication
practice
and inspection
can minimize
the ariginal
size and number of flaws.
Thus,
discont

inuities

wil I be present

in al I welded

and weld repairs
present initially,

are finished,
Furthermore,
fat igue stressing can cause

3)

(u)

Stress Level

ship hul I structures
even
them

even

after

though only “small”
to enlarge,
passibly

all

ians present

The prababil ity af critical
ield stress Iaading
(uyD)
he

residual

Al I three
ather factors
three yrimary

structures

throughout

a ship which

increase

the

Iacal

these

inspections

flaws may be
ta a critical
size.

Tensile
stresses, (naminal,
residual,
or bath) are necessary
for brittle
fractures
occur.
The stresses in ship hul Is are difficult
ta analyze
because ships are complex
structures,
because af the complexity
of the dynamic
Iaading,
and because of the
stress concentrate

an

ta

stress levels.

in a welded ship hull being subjected
to dynamic
high,
reticularly
in regions of stress concentrations
stresses fram welding
may@
present.

of these

factars

such as temperature,
factors,

regians
is fairly

must be present
loading

Engineers
have knawn these facts
ta brittle
fractures
by applying

rate,

far a brittle
residual

far many years
these concepts

gaod design (Iawer stress levels by minimizing
flaw size because of praper welding
cantral),

to accur

etc.

merely

and have reduced
to their structures

in structures.
affect

performance
manner.
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impact test)
the engineer

All

the abave

the wsceptibil
cwalitativelv.

discontinuities)
and fabriccrtian
practices
as wel I as the use of materials
with gaod

taughness levels (e. g., as measured with a Charpy V-natch
the prababil ity af brittle
fractures
in structures.
Hawever,
design guide I ines ta evaluate
the relative
fabricatlan
and materials
in a quantitative

fracture

stresses,

ity of
That is,
(decreased
natch-

wil I and have minimized
has nat h~pecified

and econam ic tradeaffs

between

design,

F

The recent
of the above

development
of fracture
mechanics
as an applied
science
has shown that al I
factors can be interrelated
to predict
(or to design against)
the susceptibility
Fracture
mechanics
is
a
method
of
characterizing
structure
to brittle
fracture.

three

of a welded
fracture
behavior
in terms of structural
parameters
fomil iar to the engineer,
namely,
stress and
L
flaw size.
Fracture mechanics
is based onstress analysis andthus
does notdepend
onthe
use of
empirical
correlations
to translate
laboratory
results into practical
design information.
Fracture
mechanics
is based on the fact that the stress distribution
ahead ofa sharp crack can be
characterized
in terms of a single parameter
Kl, the stress-intensity
factor,
having units of
ksi Jinch (MN/m3/2).
Various specimen geometries
have been analyzed,
and theoretical
expressions for KI in terms of applied
stress and flaw size have been developed.
Three examples
are presented
in Figure 1.
In all cases, KI is a function
of the nominal stress and the square
root of the flaw size.
By knowing
the critical
wlue
of K1 at failure,
Kc, for a given steel of a
particular
thickness and ata
specific
temperature
and loading
rate, the designer can determine
flaw sizes that can be tolerated
in structural
members foragiven
design stress level.
Conversely,
hecandetermine
the design stress level that can besafely
used foraflaw
size that maybe
present ina structure.
This general
relation
is presented
in Figure2
which shows the relationship
between
If a particular
cambinatian
of
material
toughness (Kc),
naminal
stress (o), and flaw size (a).
stresscmd flaw size in a structure
(K]) reaches the Kc level,
fracture
can occur.
Thus there are
man
combinations
of stress and flaw size (e. g.,
uf and a ) that may cause fracture
in a structure
#is
fabricated
from a steel having a particular
value OIKC at a patiicular
service femperaf”re,
Icading
rate, and plate thickness.
Conversely,
there arecombinations
af Streisand
flaw
size (e. g.,
uo and a ) that will nat cause failure
of a particular
steel.
A brief development
and numerical
exampe r af the can~ptsof
fracture
mechanics
is presented
in Appendix
B.
At this point,

itshauld

reemphasized

used in ship hulls are sa high that
standardized
test methods.
Thus,

that

(fortunately)

the

Kc Ievels

for most steels

they cannot remeasured
directly
using exist ing ASTM
although
concepts of fracture
mechanics
can be used to

develop
fracture-cantral
guidelines
and desirable
taughness levels,
the state of the art is such
that actual
Kc values cannat be measured for most ship hull steel sat service temperatures.
As
will ~bed
later,
this fact dictates
that auxiliary
test methods must be used ta insure
that ship hull materials
perform satisfactorily
under service
conditions.

.
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2.

Schematic
Flaw Size,
Toughness

Relation
Between
and Material

Stress,

111. DEVELOPMENT
CRITERIA

OF
FOR

SPECIFIC

WELDED

FRACTURE-CONTROL

STEEL SHIP

HULLS

General
In the previous chapter,
concepts of fracture mechanics
were introduced
as the best
method for developing
fracture-control
guidelines
for welded
steel structures.
In this chapter,
fracture-mechanics
concepts are used ta develop
specific
criteria
to prevent
catastrophic
fractures
in welded
steel ship hulls.
Concepts
of fracture
mechanics
are emphasized
rather than I inear
elastic
fracture
mechanics
used in existing
ASTM test methods because steels for ship hu~ould
=gher
toughness levels than can currently
be measured using ASTM specification
test
methods.
Service

Conditions

A review
of current
practice
of designing
not we[ I known21,
22).
Therefore,
general
rules

ship hulls indicates
that the actual
loadings are
of proportioning
the crass section of ships have

been developed,
primarily
on the basis of experience.
techniques
and actual
measurements
of ship leadings

Recent developments
have led to improvements

in analytical
in the under-

standing
of the structural
behavior
of ships23).
However,
the design of ship hulls is Frimarily
an empirical
proportioning
based on satisfactory
past experience
rather than a systematic
analytical
design and therefore
calculated
design stresses for specific
sea states are rarely found.
Strain measurements
an actual
ships have indicated
that the maximum
vertical
wavebending-stress
excursion
(peak-ta-traugh)
ever measured was about 24 ksi (16
MN/m2).
Also
the maximum
k-ending stress for slender cargo I iners is about 10 ksi 69 MN/m
) and for bigger
ships such
s tankers and bulk carriers,
about 14 ksi (97 MN/m2)
2 43t24).
Therefore,
14 ksi
Al though
(97 MN/m~)
appears to be a reasonable
maximum
nominal
stress level
in ship hulls.
this stress is less than one-half
the yield stress of most ship hull steels,
the local stress at
stress concentrations
reaches the yield strength
level,
particwlarl
y when the additional
effects
Furthermore,
because of the particular
nature of ship hull
of residual
stress are considered.
loadings and the number of brittle
fractures
that have occurred
in service,
it is reasonable
(and
conservative)
ta assume that ships can be loaded under impact conditions,
i .e. , the loads can
be appl ied rapidly
enough so that the dynamic
yield stress is reached.
As discussed i Appendix
B, the dynamic
yield stress under impact loading
is approximately
20 ksi (138 MN/m f ) higher
than the static yield stress as measured
in standard
tension tests.
The actual
Iaading
rate f r
loading
(strain rate approximately
10 -f sec -1 )
ship hulls is probably
between
the I imits of “static”
and dynamic
ar impact loading
(strain rate approximately
i O see-l).
Hawever,
in view of the
general
service
behavior
conservative
assumption
of the

of ships, and the lack of infarmatian
on specific
that ships are loaded dynamically
is made.

lading

rates,

the

S&Ji::&e3@

that $ips opera~e at ternperatwes
less than 32aF (OOF) only about 3%
There ore, a design service temperature
of 320F (O°C) for welded steel
ship hulls appears real istic.
For special
applications,
such as icebreakers,
Ihe design service
temperature
shou Id be I awer.
Therefore,

from a fracture-cantrol

standpoint,

the probabil

ity

is ve~

high

that

critical

regions in welded
ship hulls can be subjected
ta impact Iaadings
at 32°F (O C) such that the
Thus, the use of dynamic
fracture
paradynamic
yield stress of the material
can be reached.
is
parameters,
K [= /’UYS,
meters,
KID /UyD
(see Appendix
8), rather than stat ic fracture
justified.
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Ships

Required

Performance

Characteristics

Previously,
it has been shawn that brittle
fractures
accur because of particular
cambina;
t ions af material
toughness,
flaw size,
and tensile
stresses.
If this basic principle
is carob ined
with the real istic fact that the stress level
in critical
parts of a ship hull will reach yield stress
magnitude
and that flaws ar discantinu
ities wil I be present in the hul 1, the naval architect
is
faced with three passibie salutians
ta prevent
catastrophic
brittle
fractures
in shiPs26):
1)
Develop
multiple-load
crass section daes not lead
sat isfactory
for other types
decks,

it does nat appear

paths within
the hull so that failure
of any ane part af the
to total failure
of the ship.
Althaugh
this so[utian
is
of welded
structures
such as stringer-type
bridges with concretd
ta be feasible

for monal ithic

welded

steel

ship hulls.

2)
Use extreme I y notch -twgh
stee Is so that na brittle
fractures
con initiate
ar propagate
even at very high stress levels.
Although
this solutian
would eliminate
the prablem af
brittle
fracture
in welded
steel ship hulls,
it is economically
unfeasible
because such
extreme
levels of notch toughness actua I I y are nat required.
Furthermore,
even notchtaugh materials
can fail if the Iaading
is severe enough.
3)
Provide a fail-safe
design using steels with moderate
levels of natch-toughness
in
cam binat ion with properly
designed
crack-arresters,
so that even if a crack initiates,
it will be arrested befare catastrophic
failure
occurs.
The fundamental
prablem
in a realistic
fmcture-control
plan for welded ship hulls is ta
opt imize the above possible
erformance
cr her la w Ith cast cons Iderat ions so that the
rababil i
of camplete
structural
failure +“”
due to
nttle
fracture
in~lded
ship hulls is very low. w
sense,
the toughness criterian
proposed in this repart is an attempt
ta optimize
sat isfactary
performance

with

reasonable

cost,

following

a fail-safe

Dhilosaphy.

Thus, the third salution,
namely the use of steels and weldments
with maderate
levels
of notch toughness combined
with properly
designed
crack arresters,
is recommended
as a
fracture
criterian
for welded
ship hulls.
In line

with

this geneml

fracture-control

plan,

the following

items are noted.

1)
As has been well documented
during the past 30 years,
the definite
passibil ity of
brittle
fracture
in welded ship hulls exists because welded
ship hulls are complex
structures
that can be sub”ected
to local dynamic
Iaading
of yield paint magnitude
at temperature
as
low as 3~F
(O~C).
2)
9ecause of current I imitations
in fabrication
practice
and inspection
at shipyards,
a
large probcrbil it exists that large undetected
flaws will be present at some time during the
I ife of welded
sK 1P hulls.
Even with improvements
in cantral
of welding
ual ity during
fabrication,
same discantinuities
will still be present prior to the service 1. #e of the
structure
and fatigue
may cause these discantinuities
to grow in size during the I ife af
the structure.
Thus, it is assumed that flaws are present in all welded
ship hulls.
3)

The naval

architect

generally

does not have

absolute

cantral

aver

the fabrication

of

a welded
ship hul 1. Thus, he shauld establish
material
and controls during the
design
racess that are adequate
to prevent
the occurrence
af brittle
fractures
in welded
ship hu 1’Is. Although
the designer
tries to avaid details
that act as stress raisers,
this is an
impassible
task in large complex
welded structures.
Hence,
control plan is an the choice of proper materials
(toughness

the emphasis
s edifications

we Idments) and design (proper use of crack arresters),
inspection
af welds are extremely
important.

t E wgh
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even

in this fracturefar steels and

qua I ity fabricgt

i an and

I

—

4)
Although
composition,

specifying
deoxidizat

solely the metal Iurgy and manufacturing
process,
including
ion practice,
heat tieatment,
etc. , l-as been one method of

control I ing the level of notch toughness in a steel,
the only method of measuring
the
actual
toughness of a steel is a toughness ~.
A direct measure of toughness is better
for the user because he is ultimately
concerned
with the performance
of the steel or
weldment,
and this performance
can best be determined
by a notch-toughness
test.
Alsa
a specification
based on a natch-taughness
test wauld appear to be more equitable
for
stee[makers
in that it leaves them some latitude
to adopt the process best suited to their
particular
aperatian
ins atisfying
the toughness requirement.
However,
a toughness test
does have the disadvantage
in that a test value pertains
to only one Iacation
in a plate
whereas
ra er processing
control shou Id pertain
to the entire plate.
However,
because
this may %
nat a ways be true, a toutest is no less effective
as an indication
af the
service

performance

of the entire

plate.

5)
8ecause of the difficulties
in conducting
a toughness test an a compasite
weldment,
notch-toughness
s ecimens should be taken fram each af the following
regions:
base
metal,
zone,
~t~$

weld metal’, and heat-affected
zone.
While there is “a “o”e,, heat-affec+edan average
measure af taughness can be abtained
by notching
the test specimen
sa
tch is approximately
at the center of the heat-affected-zone
region.
~~i$~sfi
specify
that five sets of impact specimens
be taken during welding

Procedure

Qualification

Testing

for weldments

used for very

Iow-tempemture

service.

The notches far the specimens
are located
at the centerline
af the weld,
on the fusian
line,
and in the heat-affected-zone,
0.039-in
(1 mm), 0.1 18-in
(3 mm), and 0.197-in
(5mm) fmm the fusian I ine.
For weld qual ificat ion tests it maybe
desimble
to follow
this practice.
The s ecif ic requirements
ta implement
these fail-safe
fmcture-control
guidelines
consist
af 1) establ .1.
IS lng a satisfactory
level of notch taughness
in the steels and weldments,
and
2) developing
of properly
designed
crack arresters.
These requirements
are presented
in the
following
two chapters.
It should be re-emphasized
that impra
r fabrication
can still lead ta
structural
failure
regardless
of the level of natch-toughness.
T r us goad quality
welding
and
inspect ion practices
must be fol I awed.
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IV.

MATERIALS

PERFORMANCE

E CHARACTERISTICS

General
In general,
members
plating,

the primary

load-carrying

members

within
the center
.4L of the hull that
Because
and Iangifudinal
bulkheads.

of steel

ship structures

are the plate

comprise the upper deck,
bottom shell,
side
these members are the primary
load-carrying

members,
material
toughness requirements
shou Id be specified
far them.
Al thaugh stiffeners
can also be primary load-carrying
members,
they ore not connpcted
to each other and thus
of adjacenf
stiffeners.
Therefore,
they
failure
of one stiffener
shauld not lead to failure
need not be subjecf to the proposed criferia.
Stresses in a ship hul I vary fram extreme
levels in the upper deck and bottom shel I
to essentially
zera of the neutral
axis as indicated
in Fig. 4, which
illustrates
an idealized
An shown schematically
in Fig. 2, the critical
crack size
stress distribution
in the secfion.
far a given material
is influenced
by the nominal
tensile stress level.
Because stresses in the
the materials
performance
characteristics
main-stress
regions (Fig. 4) can reach crifical
levels,
af the primary
load-carrying
plate members in these areas should be specified
by a toughness
requirement.
Sfressin the secondary-stress
region are somewhat
lower,
and for primary
laadcarrying
plate m smsbem ;n this area,
a Iess-sfringenf
ic.ughness requ iremenf
is needed.

Develapmenf

of Toughness

Requirement

far Main-stress

Regions

Traditional
Iy, the fracfure
characteristics
af law- and intermediatestrength steels
have been described
in ferms of the transition
from brittle
to ductile
behavior
as measured by
impact fesfs.
This transition
in fracture
behavior
can be related
schemat ical I y to various
Plane-strain
behcrviar refers to fmcture
under elastic
fracfure
sfates as shawn in Fig. 5.
strasses with I ittle or na shear-1 ip development
and is essential
refers to ductile
failure
under general
yielding
conditiom
with
The transition
between
these twa extremes
is the elastic-piasfic
the mixed-mode
regian.
Far static

loading,

the fransifian

region

occurs

Iy brittle.
Plasfic behaviar
very large sap
development.
region which is alsa referred
to as

at lower

temperatures

than

far

impacf

(ar dynamic)
Iaading,
depending
an the yield strength af the sfeel.
Thus, far structures subjected
to sfatic loading,
the stafic transition
curve should be used fa predicf
the level of performance
of fhe service
temperature.
Far structures sub”ecfed
fu impact or dynamic
loading,
the impact
transition
curve should be used to predict
the { evel of performance
at the service
temperature.
Far structures subjected
b some intermediate
loading
rate,
an intermediate
loading
rate transition
curve shau I d be used ta predicf
the I evel af performance
at the service
temperature.
Because fhe actual
loading rates for ship hulls are not wel I defined,
and to be coreervative,
the
impact loading
curve (Fig. 5) is used fo predict
the service
performance
of ship hul I steels.
As
noted

on Fig.

of plane-sfrain

5,

fhe nil-ductility

under

A fundamental

conditions
question

transition
of-

(NDT)

temperature

generally

defines

fhe upper

limit

loading.

to be resolved

regarding

a fracture

criterion

for welded

ship

hull steels is: “What level of material
performance
should be required
far satisfactory
performance
That is, as shown schematically
in Fig. 6 for imin a ship hull subjected
to d namic loading?”
act loading,
one of the fol r awing three general
levels of material
performance
must be estab~ished at the service
temperature
for the steels that
are primary
load-carrying
memberx
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————
N DT
(61 EEL 11

—

Between
Level
of PerformTests
and NDT for
3

1

——

1)

Plane-strain

2)

Elastic-plastic

3)

Fully

Althaugh

behavior
behavior

plastic

ful Iy plastic

- Use steel

behavior

behaviar

(1) - Fig.

- Use steel
- Use steel

would

6

(2) - Fig.
(3) - Fig.

be a very

6
6

desirable

level

hull steels,
it may not be necessary,
ar even economically
feasible.
elastic-plastic
behavior
(steel 2Fig. 6) should be satisfactory
to
brittle
fractures.
(If fractures
do initiate,
they skid
not lead 10
as Iang as proped y designed
crack arresters are used. ) Specifying
al I steels and weldments
used in primary
load-carrying
members in
equal to ar less than @F (-1 &C)
establish
the required
performance
in Fig. 6.
Thus,

the primary

steel ship hul Is is that
the main
Method

stress regians

far ship

(320F (180C)
below the minimum service
tern erature)
should
I evel , ~ the materials
fol low the general
be Eaviar of steel 2

material

al I steels

of performance

A reasonable
level af
prevent
initiation
of most
catastrophic
failure
of a ship
that the N DT temperature
af
the center 0.4L of ships be

specification

and weldments

af ships have

in an overall
used in primary

a maximum

NDT

af &F

fracture-central
load-carrying

(-1 @C)

plan
plate

as measured

fsw welded

metrbrs
by ASTM

in
Test

E-208-6928).
Although

necessary,

this primaw

additional
toughness requirement
is
steels and weldments
whose NDT is
That is, this additional
requirement
performance
level shown in Fig. 6,
shows the relationship
behavior
(HY-80
type

NDT
necessary ta
OaF (-1 80C)
is necessary
rather than

requirement
alane is not sufficient,
since an
insure that the resistance
to fracture
of the
(or Iawer) is actually
satisfactory at 32°F(&’C).
ta guarantee
that materials
fol law the general
exhibit
a low-energy
shear behavior.
Fig. 7

of low-energy
performance
to normal
behaviar
far military
applications).

behaviar

and very-high

level

Low-energy
shear behavior
usua I Iy daes not occur in low-strength
steels but is sometimes
found in high-strength
steels.
Thus the additional
taughnes
requirement
is necessary ta eliminate
the possibility
of low-energy
shear failures,
primarily
in the higher-strength
steels.
In terms of fracture-mechanics

cancepts,

the critical

dynamic

toughness,

K[

, is

is the dynamic
yield strength a P the
approximately
equal ~ 13.6u D at NDT,
where ‘SYD
material.
Thus far the ship ‘“\ul I materials
that satisfy the criterian
that NDT be equal tu or
less than

@F

(-18aC),

‘ID

=

0.6

at O°F (-l#C)

‘yD
At the minimum

‘ID
7
because
Although

af the rapid
the }$~

various steels
this is a realistic

service

temperature

is estimated

to be about

in KID

temperature

af 32aF

(O°C)

0.9

yD

increase
af 0.9

with

cannot

including

in the transi tian

be established
theoretical
ABS-C and ASTM A517 steels,

~alue.
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temperature

I y, experimental
Figures 8 and 9,

region.

resul ts far
indicate
that

co

.s’
.

-a

,>.”.wm,,

n

,0 !r”ln

.

.:
.
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—

to develop

[t should be emphasized
an auxiliary
toughness

that although
concepts
requirement
that
KID
—

of fraciwre mechanics
~ 0.9 (far l-inch-thick

have been used
(25.4mm)
plates),

Uy D
materials
satisfying
this criterion
will exhibit
elastic-plastic,
nan-plane-strain
behavior.
Therefore, this taughn~s
level cannot be measured using existing
sr5f&f-theart fracture-mechanics
tests as specified
by AST=That
is, for 1-inch-thick
(25.4
mm) plates,
the upper I imit af
dynamic
plane-stmin
behaviar
is
2
‘ID
1.0=2.5(—)
OyD
ar

K[~Oy

strain

D

– 0.63.
-

belxwiar

far 1 -inch-fhick

At 32°F
limits

Thus NDT

(O°C),

of dynamic

-thick

(25.4

K1#oyD

plane-strain

Far 2-inch

(where

is specified

= 0.89

is the limit

is the upper

I imit

of dynamic

pbane-

in this criterion

far 1 -inch-thick

(25.4

ta be 0.9,

which

is beyand

the

mm) plates.

mm) plates,

2.0=

Or K1~OyD

~ 0.6)

mm) plates,

behavior
(50.8

K1~ayD

2.5

of dynamic

‘ID
)2
(—
ry D
plane-strain

behaviar.

Thus,

a 2-inch-thick

(50.8

mm)

plate,
loaded dynamically
ta the full yield stress of a material
in the presence of a sharp flaw at
32aF (WC) would be at the I imit of dynamic
plane-strain
behavior.
Because the probability
of al I
these facmm occurring
simultaneously
is minimal,
the requirement
that KID/IJyD
20.9
appears
to be satisfactory
toughness levels
Using

for all thicknesses
af plate 2 inches
for plates thicker
than 2 inches (50.8
concepts

af fracture

mechanics,

as well

(50.8
mm) ar less.
However,
mm) shauld be increased.
as engineering

experience,

abservatians
can be made regarding
the I evel of performance
at 32aF (O°C)
tau hness requirement
af N DT < @F (-1 WC)
ments that satisfy the
ri ma
toughness requirement*lc}OYD
20.9
at 3%’F (OOC):
1)

2)

the required

the following

far steels and weldand the auxi I iary

The start of the transition
from brittle
to ductile
behavior
will begin belaw
the minimum service
temperature
af 32°F (O°C).
Therefore,
at the mmm
service
temperature,
the materials
will exhibit
same level of elastic-plastic
non-plane-strain
behaviar
in the presence of a sharp crack under dynamic
Iaading.
Al though

rwt specified

in the propcn.ed

taughness

requirement,

the materials

will exhibit
same percentage
af fibrous fmcture
appearance
at 3PF
(OaC).
Service
experience
has shown that fracture
appearance
is an effective
indicator of the resistance
ta brittle
fracture.
Thus, this criterion
is consistent
with service
experience
of ship hulls.
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,

Although

3)

precise

stress-flaw

size

exhibiting
~f~c-plastic
behavior,
(276 MN/m
) yield strength steels

calculations

cannot

be made

for material

estimates
of critical
crock
can be made as fol lows:

sizes for 40 ksi

For a KID =0.9
o D and a naminal
stress of 14 ksi (97 MN/m2)
critical
crack siz~at
32°F (&’C) is estimated
to be 8-10 inches
254 mm) as shown in Fig.
)0.

a)

b)

For one of the largest

ships, ie.,
estimated

c)

siress ranges ~~kto

about 24 ksi (165 MN

to be 3 inches

m ),

trough)

ever

the critical

crack

the
(203-

recorded
size

is

(76 mm).

For the worst possible cases of
magnitude,
the dynamic
critical
1/2 inch (12.7
mm).

dynamic
laading
of yield
point
crack size is estimated
to be

Ideal I y, the auxiliary
taughness requirement
that KID/u
D ~0.9
at 32°F (WC)
should
be established
by conducting
a KID test at 32aF (OaC).
Unfartuna~l
, no inexpensive
standard
KID test specimen
exists.
Furthermore,
research
test procedures
ta o 1 tain KID values directly
are
currently
too complex
insure that KID\uyD

for use in sp~cifi~ations.
20.9
at 32 F (0 C).

Thus some ather

test specimen

must be used to

The test specimen
should be Iaacfed dynamically,
easy to use, standardized,
and the
In addition,
the specimen should have a sharp notch to
results should be readily
interpretable.
clasely approximate
the shorp crack conditions
that exist in large complex
welded structures
such
as welded ship hulls.
Final Iy, the test specimen
should be as large as practical
because af the
effect of constraint
an the fracture
behavior
of structural
steels.

pre-cracked

After careful
consideration
CVN,
Crack-Opening

&~fi~~$~~~e~~~~i!ement

af which of the variaus fracture
test specimens
(e. g., CVN,
Displacement-COD,
DT, and K ~) would be most CIpp! icable

the 518-inch
(14.9
M recommended
the crux
i I iary test specimen.
‘ar weldedas ship
hulls,

mm) thick

dynamic

tear

For the ship hull steel application,
the DT test specimen
currently
satisfies all af the
abave requirements
better than ony other test specimen.
The DT test is an impact test (highIoading rate) that has a sharp pressed notch with rtiidual
tensile stresses (thus the strain cancentratian
is larger than far machined
natches).
The beginning
of the elastic-plastic
transition
occurs at NDT as shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13 far representative
A8S-8,
ABS-C,
and A517
steels, respectively.
Thus the DT test spec!men results can be easily related
to the NDT values
for ship steels.

(X3,8

For the plate thicknesses
narmally
used in ship hull canstruc!ion
(less than 2-inches
mm) thick),
thickness has a second-arder
effect on the toughness behavior
in the transition

temperature

region

~&n!’~@!i!~creosing

compared
with the first-order
effects of Iaading
rate and notch acuity.
Inrate of notched steel specimens
raises the transition
temperature
as shown
the notch acuity
(from that in a machined
CVN specimen
to thot

in a pressed-natch

DT specimen)

alsa

raises

the beginning

of the transition

temperature

range

as shown in Fig. 11-13 and 26-29.
The second-order
effect af thickness
(namely
the very
small change in transition
behavior
between
5/8 (1 5.9 mm) and 1 inch (25.4
mm) thick DT
specimens)
is shown in Figs. 11, 12, ond 13,
There are Iar er chonges in transition
temperature
for much thicker
plates (e.g.,
3- to 12 -inch
(76 to 305 mm
~ickplotes
used in thick-walled
pressure vessels) but for the ship hull application
(plates less than 2-inches
the effects of specimen
thickness are second order and can be ignared.
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(50.8

mm) thick),
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Stee

NDT,
I.

CVN,
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Klc.

-m

-%
‘F

and

I
0

.

Therefore,
DT specimens

although

to specify

s ecimen is being
t E Ick DT specimen

recommended
far autweigh

~~~dk~~~Lt~~~~~~6~1
falling-weight

it would

the behavior

~~~

be technically
of ship steels,

more desirable
only

to use full-thickness

the 5\8-inch

(15.9

5\8-inch
(1 5.9 mm) DT specimen
has recent
--alsa
see Appendix
C) and can be canducted

test machines

mm) thick

DT

because the practical
aspecis of testing the 5/8-inch
(1 5.9
the disadvantage
af having ta use a less than ful l-plate

ar in relatively

smal I pendulum

type

IY bee” sta”dardin existing
NDT

mm)

type

machines.

Far the above reasons,
the DT test is recommended
as the auxiliary
test specimen
to
be used to irrsure that elastic-plastic
behavior
is actual I y being abtained
in steels and weldments
for welded
ship hulls even though CVN
impact test results currently
are widely
used as reference
Because of the wide-spread
use of CVN
test
values for predicting
the behavior
of ship steels.
results,
particular
y in quality
cantrol,
CVN values that ore equivalent
to DT test values are
presented
in Appendix
E.
After

having

selected

the DT test ~ecimen

as the auxiliary

test specimen,

the next

step is ta establish
the DT value
at 32°F (O C) that wil I insure a K @YD
ratia af 0.9 so
that the desired level af e16ifiFplastic
behavior
is obtained
for al / steels and weldments.
Because there are no direct theoretical
m I utions ta establish
the DT values correspandi ng ta
KID/uyD

= 0.9,

empirical

A review

carrsiderations

of available

are used.

experimental

test results

indicates

that

at NDT,

where

K~a

=

0.6,
the amount af absarbed
energy far 5/8-inch
(1 5.9 mm) thick DT specimens
is approxlmat$
Thus
at the specified
value of K1 /cs D = 0.9 at 3~F
(@C),
the minimum
100ft
lb (136 J).
absarbed energy far the DT specimens
can be approxima ~ ed ~y (0.9/0,6)
times 100, ar equal to
150 ft lb (203J). The general relcrtian
between
KL and energy in the elastic
region would indicate that this ratio should be squared.
Hawever,
in the elastic-plastic
region,
where the
absarbed energy is increasing
very rapidly
with temperature,
a I i near rel atian may be m-me
The value of 150 ft lb (203 J) is relatively
small
and, therefore,
it is re~ammended
realistic.
that the DT test be canducted
at 7~F
(24aC)
(room temperature)
mther than 32aF (O C~ because
it may be difficult
ta measure a significant
than
e in resistance
to fracture
between
O F (-1 #C)
(1imit of plane-strain
behaviar)
and 32aF (OaC) ~ maderate
level af elastic-plastic
behaviar),
Although
fmm a technical
viewpaint
it wauld be preferable
ta canduct
the DT test at bath
32°F (@C) and 75aF (24°C)
the practical
carrsideratians
of the specification
suggestTliGf
the
DT test be canducted
at +7!#F
(24aC)
(room temperature).
If the test is canducted
at 75aF (24aC),
the basis of a non-1 inear extrapalatian
fmm 0.9

the minimum
at 32°F (@C)

K1~u
~ ratia should be 1.5 on
as sha~n in Fig. 14.
Thus, the

nimimum DT value shauld be (1 .5/0.9)
times 150, ar equal ta 250 ft lb (339 J).
Fig . 14 also
shows a schemati~
representation
af the lower-bound
specification
curve of required
values
(NDT.
@F (-18
C)and
K
/0
D = 1.5 at 7&F
(24aC)
- actually
250 ft7Gi_@3
J) in a
DT test) and the minimum c#?ire#values
af KID/OyD
= 0.9 at 32aF (WC) compared
with
passible curves for ship steels that either da ar do not meet the criterian.
This ~gure shows
that by meetin~
bath af the toughness requirements
at OaF (-1 NC)
and 75aF (24 C) the desired
behavior

than

at 32

F (O°C)(KID/OyD

z 0.9)

shauld

be met.

Assuming that the dynamic
yield strength
the static
ield strength af a steel (Appendix

KID/o
D 21.5 ~ can be grapartioned
necess&y
ta it-sure that
igh strength
strength

far strength
steels have

is approximately
B), the required

20 ksi (138 MN
mz) higher
DT values at 7 J F (24aC)

level asshawn
i“ Table 1.
the same relative
taughness

steels.
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Schematic
Criterion
Behavior

DEG.

F

Showing
the Relation
Between
for Members
in the )!ain-Stress
of Actual
Ship Steels.
TABLE

Proposed
Region

Toughness
and

I

Dynamic Tear (DT) Requirements at +75°F (24°C) for Steels and Weldments in Main-Stress
Regions for .Primory Lood-Corrying Members’ of Ship Hulls

Actual Static Yield
Strength
Oys

Absorbed Energy
Requirements” for
5/8-inch
(15.9 mm)
thick specimens

Proportionality
factor for
Strength Level

Assumed Dynamic
Yie Id Strength
uyD

ft-lb

J

( 60/60)

250

339

483

( 70/tO)

290

393

80

552

( 80/60)

335

454

483

90

621

( 90/60)

375

508

80

552

100

689

(100/60)

415

56?

90

621

110

758

(1 10/60)

460

624

ioo

689

I 20

827

(120/60)

500

678

ksi

MN/m2

ksi

MN/m2

40

276

60

414

50

345

70

60

414

70

●

The= members must OISOmeet the requirement of NDT < O“F (-18°C)

** Dynamic elmtic-plmtic

behavior approximating
-23-

KID /UyD

= 1.5.

——

Thus,
welded

steel

members
(1 5.9

the auxilia

ship hulls

ry material

is that

in the main-stress

mm) dynamic

tear

The values
in the same direction

al I steels

regions
(DT)

specification

in an overall

and we[dments

of ships exhibit

specimen

used in primary

the levels

as presented

fracture-control

in Table

plan

load-carrying

of absorbed

energy

for
plate

in a 5/8-inch

1.

r

presented
in Table 1 should be the minimum values of s ecimens oriented
as the primary stress level (notch oriented
perpendicu
ar to the directian

af primary
Hawever,

stress).
In most cases, the s ecimens will be Iongiiudinal
to the railing
direction.
if the transverse
stress level E ecomes significant,
then the test specimem
should
These and other details affecting
the implementation
be oriented
in the transverse
direction.
of the proposed criteria
are outlined
in Appendix
C.
It should

be emphasized

“shelf-level”
values,
plastic
behavior.

Development

maximum

that the values

but rather,

af Toughness

are values

Criterion

presented

that

should

in Table
insure

far Secondary-Stress

1 are

not

ful IY plastic

the de~ire~vel

of e[a~tic-

Regions

The toughness criteria
developed
thus far in this section are applicable
stress levels which include
critical
members in the main-stress
regions

Primary load-carrying
members
will now be considered.

within

the secondary-stress

region

(central

D/2

to areas of
of the hul 1.
partian

-Fig

In this vicinity,
nominal
stresses can usual Iy be expected
to be less than one-half
normal hull stress in the deck.
Because low stresses (5 to 8 ksi (34 to 55
been known to initiate
brittle
fractures
in steels at temperatures
less than NDT Yy’::i

.4)

the

maximum

have
are present in ships, it according
even in secondary-stress
regions

y fol laws that a moderate
af primary
load-carrying

notch-toughness
members.

criterion

I,aw,

is required

Because
criterion
for the
factor
(KID) for
KID - uiacr
and

the same size flaws can exist throughout
the entire hull section,
the toughness
secondary
stress regions should result in the same required
stress-intensity
both
rimary-and-secondary
-stress regions.
Thus, far the main-stress
region,
for t Ele secanda
r ison of these re I at ians
-stress region,
KID -- ~
Jocr.
A com
shows that the required
KID far t e secondary-stress
reg Ion is ane-half
t r at of the main-stress
region . Accordingly,
the required
KID /a
D ratia is equal ta 0.45
(KID /u
D is 0.9 for the
r hat a design far
main-stress
regions).
However,
a history o Y welded steel fractures
indicates
this particular
level of toughness
( < NDT) would not be desirable
because fractures
have
initiated
from very small flaws
hen service
temperatures
are lower than NDT,
even when the
appl led stresses were quite IOW J .
Thus, even though a tolerable
flaw size can be numerical
I y carrrputed for a KID/CIyD
ratio of 0.45,
it would be very small (= 0.1 inch (2.5 mm) ), and a minimum service temperature
cOi”cident
with NDT (KID /IJyD
= 0.6) appears to be the lowest realistic
design-toughness
level

.

A graphical

representation

of this design-toughness

level

is presented

in Figure

15.

A review
of several
hul I crass sections indicates
that primary
load-carrying
members in the
secondary-stress
regions usually
have nominal-section
thicknesses
less than or equal to ane inch
(25.4
mm)33).
This is due to the fact that the steel in these members is seldom a higher grade
than ABS Grade B, which is restricted
b ABS rules25)
to a one-inch
(25.4
mm) thickness
for
secticm thickness
would appear to be the maximum
this appl icatian.
Thus a one-inch
(25 .~mm)
thickness used.
As mentioned
previously,
NDT essentially
represents
the upper I imit of planestrain

behavior

for this thickness.

-24-
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Because the material-toughness
requirement
of KID /u
D = 0.6 at the minimum service
temperature
(32°F (O°C) ) is coincident
with the NDT tempera 1’ure, it can be conveniently
established
by using the NDT test.
Such a marginal
toughness level does not require cm
auxiliary
test to evaluate
transition
behavior.
However,
past experience
with the NDT testing
procedure
indicates
that a margin of at least lOoF (6°C) be al lawed,
pcsrticularl y far a sgecification that is based solely on NDT.
For al I practical
purposes,
an NDT temperature
of 20 F (-7aC)
should be sufficient
to assure that KID /u ~D = O.6 at 32°F (O”c).
Thus. 011 steels and weldments
used in Drimary Iacrd-carrvina
elate members
secondary -stress req ians must satisfy a less stringent
material -toughness
recw irement
NDT S 20°F (-7oC) .
As stated

previously,

the crbave material

or the secandary+ress
regions
welded ship hul Is. Therefore,
arresters fabricated
from steels
junction
with
Characteristics

the above
describes

specifications

far either

materia I requirements.
these requirements.

The next

chapter

an Crack-Arrester

.
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Size
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Fig.

Schematic

regions

wil I nat guarantee
the complete
absence of brittle
fractures
in
a fail-safe
philasaphy
that incorporates
properly
designed
crack
with very high levels af notch toughness must be used in con-

60

50

in the
of

Comparison

SIZE

(20),

of

INCHES

Main-Stress

Criterion

-25-
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Performance
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V.

CRACK-ARRESTER

Conformance

to the fracture-twghness

(NDT = O°F (-1 8°C)
and
KID 20.9
of brittle
fractures
in shi s. If these
that brittle
fractures
WI“r
I nat accur.

CHARACTERISTICS

criteria

at 32°F
criteria

described

in the previous

section

(OaC) ) daes not guarantee
the complete
absence
are fal lowed,
there is a very large prababil ity

Hawever,
the passibil ity st il I exists that a crack may
in a ship hull even if the materials
satisfy these criteria.
Therefare,
ta pravide
a
design,
a prapedy
designed
crack-arrest
system must be used in the hull structure.

propagate
fail-safe

Such a system must satisfy

three

1)

Praper

material

2)

Proper

Iacal

3)

Proper

Iacatian

The

praposed

is described
Arrester

PERFORMANCE

with

basic

geometry

af crack

af crack

criteria

respect

requirements

arrester

arrester

and ratianale

ta each

af these

as follaws:

within

the crass-sectian

for the design

af crack

af the hull
arresters

in welded

ship hul Is

categories.

Material
To be effective

in a fail-safe

design,

crack

arresters

must exhibit

a plastic

level

af

performance
(Figure 5) under conditions
af dynamic
Iaading
at the service
tem~rature.
Thus
the single toughness requirement
far steels and weldments
used in crack arresters is that these
materials
be subjected
ta DT tests at 32aF (OoC) and exhibit
a high level af fracture
resistance.
The definition
af this high level of fracture
resistance
is develaped
as fallawx
1)
the

At 32aF (OaC),
the steels and weldments
used as primary
central
0.4L of a welded
ship hull are required
to exhibit

laad-carrying
members in
KID /UyD
? 0.9 (previaus

sect ian).
2)

The DT value

at 32aF

(276

MN/m2)

D

appraximate!y
3)

At 32°F

(u

=

(O°C)

60 ksi

15~ ft lb (203J)
(OaC),

the steels

of steels
(414

with

MN/m

a static

far the 5/8-inch
and weldments

yield

)) and a KID/u
(15.9

strength

af 40 ksi

p value

of 0.9

is

mm) tk Ick specimen.

used in crack

arresters

should

exhibit

levels

of taughness considerably
g reoter than thase in primary
Iaad-carrying
members ta be
effect ive.
For 40 ksi (276 MN/m2)
yield strength steels a factar af abaut 4 appears to be
realistic.
4)
four

Therefare,
times t&

steels and weldments
used as crack arresters shauld exhibit
approximately
DT value af 150 ft Ibs (203J) described
in item 2.
Thus, the required
DT

value at 32 F (O°C) wauld be 600 ft lb (813J)
in a 5/8-inch
(15.9
mm) DT test specimen.
8ecause crack-arrester
plates have the particular
function
in a ship af arresting
transverse
cracks,
the specified
values should be far Iangitudinal
specimens.
5)

Adjusting

these

required

DT values

for yield

strength

(in the same manner

as was

done for the primary
hull steels and
eldments,
Table 1) would
indicate
that for a
yield strength of 100 ksi (689 MN/m Y ), the required
DT value should be 1200 ft Ibs
(1627J) , Experimental
results of steels that shauld be completely
satisfactory
os crack
arrester
(1627J)

steels (e. g.,
is excessive.

engineering

HY-80
and HY-1OO steels) indicate
that this value of 1200
Therefare,
the required
values are scaled down to conform

experience.

-26-

ft lb
with

6)
Accordingly,
is 800 ft lb (1085

the proposed DT value for 100 ksi (689 MN/m2)
yield
J) for the 5/8-inch
(15.9
mm) thick DT specimen.

strength

steels

7)
Re uired DT values for steels having yield strengths from 40 to 100 ksi (276 to 689
MN/m~
are I inearl y proportioned
between
600 and 800 ft lb (813 and 1085 J) for the
5/8-inch
(15.9
mm) thick specimen
os shown in Table II.

arresters

In summary,
the material
test requirement
for steels and weldments
used in crack
is that a dynamic
tear (DT) test be conducted
at 32°F (O°C) (minimum service
tempera-

ture) and that the materials
exhibit
the minimum
levels
Bosically,
these values represent
fully plastic
behavior
of plastic
behavior
for low-strength
steels,
Figure 5.
Crack-Arrester
At

of absorbed energy presented
for high-strength
steels,
and

in Table 11.
high levels

Geometry

present,

the most common

types

of crack

arresters

are

1) riveted

seams

in the

primary

hull structure,
2) welded
strokes of tough material
which are an integral
strength-carrying
member
of the hull cross section
(in-plane
arresters),
and 3) welded
stiffeners,
beams, or other rigid
members attached
perpend icu[ar to the primary
hul I plating
(out-of-plane
arresters) . Each of
these three types of arresters will be described
as to their practical
appl iccrbil ity in welded ship
structures.
Riveted

Crack

Arresters

Early crack arresters consisted of overlayed
riveted
straps near gunwales and hatch
openings that f rmed distant inuous seams in the hull structure,
Figure 16.
Studies by Boyd7)
and ~~bor934~
indicate
that such arresters have been successful
in arresting
cracks because Of
the definite
mechanical
discontinuity.
Thus riveted
crack arresters appear to be satisfactory
from
a technical
view
aint and are allowed
as an alternate
ta certain
special
application
material
requirements
in t E e ABS Rules 27), subject to special consideration.
They da nat appear to be as
widely
used in recent years,
hawever,
because the use af riveted
construction
in combination
with welding
may result in a longer construction
period and the averall
decl ine of riveted
canstruct ion in recent

years

Welded

Arresters

([n-Plane)

has lawered

the availabil

ity of riveters.

Welded
(in-plane)
arresters currently
are used in welded
steel ship hulls as shawn in
steels
Figure 17 and are referred
to as special application
steels27) . These special appl icatian
ore designed
as integral
strength-carrying
components
in conjunction
with the primary structure,
and hence the primary design of the hul I cantrols
the nominal
thickness
of the in-plane
arrester.
The arresters are usual I y made of materials
with very goad notch taughness.
Because the thickness is controlled
by the design
only remaining
design variable.

to arrest

of the primary

hul I structure,

the width

Laboratory
test studies 35) have canf irmed the expectation
that
propagating
cracks is proportional
ta the width af the strakes.

of the arresters

is the

the ability
of taugh strakes
Thus, there is definitely

a minimum width that shauld be specified
far a praper fail-safe
design and a 6-ft.
(1 .8 m) plate
width is suggested.
However,
very I ittle is known regarding
the I cads and energies
involved
or
the basic mechanism
of crack arrest and the minimum
required
width of in-plane
crack arresters
shauld be a subject af future research.
Welded

(Out-af-Plane)
An alternate

the primary

plating

Arresters
form of welded
has been

studied

crack

arresters

consisting

in the labaratorY36)

-27-
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of plates

Figure

welded

18 illustrates

perpendicular
the geometry

to
of

DECK PLANE

,DECK

SLOT

STRAP

HATCH
Fig.

TABLE
Dynamic

Stotic

Tear

(DT)

Requirements

Yield

(O°C)

Assumed

Strength

ksi

at 32°F

Yield

MN/m2

ksi

16.

Typical
Riveted

Geometry
of
Crack
Arrester

II
for Steels

Dynamic

Strength

MN/m2

and Weldments

Used os Crack

Absorbed

Energy

Requirements*
for 5/8
inch (15.9 mm) thick
DT Specimens
ft-lb

J

40

276

60

414

600

813

50

345

70

483

635

861

60

414

80

552

670

908

70

483

Xl

621

700

949

80

552

100

689

735

997

90

621

110

758

770

1044

100

689

120

827

800

1085

*

Dynamic

Plastic

Behavior
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Arresters

pROPAGATING
BRITTLE FRACTURE

Fig.

17.

Typical

STIFFENING
VERY TOUGH

Fig.

18.

Geometry

of

In-Plane

Crack

Arrester

Crack

Arrester

MMBMUA1fRIAL

Schematic

Showing

Out-of

-29-
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out-of-plane

arresters

and how they

arrest

a propagating

crack.

Although

has not been used in the construction
of welded
ship hulls,
preliminary
indicate
that these out-of-plane
arresters may be very effective.

this method

laboratory

apparently

test results36)

Out-of-plane
arresters also may be very practical
because their configuration
resembles
the girders and stiffening
members commanl y employed
in the hul I structure.
Thus, members
such as the Iangitudinal
bulkheads,
large center-of-hull
wide-flange
girders,
stiffeners,
bilge
keels,
etc. may be used as crack arresters pravided
they meet the other requirements
for crack
These arresters cauld be considered
in place af in-plane
arresters given in this sectian.
arresters if additional
stud ies show they are as effective
as in-plane
crack arresters.
8ecause aut-of-plane
arresters may be subjected
to thraugh-thickness
stresses (resulting
fram transverse
Imd ing stresses) it is imperative
that plate laminations
which may lead ta
Iamellar
tearing
during narmal service
Iaad ing be eliminated.
Thus, this system shauld nat be
used

until

Arrester

the advantages

and disadvantages

are stud ied.

Lacatian

Far narmal ship appl icatians,
steels that act as crack arresters are used within
the
midship O .4L
artian of the hull accarding
to current provisions
af ABS Sectian
43.3.
8-b,
Applicatia”s2fi.
These special
application
steels usually are located
at critical
paints
Special
application
steels alsa are located
such as sheerstrakes
and Iawer turns af the bilge.
araund the perimeters
af hatch openings because these areas are aften subjected
ta high-stress
critical
Special

concentrate ion and therefare
represent
critical
areas in the hul I crass-section.
Thus
considerable
rat ianale behind the current use af special appl icatian
steels as crack
thaugh these steels are nat specifical
I y referred
to as crack arresters.
Accordingly
discussion of the philosophy
of crack-arrester
location
is not an attempt
ta replace
but ta supplement

madified
reasans:

it.

The primary area af a ship in which the Iacation
is the upper Iaad-carrying
deck in the central

1)

Members

2)

This regian

general

etc.

make

3)

there is
arresters even
the fall awing
current practice,

which

The upper
ship hulls.

in this region

deck

are subjected

to relatively

I y has a considerable
it more susceptible

regian

has been

af crack arresters may need ta be
O .4L partian
af a ship far the following

amount

high

values

af tensile

af nan-structural

stress.

we Ids, openings,

to fracture.

the daminant

source

af catastrophic

failures

in

Therefore,
in this particular
vicinity
between
the twa gunwales,
it is recommended
that
Furthermore,
these “in-plane”
arrester
additional
welded
“in-plane”
crack arresters be used.
strakes shauld run continuously
through the center 0.4L portian af the deck.
Obviausly,
additional
crack arresters
in the bottam shel I would be desirable
fram an overall
fracture-cantral
viewpoint
as accounted
for in the 1973 ABS Rules27) where “strakes af special
material
in the
deck and bottom shell” are required
far vessels 800 feet (244 m) Iang intended
ta carry ail in
bulk,
Sect ian 22.33.
Far a fail -safe design,
it is recommended
be located
in both the deck and the bottam shel 1.

that

additional

crack

arresters

Same farm af transverse
spacing restriction
on crack arresters that would I imit the patential
Far instance,
if a fatigue
crack in the primary steel
crack prapagatian
length seems desirable.
grew ta a critical
size and initiated
a fast propagating
crack in each direct ion, the prapagatian
wauld mast I ikel y cant inue until it encountered
crack arresters.
Obviausly,
the further the

-30-
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arresters are spaced apart,
event of a brittle
fracture.

the greater

the amaunt

of hul I sect ion that

would

be lost in the

In order that the maximum transverse distance
btween
crack arresters be held to a
reasonable
length,
it is recommended
that at least twa additional
arresters be placed
in
vessels with a beam of 120 feet (37 m) or less and at least three additional
arresters be used
for widths greater than 120 feet (37 m).
Examples af this appl icatian
are shown in Figures 19 and
20,
In general,
it is recommended
that the crack arresters be placed directly
abave the
Iangitudinal
bulkheads
because the welded
connections
at longitudinal
bulkheads
represent
areas that are mare highly susceptible
to the presence of flaws and crack initiation
because af
the constraint
at these cannectians.
Crack arresters at this Iacatian
should greatly
reduce the
susceptibility
ta crack initiation.

sections,
assumed,

Because af the various Iacatians
of the longitudinal
bulkheads
in the transverse
hul I
it is nat feasible
ta specify precise spacing requirements
for crack arresters.
It is
hawever,
that they usual Iy wil I be situated
so that the general
conditions
shown in

Figures 19 and 20 are followed.
In the event the designer
feels
particularly
susceptible
ta fracture
initiation
in the upper deck,
arresters

more

evenly

than

thase

shawn

in Figures

that there are na areas
he may elect to space the

19 and 20.

It should be emphasized
that the above camments on arrester
geometry
and Iocatian
are
guidelines
anly,
and that a more detailed
study af the overall
mechanism
af crack arrest,
including
Iocatian
and geametry
is recommended.
This study shauld also include
the structural
aspects of haw large the arrested fracture
can be before the averal I structural
integrity
af the
ship is jeap.ardized.
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VI.

Ordinary

TECHNICAL

ABILITY

TO

MEET

CRITERION

Strength

Mast
hi
hulls are fabricated
using existing
grades of ABS steels (also designated
ASTM A-131 3 n~.
These steels have a wide range of toughness levels as measured by CVN
The results in Figure 21 show that th%avera.qe
NDT values
impact and NDT tests, Figure 21.
for various grades of ABS steels mnge from -70°F
(-5~C)
‘to +1 OOF (-12
C).
Acco~dinglyb
there obviously
are steels available
that will easily meet the NDT requirement
of O F (-18
C)
far welded
ship hul Is. The questian
of whether
ar nat these steels wil I also meet
ment is nat as easily answered
because af the lack of available
DT data.
Limited
test results available
are analyzed
in this section ta
regarding
the availability
of existing
ship hull steels that will meet
and 22 show test results af ordinary-strength
ship hul I steels used in
(ABS-B and ABS-C)
far which CVN,
NDT,
and DT test results have
these cases, the results show that the DT requirement
af 75°F (24°C),

~

the DT require-

~

give a preliminary
indicat ian
the criterion.
Figures 11, 12,
primary
load-carrying
members
been abtained.
In al I of
Table
1, is barely met

and that the NDT requirements
are almost met.
According
, it is assumed that any other heats
of these grades of steels that have similar CVN
test results rwhere DT results are unavailable)
Thus, these CVN
impact curves can be campared
with
wauld also meet the NDT and DT criteria.
the CVN
impact test results af Figure 21 that showed the wide range af values abtained
for
numerous heats af various grades of ABS steels.
A detailed
camparisan
is made in Figures 23 and 24 far ABS-B and ABS-C steels and shaws
that SI ightly more than ane-half
of the ABS-B steels and abaut two-thirds
of ABS-C steels as
currently
produced
would satisfy the praposed toughness criterian
. It would be expected
that a
greater
percentage
of ABS-C steels shauld
characteristics
af this steel ccmpared
with

meet the criterion
because of the SI ightly better
ABS-Grade
B. Superimposing
these same CVN
results
of ABS-B and ABS-C steels that essential Iy meet ~
the NDT and DT criteria
an the average
results af ABS-C
normalized,
CSf D, and E steels (as wel I as higher strength grades DHN and EH)
in Figure 25, shaws that these h Igher-qual
ity grades of ABS steels should easily meet the pra-

posed taughness criterion.
Thus, frain a technical
ve iwpaint,
existing
ABS-Grades
ardinary
strength and higher strength)
areaf meeting
the proposed criterion.
twa of the ABS Grades mast widely
used in primary
Icmd-carrying
members,
namely
C, may not meet the main-stress-region
shauld meet the secondary -stress-regian
High-Strength

criterion
criterian

(NDT
(NDT

< OoF (-1 8°C)
< 20aF (-7°C).

) consistent

y,

of steel (both
Hawever,
Grades 8 and
although

they

Steels

Of the two toughness criteria
far welded
ship hull steels,
the NDT requirement
is easily
met.
This fact wauld be expected
because NDT usual Iy is considerably
lower for the high-strength
heat-treated
steels compared
with the Iawer strength ABS grades af hot-rol led steels.
A I imited
number af DT test r suits an high-strength
steels with yield strengths ranging from 50 ta 100 ksi
(345 to 689 MN/m~),
given i“ Figures 13 and 26-29,
indicate
that the DT requirements
(Tcrble 1)
I ikewise can be met.
Hawever,
the margin between
the required
DT toughness values and the
actual
values is less than that for the lower strength steels.
This behavior
alsa would be
expected,
because at the same time that the DT shelf levels are decreasing
(with
increasing
strength level),
the requ ired DT toughness levels are increasing.
Figure 30 shaws this
general
trend between
actual
and required
DT values as a function
of yield strength level.
ever,
there appears *O be sufficient
margin between
actual
and required
values so that the
criterian
can be met consistently
by existing
high-strength
steels.
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Crack

““~

Arresters

As discussed previously,
the toughness requirements
for crack orresters,
Table II, are
(and shauld be) considerably
higher than the requirements
for primary
Iaad-corryin
members,
Table 1. Because af the lack af DT test results an steels that might be used as crac f arrestem,
an indirect
comparison
using CVN
impact test results must be made for the higher quality
ABS
Gra=steel.
Figure 21 shows that the difference
in NDT temperature
between
ABS-Grodes
B or C steel and the average
of ABS-Grades
DHN,
EH, E, and CS is approximately
(45aC).
In addition,
the difference
in transition
temperature
at the middle partian

80aF
of the CVN

curves far these some twa graups af steels is al sa abaut 80°F (45°C).
Therefore,
it seems very
I ikely that o conservative
DT curve far DHN-EH,
E, and CS
steels may be approximated
by
shifting
the DT curves far the ABS Grades B or C steels 8W’F (450C) &
an the temperature
scale.
Figure 31 shaws the construction
af this conservative
approximaticm
af the DT curves
for these steels.
The shifted DT curves
imply that these steels meet the crack arrester criterion
in that they exhibit
about 650 ft Ibs (881 J) at 75aF (24aC).
Althcnrgh the required
values of
5/8-inch
(15.9
mm) thick specimens are clase ta the actual
values,
it must be kept in mind that
the shifted curve prabably
does nat exhibit
as much natch taughness as would actual
DT values
for these steels because these steels actually
exhibit
higher CVN
would seem that ABS grades E, C S,
DHN,
and EH, as currently
crack-arrester
steels at the ordinary-and
higher-strength
levels.

shelf values.
In summatian,
it
praduced,
would be satisfactory

to meet,
The crack-arrester
criterian
far high-strength
steels, Table II, is mare difficult
2The DT results far steels having
especially
at the 100 ksi (689 MN/m2)
yield strength
level.
yield strengths ranging fram 60 to 100 ksi (414 ta 689 MN/m
) that might alsa be considered
for
crack arresters
indicate
that the required
DT values far crack arresters can be met but by a
relatively
narrow margin in same cases.
The crack-arrester
requirements
can be met more
easily by either
HY-80,
A537B,
ar HY-1OO steels,
as shawn in a general
DT values versus required
DT values far crock arresters,
Figure 32.

comparison

af actual

In summary,
structural
steels at al i strength levels are available
to meet the prapased
criterian
far bath primary hul I steel and crack arresters.
The taughness requirements
are such
that nat al I heats af B and C Grade steel as currently
praduced
will be usable in the primary
load-carrying
plate members in the main-stress
regians af ships.
For crack arresters,
ABS-C
and
The applicability
of the higher quality
C-normal
ized steels da nat appear to be adequate.
grades of ABS steels as either primary hull steels ar crack-arrester
steels should remain satisfactory.
The cast of meeting
the proposed toughness criterian
appears
the tatal cast af any particular
ship as described
in Appendix
The proposed

criterian

shauld

produce

na change

to be a very
D.

in current

practice

smcd I percentage

of high-strength

of

steel

hawever,
cause some changes in the steels
app! icatian
in the primary hull . It mast I ikely will,
and weldments
used far crack arresters,
particularly
far the highest strength level steels.
It
shauld be nated,
however,
that the actual
number of crack arresters required
in the averal I
ship is a smal I percentage
af the tatal steel used.
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VII .

COMPARISON

OF

EXISTING

PROPOSED

TOUGHNESS

CRITERION

WITH

SPECIFICATIONS

General
Although

concepts

of fracture

mechanics

were

used to develop

the proposed

toughness

criterion,
exist ing fracture-mechanics
tests cannot be used to specify
material
properties
because
Thus, as described
in Section
IV,
it is necessary ta use
non-plane-strain
behavior
is specified.
same test other than a fracture
test for a specification
test to i inure against
low-energy
shear and,
therefore~the
proposed criterion
is estcrbl ished in terms of DT test results.
However,
as described
in Appendix
A, existing
material -toughness
requirements
for ship hul I steels are in terms of CVN
impact test resu Its.
Therefore,
ta compare
the proposed criterion
with existing
specifications,
it
is necessary to approximate
the required
DT values shown in Table 1 (which actual I y are meant ta
insure a K1#u
value of 0.9 at 32°F
[ OaC ] ), by CVN
values,
using empirical
relations.
Several
emp,ri&?relations
exist between
K ~ and CVN
and one of these is used in Appendix
E
ta approximate
the proposed DT requ iremen ~ with equivalent
CVN
values.
These equivalent
CVN
values will be compared
with the Unified
Requirements
(Appendix
A) as well as other toughness
specificafiO~
requirements

Comparison

fOr welded
ship hulls ~ establish
the relatiO~hip
and the proposed toughness requirements.

with

Unified

The toughness

be~een

existing

tOughne~

Requirements
requirements

for ABS Grades

of steel

have

been

unified

with

other

classification
societies
throughout
the world as described
in Appendix
A.
Grades widely
used,
namely A, B, C, and CS, currently
do not have any specific
material-toughness
requirements
in terms of taughness tests.
As shown in A
endix E , the CVN
value equivalent
to a K1@yD
57
af 0.9 at 32°F (O°C) for 40 ksi (276 MN/m
yield strength steels (ABS Grades)
is estimated to be 20 ft lb (27 J).
Thus, for mast of the ABS steels currently
used in the primary hull
members,
the praposed to~ghness criterion
would be equivalent
to a CVN
impact value of
20 ft lb (27 J) at 32°F (O C).
[n view of the early history af a 15 ft lb (20 J) requirement
resulting
from an analysis of the World War 11 ship failures
and the fact that ships are becoming
much larger in size with heavier
loadi~s,
the equivalent
requirement
af 20 ft lb (27 J) at the
minimum service
temperature
(32°F
[ O C ] ) appears to be very realistic.
ABS Grades

D and

E are general

I y used for crack

wresters

they &
have toughness requirements
of 35 ft lb (47 J) at 32 F (O°C),
140F (1 @C),
respectively.
The proposed equivalent
required
CVN
crock arresters,
Appendix
onl
d ightly higher than
AB { -Grades
of steel.

in tk

United

States

and

and 45 ft lb (61 J) at
value at 32° F (PC)
for

E, is 54 ft [b (73 J).
Thus the proposed toughness requirement
are
the existing
unified
toughness requirements
for the ordinary
strength

For the higher-strength
ABS Grgdes of steels there are toughness requirements
for the
DH and EH steels of 25 ft lb (34 J) at -4 F (-20°C),
and 25 ft lb (34 J) at -400F
(-4@C),
respective
y.
Note that these requirements
specify a lower impact value at a Iawer temperature
A~ugh
higher strength s=
general I y
campcrred with the requirements
for D and E steels.
have a Iawer transition
temperature
than ordinary
strength steels,
this should nat serve as a basis
far specifying
a lower testing temperature
(ar a Iawer impact value)
for a steel subjected
ta the
same service
conditions.
It is true that b specif
ing a lower testing temperature,
the impact
value=
service
temperature
may wel r be h i\g er than that far ordinary
strength I evel steels.
Hawever,
low-energy
shear behavior
is sametTii5F6bserved
in high-strength
steels.
Furthermore,
this level of energy may be such that the steel is not suitable
for use in primary
load-carrying
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members.

Obviously

then,

Iowerenergy

requirementsat

Iower

temperatures

do nat necessarily

eliminate
it would
strength

the passibilityof
the steel exhibiting
low energy at service
tempera~res.
Therefare,
seem that a more reliable
opprooch
to developing
taughness requirements
far higher
steels campared
with ordina~
strengths steels wauld be ta specifya
high-toughness
value
Thus it is mare difficult
to compare
the existirrg unified
speciot the some testing temperature.
fications
far high-strength
steels with the toughness criteria
proposed in this study.
Hawever,
it

would appear that the desired result af both the existing
and proposed criteria
abtaining
a higher taughness value at the service
tempercriure
(32°F
[ WC] )
strength steels campared
with the ardinary
strength steels.

Llayd’s

is the same, namely
far the higher

Requirement

In 1958,
Hadgson and
types of ships.
On the bosis of
impact criterion
caupl ed with a
welded ship hulls.
In Fig. 33,
failures.

Their

definition

25)
analyzed
numerous brittle
fracture
failures
in variaus
Boyd
their detailed
investigation,
they propased a 35 ft.lb (47 J) CVN
30~o fibrous-fracture
appearance
at 32aF (OaC) for steels used i n
their criterian
is campared
with the results af numeraus chip

af success,

failure,

or barderl

ine plates

is as fallaws:

1)
which

“Success” plates
a brittle
fracture

are those which fractured
in a ductile
manner,
originating
autside the plate was arrested.

2)

“Failure”

are those which

3)
abave

“Borderline”

plates

plates

were

are thase which

completely
carmot

traversed

be classified

ar those

by a brittle
in either

in

fracture.

af the

graups.

The results af their analysis shawed that anly *a
Plates
Which met bo~h ~he 35 ft-lb
(47 J) and 30% fibraus-fracture-appwrance
criterion,
Quadrent
11, Fig. 33, cauld ‘be classif ied
as failure
Iates.
Thus their criterion
appeared
ta be very satisfactory
and was
ra ased ta
Llayds.
T E e 35 ft-lb (47 J) requirement
was accepted
(far ABS Grade
D steels) BP
ut the 30?’.
fibrous

was rsot, although

the percent

The 30?0 fibrous-fracture
have

significance

in that

fibraus

fracture

requirement

the requirement

would

(which
imply

is retarded
insures
thot

far infarmatian.

the presence

the material

af same shear)

is performing

does

at a

In this regard,
it is
temperature
somewhat
above that at which it is rsarmall y 1 LXMO brittle.
corssistent with the requirement
of the pro osed criterian
that NDT be 32aF (1 8°C) belaw the
minimum service
temperature.
8ecause f!“c raus-fracture
ap earance
is difficult
to j~accumtely
Rcrve never been widely accepted.
particularly
with higher strength steels,
such requirements
Thus specifying
that NDT be 32°F (180C)
below the service
temperature
is an indirect
means af
insuring same I evel af fibrous fracture
and appears ta be a mare feasible
criterian.

Bayd’s

storage
the

Methad

1

ta~~s~de~.~;~dqy~lhas

fal Iawing

e experience
develaped

with large structures
such as welded
ships, bridges,
a general ized taughness criterion
that accaunts
for

factars:

;]

Sew ice temperature
Plate thickness

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Stress level
Quality
of design and fabrication
Required safety level
Type af loading
Thermal stress relief
-41-
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Using
particular

steel
Using

various
(limited

adjustments,

he develops

to 35-55

his approach,

ksi (241

a specific

to dynamic
Iaading
at 32°F (OaC)
yield strength of 40 ksi (276 MN~m

the min~mum

to 379 MN/m

criterian

service

) yield

was developed

temperature

strength

levels)

for welded

at which

._

a

can be used.

ship hulls

subjected

‘

J) ata

~hich
require
that the ft lb values be 20 ft lb (27
) and 30 ft lb (41J) at a yield strength af 50 ksi (345

MN/m2).

Although
it appears that these requirements
are the same as thase
gation,
the testing temperature
far Boyd’s Methad
I is 4°F (-16°C YpasedJ”
(approx!matel‘he y‘rae”t
equal to
the
‘nve’tiTherefare,
Boyd’s 20 ft lb (27 J) requirement
NDT temperature
required
by the new criterion).
at 4°F (-16°C)
is actual Iy slightly
mare severe than the proposed criterion
which implies an
equivalent
CVN
value of 20 ft lb (27 J) at 32aF (WC).
LEGEND
o

Plates from hulls that failed

in service

X Plates from hul Is with bade.rl ine performance
●

Plates from hulls with successful performance

I

●

●
●

..—.

—

H
.—

CtiARPY FT-LLI AT CASUALTY TEMPERATURE
Fig.

33.

of Boyd’s
(Lloyd’s)
35 ft
lb
Con )arison
J)
and
30%
Fibrous
-Fracture-Appearance
:::
teria
with
Test
Results
from Actual
Ship
Fa lures
(Ref.
25)
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VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this study of fracture-control
guidelines
for welded
ship hul Is, and the
development
of a cainprehensive
material-toughness
criterion
that ~n
be used for ship steels
of 011 strength levels
in the range 40 to 100 ksi (276 ta 689 MN/m
) may be summarized
as
fol lows:
1)

In spite

of considerable

shi
hul Is, brittle
fractures
hu r Is are necessory.
2)

Althwgh

concepts

research
still

on the prablem

occur

af fracture

af brittle

and fracture-control

mechanics

hove

fractures

guidelines

shown that

proper

in welded
for welded

design

sh ip

and fabrica-

tion are very impartant
in the cantral
of brittle
fractures
in welded
ship hulls,
some
minimum
level af materiel
taughness
is necessary
because af the complex
Icmdings to
which welded
ship hulls are subjected.
3)

A fail-safe

phiiasaphy

that

crxnbines

a reasonable

level

of notch

toughness

with

properl
designed
crack arresters is recommended
as an aptimum
salutian
to minimizing
the pro Kability
of brittle
fractures
in welded
steel ship hulls consistent
with econamic
real ities.
4)
Because of the dynamic
aspect of loading
encountered
by ships, fracture-mechonics
cancepts
were used ta develop
desired levels of dynamic
KID /UyD
behavior
far steels
and weldments

used in ship hulls.

5)
Translating
these concepts
into actual
specification
test requirements,
material
specification
in an overall
fracture-control
plan for welded steel
that all steels and weldments
used in primary
Iaad-carr
ing plates members
stress regions af ships have a moximum
NDT af O°F (-1 {“ C) as measured by
Methad

ASTM

Test

E-208-69.

6)
Although
dynamic
tear
elastic-plastic
7)
The
far yield

the primary
ship hulls is
in the main-

necessary,
this primary
NDT requirement
is not sufficient
and an auxiliary
(DT) test is to be corducted
at +75aF (24aC) to insure that the desired
behavior
is obtained.

required
strength

values of absarbed
energy
using cancepts
af fracture

as measured
mechanics,

in the DT test are prapartioned
Table 1.

8)
All steels and weldments
used in primary
laud-carrying
secondary-stress
re ians af ships must satisfy a less stringent
%
ment af NDT
S 20 F (-7 C).

plate members in the
material -twghness
require-

9)
Ta implement
the fail-safe
philasaphy
described
in this repart,
properly
designed
crack arresters fabricated
fram steels with very high levels of natch taughness must be
used.
The high levels of natch toughness are essential I y ful l-shear
behcwiar,
Table 11.
10)
The material
and design considerations
presented
in this report recagnize
the fact
that in an averall
fracture-central
plan for welded
ship hulls,
the designer
general I y
daes not have absolute
control over the fabricatiarr
of a welded
ship hull.
Thus, he
shauld establish
material
and design cantrals that ore adequate
to prevent
the complete
failure
af welded
ship hulls.
Hence,
the emphasis in this fracture-cantral
plan is on the
chaice of proper materials
(taughness specifications
for steels and weldments)
and *
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(proper use of crack arresters),
are extremely
important.

even

though

quality

fabrication

and

irsspectian

of welds

11)
An estimate
of the passible ecanarnic
consequences
of meeting
the prapased toughness criterion
indicates
that the total cost of a ship should not increase
more than abaut
1 .5y0 because Of these toughness requirements
o
In general,
the results af this investigation
ments for ship steels af al I strength levels which,
arresters,
should result in rational
fracture-control

have developed
material -toughness
requirein combination
with properly
designed
crock
guidelines
that will minimize
the probability

af brittle

with

fractures

in welded

ship hul Is consistent

-44-
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APPENDIX
UNIFIED

HULL

A

STEEL REQUIREMENTS

CLASSIFICATION

OF

SEVEN

SOCIETIES

General
Prior to the initial
widespread
adoption
of arc welding,
which was influenced
heavily
by the emergency
shipbuilding
programs of World War 11, the occurrence
of failures
by brittle
fracture
in the predominate
y riveted
ship hul Is had been very rare.
As a result,
no attempt
had
been made among the variaus classification
societies
of the warld ta control
the manufacture
or
performance
af ship steels with regard to resistance
to brittle
fracture.
Instead,
it was accepted
practice
ta control only the traditional
material
properties
such as tensile strength.
However,
during Warld War 11, the American
industry introduced
the fimt large-scale
production
af welded
ship hulls,
and as a result became
the first country to significantly
encaunter
the problem of
brittle
fractures
in welded
steel hul Is.
Accordingly,
the American
Bureau af Shipping
(ABS)
in caaperatian
with variaus industries,
governmental
agencies,
a d te h “cal sacieties
maved
~-l ,~-~~.
Design changes
toward immediate
salutions
involving
all aspects af shipbuilding
invalving
raunding
and strengthening
af the hatch corners,
removing
square cutouts in the
sheerstrake
in the i“cid~~~~d~~~~~~~~,~r~~k

arresters

‘n ‘ariaus

lacatians

led ta immediate

reductions

In 1948,
the ABS revised their material
specifications
ta include
three “class=”
of
namely:
Classes A, B, and C.
Maving
fram Class A ta C increased
the quality
of
Recognizing
the effect of thickness
an averall
material
steel and resistance
ta brittle
fracture.
perfarma
ce
these steels were I imited ta appl icatians
for which their quality
appeared
ta be
suitable
~-$)
as fallaws:
mild

steel,

Class A - Plate

thickness

Class 8Plate
Class C - Plate

thickness
thickness

1 2“

(12.7

mm)

1/ 2“ to 1“ (12.7
ta 25.4
mm)
1“ ta 2“ (25.4
ta 50.8
mm)

Al though the revision
marked a cans iderabl e improvement
over the specifications
existing
Warld War 11, ships built ta similar specifications
by ather cauntries
were still encountering
fractures.
Thus, it seemed that the 1948 rules were not sufficiently
stringent,
and impraveThraughout
the 1950’s,
the A8S cantinued
ta improve the specified
quality
~~~~%~e~$?;
Their averall
pal icy of ccmtralli”g
retch tcwghmw
included
ma””factwe
during
brittle

control

(which

class af steel
A.

alsa
(which

led to improved
led ta decreased

In 1953,

weldabil

Class C (as narmally

(34.9
mm) in thickness.
which aften impl ied that
required.
B.

In 1956,

Class

ity)

~anstraint).

and

I imitations

Examples

produced)

an pl ate thicknesses

of improvements

was limited

to 1-3/8

far each

are as follaws:
inches

Thicker
plates were subject ta special
appraval,
Class C with narmal ized heat treatment
was

B was revised,

requiring

a greater

mcrnganese/carban

ratia.
Befare the ABS revision
af 1948,
societies
auts.ide the United
States had I imited experience
with welded
hul I construction.
They felt that their shipbuilding
steel was superior
ta that af America’s
wartime
p a
ction,
and thus were initially
reluctant
to adapt special
~-$.
Nonetheless,
as welded ship construction
autside the
cantrols on steel manufacture
United
States increased,
so did the incidence
of serious fractures.
Thus, the variaus sacieties
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began

to recognize

instance,
in 1949:

Lloyd’s

the merit
Register

in the toughness-control

of Shipping

(LR) introduced

measures
three

taken

by the ABS in 1948.

amendments

ta their

steel

For

specifications

,.
A.

Limits

were

set on sulphur

B.

A minimum

c.

Special
approval
thick.
. . .Iater
first implication

ratio

and phosphorus

of manganese

to carbon

contents

(similar

was set (similar

to ABS).
to ABS).

was required
for welded
plates greater
than 1 inch (25.4
referred
ta as “Lloyd’s
Clause 13“ . This item represented
of a toughness-test
requirement
for shipbuilding
steels.

mm)
the

(DNV) introduced
requirements
similar
to Lloyd’s and in
In 1952,
Det Norske Veritas
add it ian, proposed the use of notched
impact tests.
It was felt that the quality
of steel was tao
sensitive
t f
rication
ta rel
solely an material
praperty
specifications
in cantralling
natch
taughness ~-$’.
Thus, in 19{4,
DNV became
the first ship classification
society
ta introduce
a taughness-test
requirement
(CVN)
impact test.
Shortly
requirements
a 1s0.

to steel specifications.
thereafter,
the Japonese

This was the conventional
Charpy V-notch
and several
European societies
added CVN

Thraughaut
the 1950’s,
all sacieties
continued
ta revise their specifications
to imprave
the quality
of steel.
The general
approach
to toughness
control was based on control af the
steel during manufacturing,
restrictions
an plate thickness,
and an increasing
use af notchtaughness tests.
Althaugh
their specifications
were similar
in several
aspects,
the variaus
societies worked
independently
to reduce the susceptibility
af their ships ta brittle
fracture.
A fundamental
problem was that the mechanics
af fracture
was nat well understand
(ar agreed
upan) by either metal Iurgists or designers,
and thus same af the specification
changes resulted
in significant
divergences
among the societies.
This divergence
presented
an especially
perplexing
prablem
when twa or more societies
were in cal Iaboratian
with regard ta a particular
ship.

?
3
,-

Considerable
discussion was held amang the variaus members of the classification
societies regarding
the passible unification
af material
specificat
ians.
As a result,
these
societies began hal~ng
infarmal
conferences
in 1952 which continued
until June 27, 1957,
when a formal meeting was held in which all seven classification
sacieties
participated
(American
Bureau af Shipping,
Kaiji
Kyakai,
Det
to establish
porisarm,

Bureau Veritas,
Narske Veritas,

a committee

and farmulate
At the beginning

to examine
new unified

Germanischer
Llayd,
and Registra Ital ianna
the variaus
rules

of the praject

existing

far manufacture
the cammittee

Llayd’s Register of Shipping,
Nippan
Naval e).
At that time it was agreed
requirements

af that

and quality
recognized

time,

af shipbui

that

the basic

make

Iding

cam-

steel.

appraach

to

the specification
af structural
steels could take ane of twa farms:
1 ) The definition
af a certain
number of grades af steel,
each af which represents some relative
level af material
quality,
ar
2) The definition
af various structural
circumstances
(appl icatians)
within
the shi
hull . There
seemed to be a general
consensus that a specification
related
ta a particular
crppf’Icatian
wauld be
+e ideal chaice,
but the subject af brittle
fracture
was nat considered
to be wel I enaugh understood at that time ta take this appraach,
Thus, the decisian
of grades af steel and leave the matter af specific
application

was made ta define a certain
ta the individual
sacieties.

number

the committee
acknowledged
twa basic
grades of steel,
regard to notch toughness as follows:
1) Specification
af the
metal Iurg
sa that tk
steel maker has more certainty
of what
s ta be praduced,
ar 2) Specification
af mec Kanical
tests an the finished steel praduct so that
+e designer can be mare assured af adequate
material
performance.
It was anl y natura I that

After estcrbl ishing specific
d ternatives
to quality
control with
manufacturing
process and material
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.
those feel ing responsible

for steel mcrking argued

in favor

of the former

principle,

more conce
ed with the design of ship hul Is favored
the latter principle
cussions A-~’)’.
Nevertheless,
in consideration
of the extreme sensitivity
manufacture,

toughness

testing,

and final

material

performance

in structures,

need to control
chemistry
for odequate
weldabil
ity, it was recognized
material
control were imeparable.
Thus, an ogreement
was reached
in the specifications..
There

was considerable

be used to judge the fracture
impact test had been widely

debate

regarding

the selection

while

those

in the various disin relations
amang
as wel I as the

‘

that the two methads of
ta utilize
both principles

af which

mechanical

test shauld

toughness of the finished steel praduct.
Al though the standord CVN
used to measure the ?aughness of ship steels,
the members of the

committee
apparently
were not eager to accept
it as the criterian
basis.
The feeling
was expressed
that the CVN
impact wos not as reliable
an index of natch toughness as certain
other tests.
Nonetheless,
the goal at that time was ta unify classification
sacieties,
and the CVN
impact test was
the onl
test available
with sufficient
standardization
ta be acceptable
an a worldwide
busis.
Thus, t Ke CVN
impact test was final I y accepted
as the material
acceptance
test, but provisions
were alsa made ta allaw
for other tests ta replace
w supplement
the CVN
impact test upon
verification
af their technical
adequacy.
Cantinual
steels used in merchant
hi building
hove been made
a recent paper by Crutr$-fi.

The Unified

Requirements

Because
catian

anly

studies af the material
requirements
far
by ABS and future trends are described
in

al mast al I ships were

included

steels

with

built

tensile

fram mild-strength

strength

af 58

steels

ta 71 ksi (400

at that

time,

to 490 MN/m

he sPecifiJ

) and an
i
approximate
yield strength af 32 ksi (221 MN/m
).
In conjunction
with the agreed basic approach
ta specification
design,
5 grades af steel with varying
quality
and cantral
were defined
as Grades
A, B, C, D, and E. These grades generally
increase
in quality
of production,
notch toughness,
Although
the matter af application
was left te the individual
sacieties,
and therefare
unit cast.
there is a general
trend amang the sacieties
ta use Grade A in areas where plate thicknesses
are small and tensile stresses are very low, Grades B, C, and D as prima~
Iaad-carrying
members,
and Grade E in selected
areas af high-stress
cancentrat
ian (crack arresters
variaus grade specifications
of the Unified
Requirements
are presented
in Table A-1 ll:5fhe

impact

Although
there was considerable
test to each af the variaus grades,

-

discussion concerning
the appl icobil ity of the CVN
i t was decided nat to incorporate
impact requirements

grodes. Ultimately,
Grades D and E became
the only twa grades of steel
for the lower q-y
The criterian
for Grade
D
ri ary steel) was a
kr which an impact criterian
wos applied.
carryaver
af Llayd’s
1957 rule requiring
35 ft Ibs (47 J) at 32a F (NC) k -8~.
Llayd’s ariginal
rule also stipulated
a minimum of 30 per cent fibraus-fracture
appearance,
althaugh
this partian
This same 35 ft lb (47 J) requirement
(as well as the fracturewas nat adopted
for Unification.
appearance
requirement)
was presented
to actual
ship plates which have failed
The criterian
140F (-l@C).

far crack

arresters

(Grade

by Boyd aS a comparatively
wad requirement
in relafian
in service
(see Section
W af this repart and Fig. 33).
E) was mare severe,

requiring

45 ft lbs (61 J) at

The decision
not ta incorporate
impact requirements
for Grades
accepted
by same af the societies,
and it resulted
in several
compromises
laced emphasis on additional
cantrals aver manufacture.
It was agreed

B and C was not wel I
wherein
each satiety
that Grade C was ta

E e narmal ized far thicknesses
aver 1 -1/4
inches (31 .8 mm) in the unification,
and further
reservations
were made by individual
sacieties
in regard to chemical
requirements
and/ar
normai izatian
and impact testing requirements.
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TABLE
The

Unified

Requirements
(Reference

GRADE

\

A- I

A

of

1961

A-5)

B

c
Pmces to be
$pec!al l)’
wwved

Kill.d or
,wni-kllkxf
(Nc+ 1)

Killed or
send-killed

F.ily killed,
rice grain
Pr.cr I(Aluminum
treOtedJ

D

E

Proces to b,
specially
appmd

Pr.xes !. be
specially
.~oved

Any mellod
except r immd
**.1

Fully killed,
Fine grain
practice
(Alum imm
Ireoted)
5 c+ finer
To be determined
an each ch.rgn

5 w Finer
To be derennlrmd
on ..&
charge
(s.. Me 4)

Chemicalcanpaition

:

Carbon
)A.ngane=
Sil icon

$.lphu,
Phosphorus
Tensiletest:
Temile ,m@h
EIongotim

41 tc.50f@q

m,

or26ti32tLII.+A+,

in.,

crW,030t.a

O“c

hp.!
Id
Tempmh.m
Enqy

Heat treatment

71,0CCIl&+q.

in. fad

-ICPC

45 ft/lbs min
35 ft/lbl m;”
w4.34kvn.
min or6.22kp.
min
Every plate to be
&tad
Nwn.al ized
over 1+ h.
(33mm) thick

Nomnal ized

Note I - For C%de A rimming steel moy be accepted subject to limitations by special agreement with the Society
For Gmde A in thicknesses over } in (12.2 mm) the nmmynese cmtenl shell not be less tkan 2.5 times the
c.rbon ccmtent
Note 3- For Grade B when the silic.m content is 0.15 per cent c+ mom (killed steel) tlw minimum manganese content
may Im reduced to 0. LO percent .
size MY be al!er,wt lvely mht Wed by o suitable impoct test a~reed
NoIe 4- For G.de C the detwmincttim of pin
kfween the S.ar,iefy and the Steelmaker.
Nofe 5- Fc+ Gmdu B, C, D, and E, the m of carbon content PI., 1/6 d the nmr,gmma content IMl not exceed

Note 2-

0.40 pm Cenf

wdm

Individual

Requirements

of the Seven

Unified

Societies

As mentioned
previously,
each society
reserved
the right to make minor al terations
in
the Unified
Requirements
to suit their own needs, and in this respect the Unified
Requirements
only serve as a guide for each society
to fol low.
Examples of some of the more significant
changes

that

have

1)

been

adapted

American

by individual

societies

of Shipping

- In regard

Bureau

since

the unification

to’ impact

energy

are as follows:
requirements,

provisions
have been made to test specimens oriented
transverse
to the
rol I ing direction
as an alternative
to longitudinal
specimens.
A Grade
that has a relatively
high Mn/C
rotio,
and generally
greater
taughness,
has been added.
2)

Llayd’s
Register of Shipping
far subsize test pieces.

3)

Bureau

4)

Registro Ita I i anal e - Has increased
the energy requirements
ta:
43 ft lb (58 J) at 32aF (@C) for Grade
D, and 54 ft lb (73 J) at
14aF (-l OaC) or 25 ft lb (34 J) at -31°F
(-35aC)
far Grade
E.
—

5)

Det

6)

Nippan

7)

Germanischer

These and ather

Veritas

Narske

minor

Kaiji

-

Daes not use Grade

Veritas

- Stil I retains

Kyokai
Llayd

alterations

- Provides

-

have

information

been

adapted

imptct

energy

requirements

B.

“ NVW”

No significant
Na

reduced

CS

grades

af steel.

changes.
available.
by the sacieties

at their

own discretion.

Since the time af unification,
the possibility
af using higher strength steels in
There fare,
pravlsnans have been made
structures
has been recognized
by each satiety.
specifications
far the manufacture,
cantrol,
and praduct
inspection
of such steels.
As
far mild steels,
specific
grades are designated
within
respective
levels af yield strength
quality
and cantrol
af manufacture.

ship hull
in the
is the cose
as ta

The CVN
impact test is used in all appl icqble cases ta cantral
natch taughness and there
is a genera I trend among the societies
ta specify
bath Iawer energy requirements
and lower test
temperatures
far these steels than are maintained
me
Unified
Requirements.
The significance
af these requirements
is that they parallel
the typical
reductian
in bath trorssition temperature
and CVN
energy which generol I y accompany
the higher strength steels.
Hawever,
as discussed
in Sectian
IV,
taughness requirements
shauld increase with increasing
strength
level .
Fig. A-1 presents the variaus CVN
impact requirements
af al I sacieties
an a temperature
gradient
chart.
They have been grauped and surrounded
in perimetric
fashion ta shaw the general
trends that have develaped,
parti cu I arl y in regard ta the taughness re uirements
for higher strength
and
steels.
That is, the trend develaped
b RI, NV & ABS 10 lawer bath t‘l e testing temperature
“t er strength steels,
the impact energy requirements
far hlg
as shawn an Fig. A-1 .
There

are

twa sacieties,

Llayd’s

Register

and Bureau

Veritas,

wha

maintain

the same

testing temperatures
far higher strength steels that were adapted
for the Unified
Requirements.
Bureau Veritas
maintains
the same impact
energy requirements
while
Llayd’s praportians
the
The strength
rapartianed
requirements
af Llayd’s represent
requirements
with
yield strength.
the same basic appraach
ut i I ized in devel api ng t Re DT taughness requirements
proposed in
this repart.
.52-
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APPENDIX
INTRODUCTION

TO

B

CONCEPTS

OF

FRACTURE

MECHANICS

Fracture
mechanics
is a method of characterizing
fracture
or fatigue
behavior
in terms of
structural
parameters
familiar
to the engineer,
namely,
stress and flaw ”size.
FracWre
mechanics
is based on stress analysis and thus does not depend on the u% of empirical
correlations
to
translate
Iabomtary
results into practical
design information
as Iang as the engineer
can properly
analyze
the stresses in a specific
structural
application
and knows the size af the flaws present
in the structure.
Therefore,
the devel apment
in solving the problem af designing
ta prevent
The fundamental

principle

af fracture

of fracture
me than ics affe rs considerable
brittle
fractures
in large complex
welded
mechanics

is that

the stress field

ahead

pramise
structures

af a sharp

KI, the stress intensity factar, having
crock can be characterized
in terms af a single
arameter
units of ksi v’inch (MN/m3/2).
The equatians
t Rat describe
the elast it-stress
field
in the
vicinity
of a crack tip in a bad
subjected
to tensile stresses normal to the plane of the crack
are presented
in Figure B-1 . T~ese stress-field
equatians
shaw that the distribution
of the
elastic-stress
field
in the vicinity
that are subjected
to deformations
is normal to the crack surface).

af the crack tip is invarient
in all structural
components
of this type (designated
as Made I because the applied
stress
Furthermore,
the magnitude
of the elastic-stress
field can be
Consequently,
the applied
stress, the crack shape and
KI.

described
by a sir-gle parameter,
size, and the structural
conf igurat ian assac iated with structural
components
subjected
type af deformation
affect
the value of the stress-intensity
factor
(K1) but da nat alter
stress-field
distribution
structural
canfiguratians
for different
structural
of the naminal

transition

ahead of the crack.
Thus this analysis
can be used for different
as shawn in Figure B-2.
Other
crack geometries
have been analyzed
canfiguratians
and are published
elsewhere.
In all cases, KI is a functiOn

stress and the square

The material
af ksi ~’inch (MN\m
as fallows:

r
J /~

raat

of flaw

size.

erties that are a measure af the fracture
but depend an the particular
material,

Kc

=

Critical
variable

KIC

=

Critical
stress-intensity
maximum
constraint.

ED

=

criti~~l
stress-int~nsity
candlt ions of maxtmum

Each af these
from brittle

ta this
the

resistance
likewise
have units
Icmd ing rate,
and constmint

stress-intensity
factar for static Iaading
and plane-stress
conditions
constraint.
Thus, this value depends on specimen
thickness.

of

factor far static Icading
and plane-strain
conditions
Thus, this value is a minimum value far thick plates.
factar far
canstramt.

dynamic

(impact)

loading

af

and plain-strain

values are also a function
af temperature
far thase steels
ta ductile
behavior.
Far a given temperature,
generally

exhibiting

KID<

a

KIC<

Kc.

By knowing
the critical
value af K1 at failure
(Kc, KIC, ar K D) for a given steel af a
particular
thickness and at a specific
temperature
and loading
rate,
t i e designer
can determine
flaw sizes that can be tolerated
in structuml
members for a given design stress level.
Conversel
he can determine
the design stress level that can be safely used for a flaw size that may be
present
in a structure.

size

K] ta the applied
As a general
examole,
consider the e uation relating
far a thraugh-thickness
crack in a wide p1 ate, that is K1 = uv’n a.
Assume
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test results show that for a particular
structural
steel with a yield strength af 80 ksi (552 MN/m2)
the Kc is 60 ksi v’ inch (66 MN/m3/2)
at the service
temperature,
loading
rate,
and plate
thickness
used.
Alsa assume th t the design stress is 20 ksi (138 MN/m2).
Substituting
K1 =
Kc = 60 ksi Jinch
(66 MN/m3 ? 2) inta the appropriate
equation
in Figure B-3, 2a = 5.7
inches (145 mm).
Thus far these conditions
the tolerable
flaw size wauld be abaut 5.7 inches
(145 mm).
For a design stress af 45 ksi (310 MN/m2),
the same material
could only talerate
a flaw size,
2a, of about 1.1 inches (27.9
mm) . If residual
stresses such as may be due to
welding
are present so that the tatal stress in the vicinity
af a crack is 80 ksi (552 MN/m2)
if a tougher ste~l
the tolerable
flaw size is reduced
considerably.
Nate from Figure ~-3thcrt
is used, for example,
one with a Kc of 120 ksi Jinch (132 MN/m3
2) the talerable
flaw
sizes at al I stress levels are significantly
increased.
[f the toughness af a steel is sufficiently
high,
brittle
fractures
will nat occur and failures
under tensile
loading
can occur anly by
general
plastic yielding,
ship steels have this high

similar ta the failure
level af tmghness.

of a tensian

test specimen.

Fortunately,

most

A useful analogy
far the designer
is the relat ian between
applied
load (P), naminal
stress (o), and yield stress (uy) in an unf Iawed structural
member,
and between
applied
l~d
(P), stress intensity
(KI),
and critical
stress intensity
for fracture
(Kc,
KIT
ar KID) in a
structural
member with a flaw.
In an unflawed
structural
member,
as the oad is increased,
the nominal
stress increases until an instability
(yielding
at u ~) accurs.
AS the lad
is
increased
in a structural
member with a flaw (ar as the size of the flaw graws by fatigue),
the stress intensity,
K1, increases until an instability
(fracture
at Kc, KIC, K D) Occurs.
Thus
the KI level in a structure
shauld always be kept below the appropriate
Kc va \ ue in the same
manner that the naminal
design stress (u) is kept below the yield strength
(UY).
Anather
ancrlagy that may be useful in understanding
the fundamental
aspects of fracture
mechanics
is the comparison
with the Euler column instabil i
The stress level required
ta
cause instcrbil ity in a column (buckling)
decreases
as the L?“r ratia increases.
Similarly,
the
stress level required
ta cause instability
(fracture)
in a flawed
tension member decreases as
the flaw size (a) increases.
As the stress level
in either case approaches
the yield strength,
bath the Euler analysis and the Kc anal sis are invalidated
because af yielding.
Ta prevent
buckling,
the actual

the actual
stress and
stress and flaw size,

(L/r) va 1’ues must be belaw the Euler
a, must be below the Kc line shown

curve.
To prevent
fracture,
in Figure B-3.
Obviously,

using a material
with a high level af natch toughness (e .$
a K level of 120 ksi /inch
(132 MN/m3/2)
compared
with 60 ksi #inch
(66 MN/m
)2)
in$igure
B-3) wil I increase
passible cambinatians
of design stress and flaw size that a structure
can talerate
without
fracturing.
The critical
stress-intensity
of a particular
material
for a given
stress and flaw
Kc,
where

size

KIc,
Kc,

at fracture
temperature

(Kc,
and

Thus,

depending
an plate thickness)
is related
ta the nominal

as fallows:

ar KID

=

C uia

KIC,

ar KID

=

material

taughness,

temperature,

level

KIC, or KID
Iaading
rate

the

the maximum

C

=

o

=

“Omi”af

~

=

flaw

flaw

constant,

size

ksi

loading
functian

stress,

size,
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af crack

(MN/m3/2)

and plate

at a particular

thickness

geometry

ksi (MN/m2)

inches

a structural

is:

4inch

rater

(mm)

member

can tolerate

at a particular

stress

‘

,,,

,

80

60

40

K=&l
c

—

20

o~
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FLAW SIZE, 20

Fig.

B-3.

Stress-Flaw
Thickness

Size

8.0

(in)

Relation

for

Through

Crack

1

~ =(

‘c’

‘It’
c.

‘r ‘ID

)

2

,.

By knowing
the prticular
relation
between
KC, KIc, or KID,
0,
and flaw size,
Q, fOr a
ctiven structure
(the most widely
used relations
are shown in Figure B-2) the engineer
can
~nalyze
the safety of a structu~e against fracture
in the follow;ng
manrier:
1) Obtain
the values of Kc, KIC, or KID and
u at the service
temperature
and
loading
rate for the materials
being used in th~structure.
Note that for a complete
analysis
of welded structures,
values for the base metal,
weld metal and heataffected
zone should be obtained.
As noted in the main report,
most ship steels
have toughness values greater
than can be measured by existing
ASTM test methods
and thus auxil iar
test methods must be used to estimate
KID values.
Althaugh
this
is a very desirab r e condition
because
it means most ship steels are not brittle
at
service
difficult.
2)

Select

temperatures,

the type

of flaw

and the corresponding
madels that describe
Complex
equations
3)
An example
Figure B-3.
levels

and
1)

Plot

the determination

that

will

of the critical

most likely

exist

taughness

in the member

values

being

is quite

analyzed

KI equation.
Figure B-2 shows the fracture
mechanics
the most common types of flaws occurring
in structural
members.

shape flaws
to analyze

can aften be approximated
by ane of these models.
Additional
other crock geometries
are given in reference
16 af the text.

the stress-flaw-size

relation

using the appropriate

K1 expression.

of this relatian
between
stress, flaw size, and material
taughness
The results af this stress-flaw
size curve can be used ta establish
inspect ion requirements.

The follawing

impartant

conclusions

is presented
in
design stress

shauld

be noted:

In regions of high residual
stress, where the actual
stress can equal the yield stress
over a small region,
the critical
crack size has ta be camputed
far UY instead af the
design stress, u . If the material
(steel and weld metal)
is sufficiently
tough,
the
critical
crack size at ful I yield stress loading shauld be satisfactory.
Under fatigue
Iaading,
the residual
stresses shauld decrease
and the critical
crack size becc+nes the
value at the design stress.
Nate that the “critical
crack size” in a structure
is a
function
af the stress level
and is nat a single value for a particular
material.
—

2)

If the level af taughness af the material
is sufficiently
high,
any crack which daes
initiate
fram a weld in the presence of residual
stresses shauld arrest quickly
ai
soan as the crack propagates
aut af the regian af high residual
stress.
However,
the
initial
flaw size far any subsequent
fatigue
crack grawth will be fairly
large.

3)

For design stress levels,
check the calculated
critical
crack size.
If it is larger
the plate thickness,
crack growth (by fatigue)
should lead ta relaxation
of the
constraint
ahead af the crack,
i .e, , plane-stress
behavior.
For this case, the
Kc (critical
plane-stress
stress-intensity
factor) wil I be greater
than KIC or KID
is an additional

4)

degree

than

which

of conservatism.

For steels with Iaw-taughness
values and high design stress Iev Is, e.g.,
design stress
of 60 ksi (414 MN/m2)
and a Kc af 60 ksi /inch
(66 MN/m3 T 2)3
Figure B-3, the
steel cauld stil I be used ~ the design stress is reduced significantly.
However,
use
af structural
steels with Iow.taughness
levels requires precise
inspection
af the structure
and is nat considered
possible.

levels

af total

T-

——.-.—.
EFFECT

OF TEMPERATURE,

LOADING

RATE,

AND

THICKNESS

ON

Kc,

Klc,

or KID

General
In principle,
the appl icat ion of fracture
mechanics
in analysis of flawed
members is
straightforward,
as shown in the previous
examples.
In reality,
however,
the appli cat ion of
fracture
mechanics
to analyze
flawed
members depends on the engineer
having specific
information

in the following
1)

areas:

Stress Analysis

of Cracks

The stress-intensity
factor,
K1, has been established
far variaus crack geometries,
and can be approximated
far ather geometries
. Thus the appl icat ion of fracture
mechanics
generally
is not hampered
by the availability
af stress-intensity
factars far
variaus shape cracks.
in Figure B-2.
2)

Actual

Flaw

The mast cammonl

y used stress-intensity

factars

were

shown

Sizes

The actual

flaw

size

in a structure

is very

cliff icult

ta determine.

Such factors

as quality
af inspection,
skill of the inspectar,
available
equipment,
etc. , make
the determination
of actual
flaw sizes in a structure
extremely
difficult.
Fram an
erwineerirva
viewDoint,
the designer
must assume that the largest passible reasonable
size flaw can be present in regions af maximum
stress unless he has specific
knawledge
ta the cantrary.
3)

Crcick.Toughness

Values

far Particular

Materials

As is well known,
the inherent
crack toughness af mast structural
steels decreases
with decreasing
temperature
and\ar
increasing
Iaading
rate.
In addition
the notch
toughness also decreases with increasing
plate thicknesses
up to the limiting
value of
KIC ar KID.
Thus, before the engineer
can predict
the fracture
be~$~~$’$~rticular
structwal
member,
“si”g cancepts
af fracture
mechanics,
he
must know the Kc value far the particular
service temperature
and leading
rate, as
wel I CM member thickness.
Very I ittle quantitative
infarmatian
an the crack taughness of ship steels currently
exists,
althaugh
that which daes exist indicates
that the
toughness levels of these steels are higher than can be measured using existing
ASTM
Standardized
Test Methcds.
Thus auxiliary
test methods are necessary
ta estimate
the
crack-taughness
levels af ship steels.
Thickness

Effects

Ahead

af a sharp crack,

the

lateral

constraint

is such that

thraugh-thickness

stresses are

present.
Because these stresses must be zera at each surface af a plate,
the thraugh-thickness
stresses are less far thin plates ccospared with thick plates.
For very thick plates,
a triaxial
state-af-stress
accurs which reduces the apparent
ductility
af the steel and the natch taughness
is reduced.
This decrease
in natch taughness
is controlled
by the thickness
af the plate,
even
though the inherent
metallurgical
properties
af the material
are unchanged.
Thus the natch
toughness (Kc) decreases
far thick plates campared
with thinner plates af the same material
.
This behavior
is shawn in Figure B-4, far a high strength ma raging steel.
FIX thicknesses
greater than same value related
ta the taughness and strength af individual
steels,
maximum
constraint
occurs and plane strain (KIC) behavior
results.
Conversely,
as the thickness
of the
plate is decreesed
(even thauah the inherent
metallurgical
characteristics
af the steel are nat
W,

the natch-taughness

increases

and plane-stress
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(Kc)

behaviar

exists.
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Figure B-5 shows the shear Iipson the surface of fracturetestspecimens having
differentplate thicknesses. The percentage of shear Iipsas compared with the totalfracture
surface isa qualitativeindication of notch toughness. A smal I percentage of shear Iip area
indicatesa relativebrittlebehavior. A comparison of the fracturesurfaces in Figure B-5
shows that thinner
plates are mare resistant ta brittle
not new to engineers,
but the fact that a quantitative
phe namena can now be made is new.
—
Temperature

and Laading

fracture
than thick
fracture
mechanics

plates.
This fact
analysis of the

is

Rate

In general,
the crack taughness af mast steels decreases wifh decreasing
temperature
and
increasing
Iaading
rate.
Loading
rate refers to the time it takes to reach maximum
Iaad and far
most structures
can vary from very slow (essential I y static for K1 ) to dynamic
(usual I y impact
Iaading
rates for KID).
Examples of this type behavior
for two $ ip steels,
ABS-C and A517,
were presented
in Figures 8 and 13.
Note that the same general
behaviar
exists far the KIC,
CVN,
and DT test results (Figure
13) but that the rapid increase
in values occurs at different
temperatures
because the tests are canducted
at different
Iaading
rates.
The actual
loading
rates for mast structures are generally
between
the I imits of “static”
laading
mrate
approximately
10-5 see-T) and dynamic
Or impOct (strain rate approximately
10 see-l).
If
specific
information
on the Icading
rates of actual
structures
can be obtained,
cm intermediate
loading
rate (Figure 5) can be used to analyze
the fracture
behavior.
However
intermediate
lauding-rate
tests are extremely
expensive
to conduct.
The salient
. ..
as fol lows:
1)

2)

features

in Figures

the

Increasing

the critical

the

loading

rate

temperature

decreases

for most structural

Increasirq
the thickness
value to a Iawer bound

STATIC

able
size

presented

Increasing
test temperature
increases
load ing rate for most structu~.

0 ~rticular
3)

of the results

Kc , KIC,

DYNAMIC

13,

ar KID

and

B-4 may be summarized

value

at a particular

Kc ar Klc value

to a KID

value

at

steels.

of the plate of steel being
KIC value,
Figure B-4.

VERSUS

8,

investigated

decreases

the Kc

CONDITIONS

Current methods af design and fabrication
are such that engineers
expect structures
ta be
to tolerate
yield stress Iaading
in tension w itha”t fail ing.
The maximum al Iowable
flaw
in a member can be related
to the notch taughness and yield strength as fallaws:
~

=(

Kc,

KIc,

cay

ar KID

, z

‘

Far conditions
of maximum
constraint
( lane strain),
such as wa uld occur in thick plates
ar in regians af high constm int, the flaw size E ecames proportional
to (KIC /u
)2, where both
KIC and Uy shauld be measured at the service
temperature
and Iaading
rate o ? the structure.
Thus the KIC /uy
ratia
toughness of structural
material
structure
tolerate
large
a desirable conditian.

flaws

(or KID /UyD)
becomes a goad index for measuring
the relative
. Because for mast structural
appl icat ians it is desirable
that the
withaut
fracturing,
the use af materials
with high KC /uY ratiasis
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The question
insure
initial

satisfactory
inspection

structure

becomes,

how high

must the

performance
in complex
for cracks and continuous

are not always

possible,

KIC \oy

ratio

for a structural

material

welded
structures such as ships, where
monitoring
af crack grawth throughout

practical,

or economical

be to

complete
the I ife af a

,

.

Na sim Ie answer exists because the engineer
must take into account
such factors as the
design I ife oft Re structures,
consequences
of a failure
in a structural
member,
redundancy
af
load path,
probability
of averlaads
and fabrication
and material
cast.
Hawever,
as described
in the main report,
fracture
mechanics
can pravide
an engineering
approach
ta rationally
Bosic assumgtians
are that flaws do exist in structures,
y ield stress
evaluate
this questian.
100ding is probably
in same critical
parts af a structure,
and
~althaugh
the use of th In plates tends ta minimize
the passibi
Therefore,
the KIC /uy
ratio for materials
used in particular
structure
is one of ihe primary
control I ing parameters
that defines the relative
safety af a structure
against brittle
fracture.
If a stmct”re

is lauded

“slawly”

trol I ing toughness parameter.
If,
or impact loading),
the KID /uyD
conditions

far each

of these

( -10-4

in/in/second),

ratios

is as fallows:

1) KIC - critical

plane-strain
stress-intensity
as described
in ASTM Test Method
E-399
Fracture
Toughness af Metallic
Materials.

2)

3)

4)
rates

- Static tensile
o
A!$~M Test Method

the KIC ~cry$ rat ia is the can-

however,
the structure
is laaded
“rapidly
( -10’
in/i ry’secand
ratio is the central Iing parameter.
Definitions
and test

yield
E-8

factar under conditions
of static Iaading
- Standard
Method
af Test far Plane-Strain

strength

obtained

in “slaw”

- Standard

Methods

af Tensian

tension
Testing

test as described
of Metallic

in

Materials.

KID - Critical
plane-strain
stress. intensit
factar as measured by “dynamic”
ar
“impact”
tests.
The test specimen
is siml 1 ar to a KIC test specimen,
but is loaded
rapidl
There is na standardized
test procedure
but the general
test method is
descrl K ed elsewhere.
UYD - Dynamic
tensile
yield
comparable
ta those obtained
a goad

engineering
OYD

As discussed

strength obtained
in “rapid”
tensian
test
at loading
in K D tests.
Although
extremely
difficult
to obtain,

approximation
=

Ys +

in the main

re~rt,

~d se

an experimental

results

of structural

steels

is:

20 ksi
the taughness

of ship hull

steels

should

be analyzed

using KID /IJyD
values,
because ships can be subjected
ta dynamic
Icadings.
If shi s are
Iaaded at samewhat
lower loading
rates,
the use af KID /UyD
parameters
to establ E
is required
taughness levels is conservative.
SUBCRITICAL

talerable
subjected

CRACK

GROWTH

The above anal ysis perta ins ta canditians
at fracture.
Far mast structural
flaw sizes are much larger than any initial
undetected
flaws.
Hawever,
to fatigue

Iaad ing (or stress-carrosion

cracking),

out the I ife af the structure.
Fracture
mechanics
pravides
crack-growth
behaviar
af structures using the same general

these

initial

cracks

a means ta analyze
equatians
and flaw

steels,
the
for structures

can grow

through-

the subcritical
geometries

(Figure B-2) used to analyze
conditions
at fracture.
Thus, an averal I approach
to preventing
fracture
ar fatigue
failures
in large welded structures assumes that a smal I flaw af certain
geometry
exists after fabrication
and that this flaw can either cause brittle
fracture
or graw by
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fatigue
to the critical
size.
To insure that the structure
does not fail by fracture,
the calculated
critical
crack size,
acr, at des;gn Imd must be sufficiently
large,
and the number af cycles of
Iaading
required
ta grow a small crack to a critical
crack must be greater
than the design I ife
of the structure.

steels

Thus, although
and weldments,

structures

indicates

S-N curves have been widely
closer inspection
af the overall

that

a more rational

analysis

used to analyze
fatigue
process

of fatigue

~havior

the fatigue
in complex
is passible

behwior
welded

of

by using concepts

of fracture
mechanics,
Specifically,
small (possibly large) fabrication
flaws are invariably
present in welded structures,
even though the structure
has been inspected..
Accordingly,
a
realistic
appraach
to designing
to prevent fatigue
failure
would be ta assume the presence of an
initial
flaw and analyze
the fatigue
crack growth behavior
af the structural
member.
Th e s Ize
of initial

flaw

is obviously

highly

dependent

upon the quality

of fabricat

ian and

inspection.

A schematic
diagram
shawing the general
relation
between
fatigue
crack initiation
and
The question
af when dam a crack “initiate”
to become a
propagation
is shown in Figure B-6.
“propagating”
crack is samewhat
philosophical
and depends on the level of abservotion
of a
crack,
i.e.,
crystal
imperfection,
dislocation,
microcrack,
lack of penetration,
etc.
An
engineering
approach
ta fatigue
would be to assume an initial
flaw size on the basis of the
quality
of inspection
used, and then to calculate
the number af cycles it wwld
take far this
crack to grow ta a size critical
for brittle
fracture.
It is of interest to note that the fracture
mechanics
approach
has been found to be compatible
with existing
S-N
fatigue
data
of welded
members.
The procedure
to analyze
the crack-grawth
fracture+nechanics
cancepts
is as follows:
1)

2)

3)

On the basis af quality
resent in the structure
E e ing analyzed.

behavior

in steels

and weld

metals

af inspection
estimate
the maximum
initiol
flaw size,
a
and the associated
K1 relation,
Figure B-2, for the mem%

Knawing
Kc or KIC and the nominal
maximum design stress,
flaw size, acr, that would cause failure
by brittle
fracture.

calculate

Obtain

of the steel

an expression

relating

the fatigue

metal being analyzed.
The fallowing
growth per cycle of Iwding,
da/dN,
(for example,
A514/517)
as well
room temperature
air environment.
Martensitic
da\dN

crack

grawth

rate

r

the critical

ar weld

conservative
estimates
af the fatigue-crack
have been determined
for martensitic
steels

as ferrite-pearl

ite steels

(for example,

A36)

in a

Steels

= 0.66

Ferrite-Pearl
da/dN

using

(AK1)2.25

x 10-8
ite Steels

= 3.6x

(AK1)3

10-10

where
da/dN

- fatigue

K1 = stress-intensity
4)

Determine
ao.

crack

growth

factor

per cycle

range,

ksi

K1 using the ap

and the range

of loading,
/inch

inches/’cycle

(MN/m3/2)

ropriate
expression
far K1, the estimated
stress).
af I ive- 1’aad stress, Au (cyclefatigue
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initial

flaw

size,

‘
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5)

example

of this procedure

1) Assume the fallowing

is as fal lows:

4

A514

b)

KIC = 150 ksi

c)

aa = 0.3

d)

Umax

= 45 ksi (310

MN/m2)

amin

= 25 ksi (172

MN/m2)

Oy = 100 ksi (689

steel,

e)

~inch

inches

K1 = 1.12

(165

(7.6

edge

MN/m2)
edge

o =

MN/m2)

MN/m3/2)

mm),

~n u~a,

acr at

Calculate

crack

(1ive.load
crack

in tension,

in tension,

45 k$i (310

a

=

cr

1.12

5)

(71.1

da/dN

Solve

SI ightly.
LK1, where
ai and aj .

=

1.12

in

Au, aavg

AK1

=

1.98

(20)

/aavg

the appropriate
= 0.66x

AN

AN

expression

aavg

represents

far crack-growth

the avemge

crack

size

b=+we

rate,

(AK1)2.25

10-8
for each

increment

of crack

growth

replacing

da/dN

by

As/AN

Aa

=
.66 x 1o-8

AN = 12,500
6)

2

150

mm)

AK1

for

B-2

Aa. In this case assume
Aa = 0.1 inch
af crack growth,
increments
of crack growth were assumed,
the accuracy
WOUI,

Determine
expression
for
the two crack increments

Using

Figure

1.12(1.77)(45))

Umax

inches

Assume an increment
(2.5 mm).
If smaller
be increased

4)

2.8

/m

B-2

MN/’m2)

)2=(

‘(

Figure

stress range)

KIC

a cr

initial

conditions:

Au = 21) ksi (138

3)

___

Integrate
the crack-growth
mte expression
between
the I imits of a. (at the
K1) and acr (at KIC) to obtain the I ife of the structure
prior ta failure.

A numerical

2)

.

(I .98

(20)

~aavg

)

2.25

cycles

Repeat for a =.4 ta .5 inches (10.2
ta 12.7 mm), etc.,
by numericai
integration
as shown in Table B-I.
The flaw size - I ife results for this example
ore presented
in Figure B-7.
If anly the desired total I ife is required,
the expression
for AN ca
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Curve
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——
be integrated
directly.
In this example,
direct
integration
yielded
87,600
cycles while the numerical
technique
gave a I ife of 86,700

a life of
cycles.

Note that the total life to propagate
a crack from 0.3 to 2.8 inches (7.6 to 71.1 mm) in this
example
is 86,700
cycles.
If the required
I ife is 100,000
cycles,
then this design would be
inadequate
and ane ar more of the following
changes should be made:
1)

Increase
the critical
crack size at failure
a material
with a higher KIC value.

2)

Lawer

3)

Lower the stress range (AL) ta decrease
the rate of crack growth,
fhereby
for the crack =graw
to the critical
size.
the number of cycles required
because the rate of crack growth is a power functian
of Au, or actualIy

the design

lawering
4)

stress

Umax,

the stress range

Improve
the fabrication
size (ao) is reduced.

to increase

s} ightly

(acr = 2.8

inches

the critical

has a significant

crack

effect

(71 .1 mm) ) by using

size

on the

at fa;lure.
increasing
Note that

AK,

life.

quality
and inspection
capability
so that the initial
flaw
It is clear fram Table
8-I and Figure 8-7 that most of the I ife

is taken up in the early stages of crack propagation.
In fact,
to dauble the initial
crack size during the early stages of propagation
requires almmt half the total
number of cycles.
Therefare,
any decrease
in initial
flaw size has a very significant
effect on th~ fatigue
I ife of & str~ctural
member.
In this example,
the number

if a.

of cycles

were

anly

O.2

to grow a crack

inches
0,2

(5. I mm) the design

to 0.3

inches

(5.1

wauld be satisfactory.

ta 7.6

mm) is abaut

18,000

That is,
cycles

as indicated
in Figure B-7, which (added to the 86,700
cycles required
to graw the crack fram
.3 ta 2.8 !nches (7.6 ta 71.1 mm) ) wauld make the tatal life equal to 104,700
cycles.
It
shauld be noted that far steels with high-taughness
levels the state-of-stress
ahead of large
cracks may be plane stress and thus larger cracks could be talerated
than are calculated
on
the basis of plane-strain
behaviar.
Hawever,
because the crack-growth
rote is increasing
rapidly
far large cracks as illustrated
in Figure 8-7,
the I ife may not be increased
significant
y.
At present,

this fracture-mechanics

S-N analysis
has, in that
results of various research
feasible.

variable
amplitude
programs indicate

analysis

has the same I imitatian

that

the conventional

Iaading
is not considered.
Hawever,
preliminary
that random-laad
crack propagation
analyses are
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TABLE
FATIGUE

CRACK

B-I

GROWTH

CALCULATIONS

Aa
AN

=
.66

WHERE

X 10-8

Aa

=

AO =

a&
Inch

;~h

.3

.4

.4
.5

.5
.6
.7
.8

::
.8
.9

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
;.::
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

0.10

(Au)

inch

AK
ksi Jinch

.55
.65
.75

1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

1.45
1.55
1.65
1.75
1.85
1.95
2.05

1 ksi/inch

= 1.1
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mm
MN\m3/2

ZN
Cycles

12,500

12,500

26.7
29.4
32.2
34.6
36.6
38.8
40.5
42.5
44.5

9,750
7,550

22,250
29,800
35,950
41,150
45,750

6,150
5,200
4,600
4,100
3,700
3,300
2,950
2,700
2,550
2,350
2,200

62.5
63.5

2,050
1,900
1,800
1 ;700
1,600
1,500
1,450
1,400
1,350

64.8
66.0

1,200
1,150

54.0
55.6
56.8
58.5
59.6
60.8

= 25.4

AN
Cycles

23.5

46.1
47.7
49.3
51.0
52.5

2.15
2.25
2.35
2.45
2.55
2.65
2.75

1 inch

mm)

MN/m2)

.35
.45

.85
.95
1.05
1.15
1.25
1.35

~g)2”25

(2.54

20 ksi (138

aa 9J
Inc I

.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

( 1.98

49,850
53,550
56,850
59,800
62,500
65,050
67,400
69,600
71,650
73,550
75,350
77,050
78,650
80,150
81,600
83,000
84,350
85,550
86,700

APPENDIX
TECHNICAL

The specif;c

FACTORS

AFFECTING

material-toughness

1) Al I steels and weldments

THE

criteria
used

IMPLEMENTATION

developed

in primary

main-stress
regions of ships have
by ASTM Test Method
E-208-69.
2)

C

in this report

Ioad-corrying

a maximum

OF

NDT

are

plate

of O°F

CRITERIA

as follows:

members

(-18°C)

in the

as measured

Al I steels and weldments
used in primary Iaad-carrying
plate members in the
main-stress
regions exhibit
the levels of absorbed energy
in a 5/8- inch (15.9
thick dynamic-tear
(DT) specimen
as presented
in Table 1.

3)

Al I steels and weldments
used in primary
load-carrying
plate members in the
secondary-stress
regions of ships must satisfy a less stringent
material-toughness
requirement
of NDT S 20°F (-7aC) .

4)

Crack-arrester
steels must exhibit
very
(essentially
tully plastic)
as presented

Althaugh

the above

criteria

provide

high
. levels
. . . af DT natch
in Iable
11.

the general

guidelines

welded ship hulls,
there are several very important
factors
tion of these criteria.
These factors are as fol lows:
1)

Specific
Strencrth Levels:
Ordinary-strength
although
the ~
as 32 ksi (221 MN/mz),
40 ksi (276 MN/m2)
level shown in Table
For specification
the various

2)

Definition

3)

however,

levels

membem

IY in terms

far fracture

to be cansidaed

control

in the

shi steels have yield
va r ues of these steels

in

implementa-

strengths as law
are closer to the

I.

the particular

Members:

(main-stress

Of their

A8S

(or ASTM)

Each of the different

and secondary-stress)

all Owable

steels

design

types

that

fall

into

should

viewpoint

of primary

be identified

stress levels.

Longitudinal
vs Transverse
Specimen
Orientation:
The DT test
be oriented
sa that the specimens are parallel
to the directian
there may
In most cases, this wil I be Iangitudinal
. However,
transverse
stress can be significant
and therefore
the taugh ness
Thus, specimen
arientatian
roll ing directian
must be adequate.
impartant
feature
from a structural
amaunt af crass-railing.

4)

toughness

must be established.

of Lcud-CarrYina

load-carrying
specifical

use,

strength

mm)

specimens
shOuld
of significant
stress.
be cases where the
transverse
to the
becames an

as wel I as the more familiar

Existing
Rules and S~ecificatians:
Far ordinary-strength
A8S Rules and Specifications
have been developed
aver
considerable
experience
and appear ta be satisfactory.

ane of

level steels,
the existing
the years on the basis af

If the praposed material-taughness
requirements
are added to the A8S Rules currently
in existence,
the reliability
af ships will be impraved.
How the propased criteria
shauld be incorporated
into existing
Rules, and haw the rules should be madified
high-strength
steels wil I require
careful
carrsiderat ian af the sca~
of existing
specifications.
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far

5)

Plates

Less than

5/8-inch

(15.9

mm) Thfck.:

Generally

susceptible
to brittle
fractures
compared
with thicker
carrying
members that are smaller than the thickness
(15. 9 mm) DT specimen
should be satisfactory.
DT specimens
(with a corresponding
reductian
6)

Plates

Greater

than

2-inches

ar thicker
are used,
the required
energy
7)

Shipyard

Testing

However,
in required

mm) Thick:

(50.8

50.8
mm), thickness
has a second-order
compared
with natch acuity
and Iaoding

effect
rate.

thin

plates

are

plates.
Thus,
cf the standard

less

primary
lood5/8 inch

the use of sub-thickness
energy)
is recommended.

In the range 5/8-2
on the toughness

inches

(15.9

ta

af ship steels

Hawever,
if plates 2 inches (50.8
either a larger thickness
DT specimen
should be specified
or
shaul d be increased
abave that required
in Tables 1 ar 11.

Facilities:

A consideration

of the details

af shipyard

mm)

testing

procedures
should be made.
These wauld include the number of specimens
ta be
tested,
use af falling
weight
or pendulum-type
testing machines,
and simplified
procedures
for measuring
absorbed energy such as adjusting
the initial
patential
energy to be equal to the energy the specimen
is required
*a absarb.
To facilitate
ASTM

Test Method

the

implementation

E 208-69

“Standard

of both
Methad

the

NDT

and DT testing

for Conducting

Nil-Ductility
Transition
Tem
rature of Ferritic
Steels”
“DT Test Procedures”
are inc r uded in this appendix.
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and MIL

procedures,

Drop-Weight
Standard

copies

Test ta Determine
1601

(ships),

af

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS
1916 Race

St., Philadelphia,

Pa. 19103

A Reprint from Corwrighted ASTM Publications

Standard

Methoci

for

CONDUCTING DROP-WEIGHT TEST TO DETERMINE
NIL-DUCTILITY
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
OF
FERRITIC STEELS1

ASTM Designation:

E 208-69

This Standard of the American Society for Testing and Materials is issued under
the fixed designation E 208; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of original adoption or, in the case of revision, the war
of last revision. ,4 number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval.

INTRODUCTION
Thk drop-weight
testwas developed
at the Naval Research Laboratory in
1952 and has been used extensively to investigate the conditions required for
initiation of brittle fractures in structural steels. Drop-weight test facilities
have been established at several Naval activities, research institutions, and
industrial organizations in this country and abroad, The method is used for
specification purposes by industrial organizations and is referenced in several
ASTM specifications and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. This
procedure was prepared to ensure that tests conducted at all locations would
have a common meaning.

1. Scope

1,1 This nlethod
covers the determination
of the nil-ductility
tlmnsition
(mm)
ten2per:,ture
of femitic steels,
j-in. and thicker.
1.2 This method m:iy be used whenever the inquiry,
contract,
order, or
specification
st:ltes th;tt the steels ill-e
subject to fr:icture toughness
require-

rnents M determined
test.
2. Summary

by the drop-weight

of Method

2,1 The drop-weight
test employs
simple bemn specimens
speciolly prepmed !o c]-e:ite J nmteri~l crack in their
tensile surf:lces at cm early lime interval
of the test. The test is conducted
by
subjecting
e:lch of a series (generally
four to eight) of specimens of a given
nmterial to :1 single impfict lozd at a“
LUnder the sta,,d:wdizatkn
procedure
ofthe
sequence
of selected tempemtures
to
Society,
this
methodk w,dw the jwiscficticm “[
dctennine
the
nmximum
tenlperature
at
on
Effect
the AST31-ASNE Joir,t Committe.
of Tem*mature on the Prcqxzrties .[ hletds. Z\ \\bich i! specimen bre:[ks, The impact
list of memlx=rs rnzy he foundin theXST31
load is provided by ! guided, free-f: dling
l-emBook,
weight with m energy of 250 to 1200
JI:IY 30, IWJ. OrigCurrent
c<lit
i,,,>
dTc(tivc
imdly issued 1963. l{qdaces E 208-66 T,
ft-lb, depending on the yield strength of
672
>.69
-1,
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the steel to be tested. Tbe specimens are
prevented
by a stop from deflecting
more than a few tenths of an inch.
2.2 Tbe usual test sequence
is as
follows: After the preparation
and temperature conditioning
of the specimen,
the initial drop-weight test is conducted
at a test temperature
estimated
to be
near the NDT temperature.
Depending
upon the results of the first test, tests of
the other specimens are conducted
at

OF STEELS (E 208) fj73

determines the stress level required for
initiation
of brittle fracture.
The sig.
nificance of this test method is related
to establishkg
that temperature,
defined
herein as the NDT temperature,
at which
the “small flaw” initiation curve, Fig. 1,
falls to nominal yield strength
stress
levels with decreasing temperature,
that
is, the point marked NDT in Fig. 1.
3.2 Interpretations
to other conditions
required for fracture initiation may be

TENSILE
STRENGTH’r

~..-.~--INITIATION
CURVES
(FRACTURE STRESSES
FOR SPECTRUM OF
FLAw SIZES)
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,0

,/
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.#-

CAT CURVE

,/

----8“
v

-,,
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I

1

NDT

1

I

I

NOT + 30SF

!

I

1

NDT + 60SF

1

I

[

1

I

NDT +

120.F

TEMP. -

f%. I—Generalized
Fracture
Amdysk DiagramIndicating
theApproximate
Range of Flaw
Sizes Required for Fracture Initiation at Various Levels of Nominal Stress, as Referenced by the
NDT Temperature (see References (1) and (2)).
suit~ble temperature
intervals to establish the limits within 10 F (5 C) for break
and no-bre;,k performance,
A duplicate
test at the lowest no-breok temper:~ture
of the series is conducted to confirm nobreak performance at this temperature.
3. Significance

strength
trwrsitions
3.1 The fmcture
of ferritic steels used in the notched concli~ion :tre mi{rkedly ;tffected by temper:lture. For a given “low” temperature,
lhe size and acuity of the flaw (notch)

m~de by the use of the genemlized flaw.
size, stress - temperature
diagram shown
in Fig. 1, The di:igrun was derived from
a wide variety of tests, both fracture
initi:lt ion ;md fracture arrest tests, u
correlated
with the N’DT temperature
est:iblished
by the drop-weight
test.
Validation of the NDT concept has been
documented
by correl;~tions with numerous service f:~ilures encountered
in
ship, pressure
vessel, m:lchinery component, forged, tlnd cast steel applic:~tions.
6s4s
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DROP-WIHGHr

TEST FOR Nn-Ducml.rr~

TEMPERATURE

(II) Le,f<m,dett.Is.e,nbly
(~) Uprm RigltL—fJuick.llelezw
Screen
(c) Loww RiLJh4UFUd
FIG.

4.

2–-Dmp-JVeight

Definitioxr

4.1 Nil-DzMili/y
T7aJz.!itioJ1 (i\8DT)
Temperalw~The
m:lximun)
tcmper:ltrrrc where t stondard drop-weight specimen bre:lks v+hcn tested ;iccorditlg 10
the provisiom of Lhis nlethod.

OF STEELS (E 208)

I!lech%nism

Test Apparztus.

5. Precautions
5.1 The drop-weight
lest w:is devised
chtirfor lllc\surin~
frocturc initi[ttion
acteris tics of ~-in. ;ind thicker Structuri(l
m:itcri;ils, This test is not rccomluendcd
for steels less tlmn $ in. Lhick.
5340
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5.2 This method establishes standard
specimens and conditions to determine
the hTDT temperature
of a given steel.
The use of standard
specimens
with
nonstandard
test conditions or the use
of nonstandard
specimens shall not be
allowed for specification purposes.
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veloped
for quenched
and tempered
steels of high hardness
obtained
by
tempering
at low temperatures.
The
problem may be avoidedby placingthe
crack-starter
weld on thesesteels
before
conductingthequenchingand tempering
heat treatment.Except for other cases

FIG, 3—General Appearance of the Anvils Required for Drop-Weight hTDT Tests
5.3 This meLhod employs a small weld
bead deposited on the specimen surface,
whose sole purpose is to provide ;Lbi-ittle
material
for the initiation
of ~ srrmll,
cleavage crack-flaw in the specimen base
material
during the test, .4nom: dous
heilavior may be expected for mlteri:ds
where the heat-affected
zone cre:~ted by
deposition
of the cmck.starter
weld is
made more fracture resistant than the
unaffected plate. This condition is fle-

which may be re:ldily rationalized
in
nletallurgical
terms (for example, it is
possible to recrystallize
heavily coldworked steels in the heat-affected
Zone
;md develop a region of improved ductility), the heat-affected
zone problem is
not cncoun tered with conventional structural grade steels of a pearlitic micro.
structure
or quenched
and tempered
steels tempered ~t high temperatures
to
dcvdop n] aximum fracture toughness.
!3-46
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Im!

Anvil Dmension

‘“

Units

S, Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

in.

D, Deflection stop...

mm
in.

I

specimen‘&p
Tolerance

P-,

12.0
305
0.30

7.60

mm

A, Anvil length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B, AnviI width .,, . . . . . . . . . . . .
C, Anyiltbiclmesa . . . . . . . . . . . .
E, Support length . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F, Support width .,, ,,, ..,....
G, Support height . . . . . . . . . . . . .

—not

H, Stopv.idth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I, Weld clemance . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J,

Weld clearance depth.

P-2
4.0
100
0.000
1.60

. . .b

“.

in
mm
in,
mm

I

in.
mm

R, Support radiu8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

in.
mm
in.
mm
in.
mm

in,
mm

1.5 tin
38 mh
2.0 min

90 mi!l

50 Inin

FIG. 4-Anvil
6. Appsratus
6.1 The drop-weight
machine
is of
simple design based on the use of readily
available structural steel products.z The
principal components
of a drop-weight
machine are a vertically-guided,
freefalling weight, and a rigidly supported
? Detal drawings for the constmction of thk
machine are available from ASTM Headquartira at a nominal charge.

4.0
100
0.076
1.90

+0.05
*1.5
+0.002
+0.05

critics
.4.:.
.
.11!,,..

1.5 min
38 min
3.5 min
2.0
50
0.075
1,0
3.5min
90 min
0,9
22
0.4 rnin
10 ndn

P-3

ot leas that
2.0
50
0,075
1.0
2. Omin
50 mill
0.9
22
0.4min
10 mill

1.5min
38 min

Z.omin
50 min
2.0
50
0.075
1,0
2.0 min
50 min
0.9
22
0.4 min
10 mill

1,
+1
+25
+0.025

+0.1
*%
+0.1
+3

Dknensions.

anvil which provides for the loading of a
rectangular
plate specimen as a simple
beam under the fallhg weight. Figure
2(a) illustrates
a typical drop-weight
machine
built of standard
structural
shapes.
6.2 A rail, or rails, rigidly held in a
vertical position and in ; fixed relationship to the base shall be provided to
guide the weight. The weight shall be
53-47
7.
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TEST

FOR NIIJUCTILITY

provided
with suitable
devices which
engage the raif, or rails, and ensure that
it will drop freely in a single, vertical
plane. The weight may be raised by any
convenient
means.
A weight-release
mechanism, functioning similarly to that
shown in Fig. 2(b), shall be provided to
release the weight quickly without affecting its free fall. The weight shall be made
in one piece, or if made of several pieces,
its construction
shall be rigid to ensure
TABLE

l—STANDARD

OF STEELS (E 208)

bWERAT~

stops under the centerline of the striking
tup of the weight. In general, the base
will also support the guide rails, but this
is not a requirement.
The base shall rest
on a rigid foundation.
The base-foundation system shall be sticiently
rigid to
allow the normal drop-weight
energy
(Table 1) to deflect a standard specimen
to the stop at temperatures
above the
NDT. The base shall not jump or shift
during the test, and shall be secured to

DROP-WEIGHT

TEST

CONDITIONS.
)mp.Weight

:p.n, in,

TyPe.fiSpecirne,

I

Deflection

St.p, in.

YieJd~tree?th

I
P-1 . . . . . . . . . . .

P.2. . . . . . . . . . .

1 by 3fi

by 14

%by2by6

12.0

4.0

0.3

0.06

30
50
70
90

to
to
to
to

.50
70
90
110

30 to 60
60 to 90

......

jfby2by5

4.0

0.075

30
60

to 60

to 90
90 to 120
120 to 150

Energy

for Gkm Yield
StrmsCbLevel”
ft-lb

90 to 120
120 to 150

P-3,...,
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600
800

1000
1200

I

kg-m

83

110
140
165

250

300
350
400

::
48
65

250

34

300
350
400

41
:

rel ste
hmlsic
,ploye<

Bhall be conducted with tbe drop-weight ermrgy
t deflection is developed (no-test performance) an
w other specimens of the given steel.

that it acts as a unit when it strikes the
specimen. The strikim tup of the weight
shall be a steel cylin&ic;l
surface w;th
a radius of 1 in. and a minimum hardness of Rc 50 throughout
the section.
The weight shall be between 50 and 300
lb. The rails and hoisting device shall
permit raising the weight various fixed
distances to obtain potential energies of
250 to 1200 ft-lb.
6.3 A horizontal
base, located under
the guide rails, shall be provided to hold
and position precisely the several styles
of anvils required for the standard specimens. The anvil guid~,s shall position the
anvil with the centerhne of the deflection

the foundation
if necessary to prevent
motion.
6.4 A guard screen, similar to that
shown in Fig. 2(c), is recommended
to
stop broken specimen halves of the very
brittle steels which break into two pieces
with both halves being ejected forcefully
from the machine.
6.5 The general characteristics
of two
of the anvils required are illustrated
in
Fig. 3. Tbe anvils shall be made in
accordance with the dimensions shown
in Fig. 4. The anvil supports and deflection stops shall be steel-hardeqed
to
a minimum hardness of RC 50 tfrroughout their cross section. The space be-

~ Initial tests of a given strength
stated in this column. In the event th
increased drop-weight energy shaU be

53-47
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made in two separate pieces, if desired.
The anvil-base system shall be sufficiently rigid to allow the normal dropweight energy (Table 1) to deflect the
specimen to the stop at temperatures
well above the NDT.
6.6 Ameasuring
system shall be provialed to assure that the weight is released from the desired height fnr each
test, within the Iiiits of +10, –O per
cent.
6.7 Modifications
of the equipment
or assembly details of the drop-weight
machine shown in Fig. 2 are permitted
provided that the modified machine is
functionally
equivalent.
Figure 5 ilhrstrates a portable machine design used
by an industrial concern for drop-weight
tests of materials
used for pressure
vessel components
at different fabrication sites.
7. Test Specimens

FIG. 5—Portable Drop-Weight Test Machine
Used for Testsat Different Fabrication Sites.
tween the two stops is provided as clearance for the crack-starter
weld on the
specimen. The deflection stops may be

7.1 Identi@rr#ion
oj
Matmid—All
sample material and specimens removed
from a given plate, shape, forging, or
casting
product
shall be marked
to
identify
their particular
source (heat
number,
slab number,
etc.). A simple
identification
system shall be used which
can be employed in conjunction with an
itemized table toobtain
all the pertinent
information.
7.2 Orientafirrtz-The
drop-weightiest
to
specimen
orientation
is insensitive
with respect to rolling or forging direction. However, unless otherwise agreed
to, all specimens specified by the purchaser shall be of the same orientation
and it shall be noted in the test report.
7.3 Relation
to Other Specinwns—
Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser, the specimens shall be removed
from the material at positions adjacent
to the location of other type test specimens
(for example,
mechanical
test
specimens)
required
for evaluation
of
other material properties.
5$+7
.71-
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Forgings
7.4 S~ecial
Conditions
jo7
and Casting~Where
drop-weight testing
of cast or forged material is specified, the
size and location of integrally attached
pad projections
or prolongations
to be
used for specimen f abdication shall be
agreed to in advance by the purchaser.
If the design of the casting or forging

TEMPERATURE
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equivalent to the product with respect to
chemical composition,
soundness,
and
metallurgical
condition.
The material
shall be from the same heat and shall
have been fabricated
under identical
conditions as the product. The specimens
shall be machine-cut
from locations
agreed tQ in advance by the purchaser.

I
1
w

-f-

-L

I 1
Urit.

Ditnenwm

swim..
P-1
——

Dimension Meram
——

T, Thickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L, Lengtl, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W, Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

in.
. .
in.
mm
in.
mm

FIG, +Standard

1.0
25
14.0
360
3,5
I 90
!

Dmp.We

does not allow an attached test-material
coupon, the following requirements
shall
apply:
7.4.1 Drop-weight
specimens cast or
forged separately
to the dimensions required for testing shall be allowed only
where the product dimensions are equivalent and the purchaser agrees.
7.4.2 Specimerrs maybe taken from a
separately produced test-material coupon
if the supplier can demonstrate
that it is

+0.12
+2.5
+0.5
+10
*0.1
+2.0

I

‘bpe

I

P-2

Dimension role,,...

0.75
19
5.0
130
2.0
50

+0.04

+1.0
+0.5
+10
+0.04
+1.0

P-3

Dimension Tolerance

0,62
16
5.0
130
2.0
50

+0.02
+0.5
+0.5
*10
*O. 04
+1.0

It Specimen Dimensions.
7.4.3 Specifically, inthecase
of casting
requiring X-ray quality standards,
the
separate
test-material
coupon shall be
cast separately but simultaneously
with
the product.
Chills shali not be used.
The test-material
coupon shalt be sound.
The size of the test coupon shall be in
proportion
to the thickness,
T, in the
cast product, where Tis the diameter of
the largest circle that can be inscribed
in any cross section of the casting, or
33-47
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(a) P.rmhMarks

(b) Copper Template

(G) Crack-StarterJVeld
FIG. 7—31ethodsof

I.ocating the WcM Deposit Properly on the Test Specinlen.

5345

,().

Y
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where T is defined in advance by the
purchaser as the nominal design thickness, as follows:
Thickness,T. in.

!“

SeparatelyCast, Nmchilled,
Test-coupm Size

xandlem
. . . . . None req.imd
%to z...,...,
When several small castings
are poured from one heat,
one casting shall be used to
provide test specimens, if
adaptable
%to l......,,
T by 2 by 6 in. for irregulmly
shaped castings
>lt03.
. . . . . . T by 4.5T by 4,5T
>3t05.
..,...
T by 3T by 3T
Over . . . . . . . .
T by 3T by 3T for castings
that are repremntative of
cast plates
Over . . . . . . . .
T by T by 6 4T for castings
that are representative of
cast bars

showing casting or
7.4.4 Specimens
metallurgical
faults on broken fracture
surfaces shall be “No-Test.”
7.5 Size oj EJlank-Dimensions
of the
blank size required
for standard
test
specimens are shown in Fig. 6. Equally
significant
NDT
temperatures,
within
+10 F (+5 C), are determined
for a
given steel with tests using any of the
standard
specimens.
As may be cocrvenient for the particular
thickness of
material, any of the standard specimens
shown in Fig. 6 and prepared
as described in 7. Test Specimens, may be
chosen for this method.
The results
obtained with standard
test conditions
shall comply with tbe requirements
of
this method for determining
the NDT
temperature.
7.6 S@mett
Ccdiitsg-The
specimen
sample material and the specimen ends
may be flame-cut. The specimen sides
shall be saw-cut
nr machined,
using
adequate
coolant to prevent specimen
overheating,
and shall be a minimum of
1 in. from any flame-cut surface. Products thicker than the standard specimen
thickness shall be machine-cut
to standard thickness from one side, preserving
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an as-fabricated
surface unless otherwise
specified, or agreed tn, in advance by the
purchaser. The as-fabricated
surface so
preserved shall be the welded (tension)
surface of the specimen during testing.
7.7 Crack-Starter
Weld—The
crackstarter weld, which is a centrally located
weld bead, approximately
2} in. long
and ~ in. wide, shall be deposited on the
as-fabricated
tensinn
surface
of the
drop-weight
specimen.3 TO assistthe
welding operator in centering the weld
deposit prnperly on the test piece, three
punch marks as shown in F]g. 7(a) or a
copper template containing a 1 by 3-in.
centrally positioned slot, Fig. 7(b), shall
be used! In either case, Points A and D,
each of which are 11 in. from the center
point C, are weld start locations;
the
terminal point for each half of the weld
bead is Point C. The bead appearance is
determined
by the amperage, arc volt.
zge, and speed of travel used. A current
of 180 to 200 amp, a medium arc length,
and a travel speed that will result in a
moderately
high-crowned
bead
have
been found to be suitable conditions.
An oscillating or weaving motion is unnecessary when the noted$ electrnde is
used since it naturally
deposits a bead
having a width of from # to # in. The
weld height at the center of the bead
should be approximately
equal tn the
height of the bead crown, but any deficiency observed after cleaning the weld
can be corrected by adding more metal
to the crater-depression.
An enlarged
view of an as-deposited
crack-starter
weld is shown in E3g. 7(c).
s Murex Hardex-N electrodes, available from
Metal and Tbermit Corp., Rahway, N. J., have
been found B8tisfWt0ry fm tbe cmck-,qtarter
weld, However, each new lot of these electrodes
shall be checked for Buitabtit y in accord arm
with requirements of 7,10.
4 Tbe ccippm template is especially recmn.
mended for the Type P-2 and P-3 specimens
since it eliminates weld epatter which may inter.
fere with proper ~eating of tbe specimen during
test.
55-45

.
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FIG. S-Notching

FIG. 9—Weld-Notch

of CrachStarter

Weld Deposit

Details and Example of a Notched Weld

thecuttingtoolsdo not contact
7.8 Weld Nokk-The
finalprept~r:~-:tndtbtlt
The notch may be
tionof thespecimenconsists
of notching the specimensurf~ce.
the depositedweld ?t the centerof the cut with thin abmsive disks, :{s shown
in IJig. 8, or other convenient
cutting
bead length. Care sh:dl be taken to entools such m mechanical
SJWS, h:{ck
sure that only the weld deposit is notched
5s45
-81-
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saws, etc. The weld-notch details and a
representative
example
of a notched
weld is given in Flg 9.
7.9 Measuring
Weld-Notch
Depth—
The depth of the notch from the crown
of the weld will vary with expected variations in weld crown dimensions. The
depth of the notch is not measured, since
it is the thickness of the weld remaining
above the specimen
and under
the
bottom of the notch that has been standardized, as shown in Fig. 9. This weld
thickness shove the specimen shall be
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notched
area without
contacting
the
surface of the specimen. With experience
in the preparation
of a few specimens,
the instrument need be used only in the
final checking of the finished notch.
7.10 Other Crack-Starler
Welds—The
satisfactory
completion
of drop-weight
tests is dependent
upon the “crackstarting”
conditions
developed by tbe
notched weld. As shown schematically in
Fig. 11, tbe specimen deflection, Dc ,
that cracks the weld, is significantly less

SET-UP

~

.J-

l-----’------+

‘u
-& ~
1,”
YIELD

FIG. 10—Method for Measuring Weld Metal
Thickness at the Bottom of the Notch.

rnaint~ined across as much of the weld
width as permitted by the bead contour.
Figure 10 illustrates a device for measuring the thickness of weld metal at the
bottom
of the notch. The adjustable
dial indicator with bridge support is set
at zero while in position on the specimen
with the indicator
tip contacting
the
specimen surface immediately
adjacent
to the notch. The bridge is then placed
over the weld with the indicator
tip
resting on the bottom of the notch to
measure the weld metal thickness directly. We!d beads notched too deeply
may be repaired by the deposition of
more weld metal after grinding of the

CRACK

WELD
CRACKS

LOADING

IS TERMINATED

tDc

I

r

POINT

q.J-

~_~
IN

PRE5ENCE

BY

FIG. 1l—Drop-Weight

CONTAcT

OF SMALL
WITH

STOP

Test Method.

than the allowable anvil stop defection,
DA , for z1l standard thickness, Z’, specimens tested on the proper span, S, The
carefully prepared and specially handled
electrode (described in 7.73) has been
successful
for crack-starting
proved
purposes for all temperatures
up to ap.
proximately
400 F (200 C). Other weld
materials shall be considered to perform
satisfactorily as crack-starters
if they also
develop cleavage cracks at suitably high
test temperatures
at or near the instant
that yielding occurs in the surface fibers
of the test specimen. Weld materials,
other than those described in 7.7, may
be used for the crack-starter
bead prow-a
-82-
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vialed the following requirements
are
met:
7.10.1 Using standtrd
conditions
as
specified in Table
1, three standard
Type P-2 specimens ($ by 2 by 5 in.)
shall be drop-weight tested at a temperature 100 F (55 C) or more above the
NDT temperatures
of the plate material.
7.10.2 If the three tests demonstmte
that the weld notch is always cracked
upon deflection of the specimen tension
surface to the maximum
amount permitted by the proper anvil stop, the
other crack-starter
weld shall be authorized and considered to conform to the
requirements of this method.
7.10.3 Welding” procedures
or crackstm-ter weld dimensions other than those
described in 7.7 shall also be considered
to perform satisfactorily as crack-starters
if they are demonstrated
to develop
cleavage cracks at suitably
high test
temperatures
at or near the instant that
yieldhg
occurs in the surface fibers of
the test specimens. For example, a ~ to
l-in. long crack-starter
weld deposited
in one direction only with the weldlng
conditions and the electrodes described
in 7.7 has been used successfully as a
crack-starter
weld for the Type P-3
specimen. The shorter weld reduces the
total heat input into the specimen and is
considered
less likely to cause metallurgical changes in the specimen base
materials of the low-alloy, high-tensile
strength pressure vessel steels. For the
Type P-1 specimen,
the shorter weld
does not provide the reproducibility
or
consistency
for crack-starting
purposes
obtained with the standard crack-starter
weld described
in 7.7. Other welding
procedures or crack-starter
weld dimensions than those described in 7.7 may be
used as the crack-starter
bead for a given
standard type (P-1, P-2, or P-3) specimen provided that t~ree specimens are
tested in accordance
with 7.10.1 and

resrdts
7.10.2.

obtained

in

accordance

with

8. Procedur*General
8.1 Some care and thought are necesszry to make a successful drop-weight
determination
of the NDT temperature.
Adequate
auxiliary
equipment
and a
definite procedure will aid in making the
test. The following sections wiU define
in detail and in orderly fashion the
equipment and procedure requirements:
8,2 Conduct
the test by pkrcing a
specimen in a heating or cooling device
until it is at the desired temperature.
Then place it with minimum loss of time
(see 12.4) on the anvil and align where
it will be struck squarely by the weight.
Allow the weight to drop from a known
preselected
height
on the specimen.
Examine the specimen after the strike
to determine its condition as defined by
the requirements
of this method. Repeat
this process until the NDT temperature
has been determined.
8.3 The number
of specimens
required to determine the NDT temperature is a function of the experience of
the operator with the material and of the
use of an adequate procedure. A skilled
operator working with known material
can determine
the NDT temperature
with as few as three specimens. Generally, six to eight specimens are required.
9. Specimen—Anvil

Alignment

9.1 A Evil Re@rewzents-Test
each
type of drop-weight
specimen only on
the anvil designated for that type specimen in accordmrce with Table 1.
9.2 Specimen - Anvil
Alignment—In
order to obtain a valid test properly
align the specimen on the anvil. Align
the specimen, anvil, and weight so the
specimen is struck under the following
conditions:
9.2.1 The specimen shall be horizontal
W1

-83-
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I:IG.
12-Method for Alignment of Specmen.

(a)

(.)

(b)

(.) W%. E’cn.il Llnc Scritwd on ‘rensio” Side of a SWcHne”
(h) Application of Masking T.IY+ to Anvil Stop Smriaces
(c) Transfer of W%. Lines to th. T.D. \Vken the Specimen 1Iits the StcIp
FIG. 13—Method Employed to Indicztc Contact of the Specimen with the Anvil Stop

cmd the cIIds
shtdl rest on the mvil
supports.
9.2.2 The striking (up of the \veight.
sh~ll strike within ~0.1 in. (+2.5 rim])
of m line on the compression side of the
specimen, norm:ll to a long edge :Lnd
directly opposite the notch in the cr:lckstutel- wckf.

9.2.3 No pwt
of the cr:lck-starter
weld will touch the deflection stops at
:iny time dul-ing the test.
9,2.4 The spec.imcn sides and ends
shall he free fl-om :my intel-ference during
the test.
9,3 .1 tignn~e?~t Tm&Thc
technique
showu ill Fig. 12 has been used success58–57
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fully to achieve longitudinal and angular
specimen
alignment
of the specimen.
Draw a wax-pencil line on the compression surface of the specimen normal to
a long edge and directly opposite the
notch. Place the specimen on the anvil
so this line coincides with the edge of a
removable
guide hzr. Place the bar
against the machine rails so that its
edge defines the striking line of the tup
on the weight.
10. Selection

of Test Energy

2-SUGGESTED

SEQUENCE

STEELS

(E 208)

Scribe a wax-pencil line on the tension
surface of a standard specimen parallel
to and in line with the mechanical notch
cut in the crack-starter
weld deposit,
Fig. 13(a). Apply clean masking tape, or
a similar material, to tbe top surface of
tbe anvil deflection
stop blocks, Fig.
13(b). Align the test specimen on the
anvil and strike once by the weight with
the standard
conditions,
Table 1, for
the steel involved. Transfer of the waxpencil line from specimen to the tape
shall indicate
that the specimen
was
bent sufficiently (Fig. 13(c)). The, above
procedure,
to ensure proper contact of

10.1 Strike the specimen by a freefalling weight having adequate
energy
TABLE

OF

OF

DROP-WEIGHT

Swcimen CorditiouAfterTest at Tempem.tmeT“

TEST

TEMPERATURES.

Sw8estedTe$t Temperaturefors.cceefiDg Te,t

No crack in weld notch
Weld crack extending less than ?46 in. into specimen sur-

No-Test perfmmance (see
13.3)
‘1’” -30C
T. —6OF

13.2.3

and

face.

Weld crack extending )$ to M in. into specimen surface

!c’,, -40F

Weld crack extending amroximatelY % the distsnce between specimen edge and toe of crack-starter weld

T.–2OF

bead
Weld crack extending to within N in. of specimen edge
Specimen “Breaks” (see 13.2.1)

Tn–zoc
T.–1OC

T.–5C
!f’n-10F
T.+40F
T.+20C
Continue testing as described
and 11.2

in 11.1

the tension surface of tbe specimen with
the deflection stop blocks, is considered a
“built-in” standardizatio
nfeatureof the
test method, and it shall be employed
for each drop-weight
test to preclude
“No-Test”
performance
as described in
13.2.3 and 13.3.
10.3 If the weld crock and anvil
stop contact criteria are not met by the
Table
1 energies, increase the dropweight energy in 100-ft-lh increments
for the Type P-1 specimens or 50-ft-lb
increments
for tbe Type P-2 and P-3
specimens until they are met. Do not use
drop-weight energies above those posted
on the table unless the above procedure
has been followed to determine the excess energy requirements.

to deflect the specimen sufficiently to
crack the weld deposit and to make the
tension surface contact the anvil stop.
The design of the machine permits the
use of various impact energies to accommodate the different strength levels of
thevarious
mzcterials tested. The standard test conditions
shown in Table 1
have been developed by experience mrd
shall be used for the test series of z given
steel unless No-Test performance
is experienced. The indicated energies can be
obtained by lifting the weight the required distance from the compression
surface of the specimen.
10.2 Proper
contact
of the tension
surface of the specimen with the deflection stop shall be defined as follows:

5s-57
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11. Selection

of Test Temperatures

11.1 The selection of test temperatures
is based on finding, with as few specimens as possible, a lower temperature
where the specimen breaks and an upper
temperature
where it does not break, and
then testing at intervrJs between these
temperatures
until
the
temperature
limits for break and no-break perform.
ante are determined
within 10 F (5 C).
Tbe NDT temperature
is the highest
temperature
where a specimen breaks
wberr the test is conducted by this procedure. Test at least two specimens
that show no-break performance
at a
temperature
10 F (5 C) above the temperature judged to be the NDT point.
11.2 Conduct
the initial test at a
temperature
estimated
to be near the
NDT. This temperature
and all sub.
sequent test temperatures
shall be integral multiples of 10 F or 5 C. Additional
tests can be conducted at temperatures
based on the experience of the operator
or on those suggested in Table 2.
12. Measurement
atures

of Specimen

Temper.

12.1 The entire test specimen shall be
at a known and uniform temperature
during the test. It shall be nssumed that
if it is fully immersed in a stirred-liquid,
constant-temperature
bath
of known
tempemture
and sep~rated
from an
adjacent specimen by z minimum of 1
in. all around for i period of at least 45
min prior to the test, the specimen tern.
perature shall be the same m the batb
temperature.
If a gas heat-transfer
medium is used, incre:~sc the required
minimum holding time to 60 min. If it
cm be shown hy approprii( te test techniques, such as using a thermocouple
buried in the center of a dummy test
specimen,
that
specimen
equilibrium
temperatures
can be developed
in a
shorter period, the tester can reduce the
specimen-holding
period provided that
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he has prior approval of the purchaser.
The constant-temperature
baths or ovens
may be of any type that will heat or
cool tbe specimens to a kqown and uniform temperature.
12.2 Measure
the bath temperature
by a device with calibration
known to
*2F
or+l
C.
12.3 Any convenient
means may be
used to remove the specimen from the
temperature
bath and transfer it to the
test machine provided it shall not affect
the specimen temperature control. Tongs,
if used, shall be kept in the temperature
bath to maintain a temperature
equivalent to tbe specimen temperature.
Rubber-gloved
hands, in general, are the
most
convenient
handling
tool. Tbe
specimen shall be handled away from
the fracture area.
12.4 If more than 20 iec elapse in the
period of removing the specimen from
the bath prior to release of the weight,
temperature
control shall presume
to
have been lost and the specimen shall be
returned to the bath.
12.5 Considerable experience has been
accumulated
with baths of the following
type, and it is described here for the
convenience of the tester. A deep, insulated metal container holding from ~ to
10 gal of a suitable heat-transfer
liquid,
such as alcohol, will maintain
a given
temperature
for the required specimenholding period with minor manual adjustments. By immersing an open basket
of cracked dry ice or z high-wattage
electrical heater in the bath, its tern.
pemture cm be zdjusted slightly or can
be lowered or raised to a new constant
level in a short period. For low-density
hezt-tmnsfer
liquids,
a walnut-sized
piece of dry ice added to the bath will
sink and bubble vigorously
and help
stir it, If this type of bath is used, it
should be deep enough to cover the
specimens fully. It bas been found by
experience that stmding
the sfiecimms
5s-s7
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on one end in the bath with their upper
ends leaning on the vessel wall is most
satisfactory.
Specimens
placed
horizontally in the bath should be laid on a
screen held at least ~ in. from the bottom.
If multiple specimens are placed in one
bath, they should be spaced a minimum

FIG. 14—Typical

TEMPERATTJTW

OF
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(E

208)

weld after a minute bending of the test
specimen. The test evaluates the ability
of the steel to withstand
yield point
loading in the presence of a small flaw.
The steel either accepts initiation
of
fracture readily under these test conditions and the” test specimen is broken,

Examples ofBroken Dmp-Weight Specimens, Fracture Reaches to at Least

One Edge.
of 1 in. ap:ut to ensure :idequate heattr~nsfer liquid flow :11-ound each. The
most convenient
method of b:~th temperature measurement
is to use a bill-e
thermocouple
connected
to an autom:~tic recorder.
13. Interpretation

of Test Resrdts

13.1 The success of the drop-weight
test depends upon the development
of a
sruall clelvage crack in the cr~ck-startel-

er initi~tion of fracture is resisted and
the specimen bends the small, additional
amount
permitted
by the anvil stop
without complete fracturing.
13.2 After completion
of each dropweight test, the specimen shall he examined and the result of the test shall
be recorded
in ~ccordance
with the
following criteria:
13.2.1 Break—A
specimen
is considered broken if fractured
to one or
60-41
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both edges of the tension surf~cc. Conlplete sepamtion at the compression side
of the specimen is not required fol- bind
performance.
Typical exm~plcs of break
performmce
:ue illustmted in Fig. 14.
13.2.2 No-I?rea/z-The
specimen
develops a visible mack in the crackstarter weld bead that is not prop.lgated
to either edge of the tension surface.
Typical emmples of no-brezk pcrfonm
:mce are iliustmted in Fig. 15.
13,2.3

iVo- Tesf—The

I:IG. i~—’l’ypiml

test shall be colI-

Examples of h’o-Drcak
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another szmple, shall be required. Retests, or tests of additional specimens, of
a given steel found to develop insufficient
deflections with the standard
test condition, Thble 1, shall be conducted with
higher impact energies (see 10.3).
14. Report
14.1 The report
shall include
the
following:
14.1.1 Type of steel and heat treatment,

Performance

in Drop-LVeight Specimens.

Fracture

14.1.2 [(lcntific:ltion of product Lmtcd
—bet. numhcr, pl:lte number, etc.,
14.1.3 I(lcn[ihc:~tion, orimttition,
:md
I[]c[tiou of test specimens,
14.1.4 Spccimeu type, test conditions
:111(Itest tcmpri-:~tul-cs employed,
14.1 ..5 Result of test (breitk, no-brink,
or no-tes~) for c:ich specimen, and
14.1.6 l)cvi~tic)l]s,” if my, from this
test meth(l(l.
15. Use of Test for Material.
tion Testing
15.1 Spccitic:ltion

tests

Quafitica.

conducted

:Lt
6M1
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a given test temperature,
on a go, no-go
basis, shall require that a minimum of
two drop-weight
specimens be tested.
All specimens thus tested shall exb’ibit
no-break perfomrance to ensure that the
NDT temperature
of the steel under

TEMPERATURE

OF STEELS (E 208)

test is below the specification test temperature. The breaking of one (or more)
specimens at the test temperature
shall
indicate the NDT temperature
of the
material to be at or above the speciticatiocr test temperature.
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when

invoked

This test represents
the latest technical advancement
F.. valuation
of material
toughness.
It was developed by the :Jav.1 Research Laboratory , and published in their
7159 of 27 August 1970.

by

report

The Dynamic Tear (D?] test was evolved at the Naval Research Laboratory starti.g in
1960, and it has, bee” us.d extensively
for the characterization
of fracture resistance of
ferrous and “on ferro. s structural metals.
The initial UT specimens were tasted in a dropweight machine, and the test method was defined as the ,,
Drop- weiqht Tear ‘rest,, (DWTT) .
Subsequently,
pendulum machines with direct readout of the enezgy required to fracture the
spe. ime” were developed,
a“d specimens of improved design witin respect to crack-starter
.onditicms were evolved.
To reflect these evolutionary
improvements,
the name of the
test method was changed to ‘Dynamic Tear’, test in 1967.
DT test facilities have been
established
at various research laboratories
and production plants of major metal-producing
cmnpmies
in this country aml abroad.
Structural
metals manifest a variety of fracture modes, from square break (brittle) at
elastic stress levels to full slant (ductile) requiring CJ.OSS Dia. tic loading.
The basic
aim of the DT test is the measurement
of the intrinsic fracture propagation
resistance
under
ktxr.inconditions
of mechanical
constraint.
The specimens i.co.porat.
deep, sharp notches or
cracks , and tests are conducted under dynamic load imj.
These conditions
are essential
for
determining
the worst (ITaxirmun)deqroe of nm.!lani.al constraint
that can be produced for the
section size of interest.
When fractures occur under elastic stress conditions
(brittle) , the interpretation
of
DT energy to structural
parameters of flaw size- stre. s can be accomplished
by established
!ihen fractures occur under gross plastic
linear-elastic
fracture mechanics
relationships.
strain conditions,
the DT energy i. indicative of the amount of net section Plastic strain
that is associated
with crack extc”. io”.
For e“gineeri”g
applicaticms , i“.ludi”g fract.re-safe
desiq. co”sid.rations,
interpretations
Of DT enerqy to flaw-size, stres. -level r.lations for .“stable fracture can
For
structural
st.els
that
feature
a
be made directly by the .s. of analysis diagrams.
temperature
i“d.ced tramition
i“ the service ternperatur. rang. , the toe region of the DT
meqy
curve cm
be indexed to the Fracture nna lysis Diagram [l>.AU
1. The shelf region of
DT energy versus temperature
xelatio”ships
a“d m e“erqy values for nontransitio”
metals
..” be translated
into structural parameters by the .s. of the Ratio Analysis Diagram
(RAD) .
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SCOPE

1.1 This Standard describes
the method for conducting DT tests to determine the DT
energy value of metal products using the standard 5/8 DT specimen.
It provides a descripti.m
of the apparatas , the dmensvcms
and preparation
of specimen., and details of the testing
procedures.
1.2
This method
states that the metal
by the 5/8 DT test.
2.
2.1
3.

REFERENCED

can be used whenever the inquiry, contract, ordet or specification
product is subject to fract.re resistance req.i rerrents as determined

DOCUl<ENTS

This section

is not applicable

to this

standard.

DEF1N1TIONS

tear e.ey.
The 5/8 DT energy is tbe total energy required to fracture a
3.1
panic
standard 5 8 DT Specimen w en tested according to the provisions
of this method.
The
be based
upon a minimum
of two specimens
or more,
if
required
by
average 5/0 DT energy shall
the

putcha.er,

.x

if

retest

specimens

are

required.

3.1.1
With
pendulum
type
machine.,
the
5/8
DT energy
value
recorded
between the initial and the final potential energies of the pendulum.

is the difference

3.1.2
With drop-weight
type machines , the 5/8 D’T energy value recorded is the energy
value calculated
from the force-time record of a calibrated striker .. the hammer or the
difference
between the initial potential ener.qy of the weight and the final enerqy of weight
as determined
by a calibrated energy absorption system.
4.

SUnMARYOF i4ETI10D

4.1 The basic 5/8 D’! test procedure as shown on figure 1, consists of impactinq a
There
are
simple supported specimen having a notch (A,, on fig. rc 1 ) cm the tension side.
Of notches permitted
in this method; o.. is a notch that is prepared by nmchininq
two
types
crack-starter
(type M) , qnd the other is partially prepared by machining and uses a brittle
weld to provide a notch with a natural crack tip (type C)
The brittle crack-starter
weld. ... prepared by diffusing a small amount of entxittli”~
material in an electron-beam
The crack-starter
weld specimen is used
(EB) weld to form a highly crack sensitive region.
when the specified sharp tip on the machined notch cannot readily be obtained;
for example,
The 5/8 DT specimens are fractured with pe”d.lum . . dropin ultrahigh strength metals.
weight machines,
.“d the total energy for fractuxe is recorded.
5.

SIGNIFICANCE

OF TEST

5.1 The significa”.e
of the DT test derives from the exactly defined mechanical
constraint conditions
imposed 0. a sample of the metal of interest.
The DT energy value is
constraint
c.anditicm that
a rreasure of fracture resistance under the most severe, mechanical
A sufficiently
long fracture path is
can be imposed fo. the specified section size.
provided so that a measure of intrinsic fract”r. resistance i. obtained with due recognition
of the “resistance facto r,, to crack extension.
This feature is essential f.. proper
.Val.atio” of the fracture resistance of metals which exceed unstable plane strain fracture
toughness levels
6.

PRECAUTIONS

6.1
Standard specimens
This method established
sta”da.d 5/8 DT test specimens and
conditions
to determine the 5/8 DT energy value of a given metal samP1e for a suecific
temperature.
The “se of Standard specimen. with nonstandard
test conditions or the use of
nonstandard
specimems shall not be allowed under this Standard.
6.2
Fract.re interruption.
If the crack-starter
action of an el.ctro”-beam
welded
specimen is interrupted
within the brittle weld due to a gas pocket or a transverse weld
crack, the test shall be c.ansider.d not v lid.
1.

Apparatw.

7.1 Gemsral req.ireme”ts.
T!I. testing machine shall
drop-weight
type of capacity more t],.” $uffioient to break

be either a pend”lmn type or a
the specimen in O.C blow.
The
1
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machine :hal? mot be, used for values above 80 percent of t]). scale range.
Description
and
Calibraklon
lnfomnatlon
for the testing machines for conducting DT tests are qiven in the
appendix to the standard.
7. 1.1
Velocity
limitations.
Tests may be made
be not less than 16 nor more than 29 feet per second
meters per second) . Velocity shall always be stated
striker and the center of the strike.

at various velocities , but these shall
(not less tl,a. 4.9 nor more than 8.5
as the maxim.. velocity between the

7. 1.2
Dynamic tear energy definition.
The dynamic tear energy (!,
TX) value shall be
taken a. the ....9/ absorbed i. breaking the specimen and is equal to the difference
between
the energies of the hammer and t!,. specimen anvil at the instant of impact and the enerqies
remaining after breaking the specimen.
7. 1.3
Read-out.
The machine shall he furnish.< with a calibrated
scale chart, or
direct reading electronic
indicator of initial and final ener~) values.
The read-out of
these devices may be .Ompsnsated
for k,inda’gc-and friction,
Tn. error in reading shall not
exceed + 5 percent of reading, and is not to exceed ~ 15 foot- Doun,3 (ft-lb) (2.00 kilogr.mmeter (Fg-m) 1. The error in encrqy of blow caused by error i. the weight of the pendulum
or weiqht shall not exceed 0.4 percent.
The actual height of the pendulum or weight in the
release position shall not differ from the nominal height by more than 0.4 percent unless
windage and friction are compe. s.ateclfor by increasing
the heiq!,t of the drop, in which case
the height may exceed the nominal value by not over 1. ~ percent.
The pcnd.1.m and indicating mechanism
ener~y 1.ss from friction and winclagc .1>.11 not 1,. nmrc than 0.4 percent of
the total energy of the pendulum during the complete swing to anJ fro, or the total c.eqy
from a free falling weight.
7 .1.4
~wn
anvil and striker .*.
The specim.m anvil and striker edge shall
.——
conform to the dimensions
shown ~ure
1, and in table 1, and they shall be steel,
with a minimum hardness of Rockwell c48.
clearance
between the sides of the hammer and
anvil shall not be less than 2.0 inches [51 millin@ter.
(m] ) , and the center line of the
striker edge shall advance in the plane that is within O .032 i.. % [Q.8Qmml of the midpoint
The striker edge shall be perpendicbetween the supporting
edges of the specimen anvils
ular to the longitudinal
axis of the specimen within 10:10~0.
‘rhe striker edge shall be
Parallel withi. 5:1000 to the face of . Perfectly square test .pecimen held agaimt
the
anvil.
Specimen supports shall be square with anvil faces within 2.5:1000.
specimen
supports shall be coplanar Within 0.005 inch (@.125nunl a“d parallel vithin 2:1000.
7.2

w

~~.

7. 2.1
Single-pend@
machine.
testing.
A capacity of 200!l~(280
conducting
5/8 UT tests 0“ all metals

Single pendulum machines are commonly used for DT
kilogram force-meter)
(kgf-ml is adequate for

7. 2.2
Double-pendulum
machine.
;, double pendulum machine desiqrted for the 5/8 DT
specimen is shown c.. flg.re 2. Dou31e pendulum macl,ines have bee” used to minimize shocks
transmitted
to support systems and to provide a compact testing m.chine of 2900 ft-lb (280
kgf-m) capacity.

PO...

7.2.3
{lb)

Dro -wei ht machine.
riqurc 3 shows a vertical drop-weight
,~a~
we;ght used for 5/8 ~T testing.

7.3
The specimen
figure L. The defined
table 1.
Table

1 - Requirements

for striker

tup and an. i 1 supports

,..
-’

mm

Radius of specimen

anvil , I<A

,..
mm

Anvil

spa”,

with

a 250

anvils a“d striker t.p for 5/8 .7 tc.sts are shown schematically
0.
dimensions
for these parts shall conform to the values give” i“

u“Lts

I
I

machine

S

,..
%m
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7. 3.2 The anvil supports and striker tup shall be steel, hardened to a minimum hardness value of Rc.ckwell C 48.
The dimensions of the test specimens shown schematically
c..
figure 1 are specified in 8.1
7.4
construction
~ hammer and ~i~.
construction
of the hanuner and anvil shall
allow rotation of the specimen hams
around the anvil support without interference
with the
sides of the hammer.
clearance between the sides of the hammer and the anvil shall not be
less than 2.0 inches (51 mm)
The limits of vertical heights of the hammer
7.5
velocity ~
size ~ hammer.
are set to a.hleve the m.axlmum~ect
~aim
rate on the fracture resistance of the test
material without i“troducirq
excessive error due to inertial and vibrational
aspects of the
impact test.
The weight of the hammer for a specif i. machine is dependent upon the desired
capacity of the machine.
The impact velocity of the machine shall be not less than 16
feet per second (ft/see) (4.9 meter per second (m/s 1) nor more than 28 ft/see (8.5 m/see) .
This impact
velocity
raqe
corresponds
to vertical drop heights of 4 ft [1.2 meters [m)) tO
12 ft (3.6111)
. An effective capacity for conducting
5/8 DT tests is 2000 ft-lb (280 kgf-m) .
8.

TEST

SPECIMENS

8.1
Size of specimen.
A schematic of the 5/8
tolerances%
=.
d.me”s.~ons of the 5/8 DT specimen
in table 11.
Table

11 - Dimension

DT

specirre”

blank

of 5/8 DT specimen
U“, t%

Parameter
Length , L

is

shall

sh.mn

conform

7.125
181.0

width,

w

8.2

Notch

~.

1.

The
given

To 1. rance
~0.125
:3.2
+0.10

,“.

Thickness , B

figure

to the values

blank.

Dimension

i“.

on

~

~~25
15. s

:::33
~0.8

detail.

8. 2.1
Machined notch , t=
M.
The type M specimen shall be considered
as the primary
5/8 DT specimen.
The match depth-is machined to provide a fract.re path i“ test material of
1-1/8 i“.hes (28 .5nun); the small extension required for notch sharpening
is considered a
Detai 1s of the notch for the type M specimen are shmm
p-artio” of the nominal net section.
The tolerances
for the .O*ch
on figure 4 (al , and for the type c specimen on figure 4 (b)
dime”si.ans shall ..”form to the values give” i“ table 111.
Table

111

(W-a )

in.
mm

Machined “etch width
centerline
of apex]
)4achined notch
Machined

“.tch

N

t

radi.,

,..
null

(edge to

root angle,
r..

of type M ‘dud type C “etches. .

units

Paraleter
Net width,

v

Dimensions

?>a
, Nr

degrees

Pressed

tip depth,

tip angle,

Ntd

~

Hta

Pressed tip root
radius, Ntr

1.125
28,5
0.0312
0.79
60

i“.

1~

Pressed

,imension

/

,.;:=,
~’

.—.~
6
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rderance

50.020
:0.5
+0.005
70.13
+2

.005

0.13

Max
Max.

.008

~0 .003

.2

+0.08
Max .

45
.001

.025

!Jax.
!4.x

I

,..

,..-.T~.-
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MACHINING

DIMENSIONS

(sHIps)

1973

PRESSED

TIP

DETAILS

I

m

TYPE

M
(a)

WA

-@’+-l

t
I
(W-a)

w
L
*

,,
A

EB
BRITTLE

4k

A-A

Nw

WELD

TYPE

@051~
Figure

4.

C

(b)

of notches
for 5/8 DT specimens:
Eetails
~chined
notch;
(b) me
C, crack-starter
besm weld notch.

(a)

Type M,

electron
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Pxocod.re

~

preparing

,.

the type .4 notch.

8 .3.1
*
machining.
Preparation
of a type M notch in 5/8 DT specimens should start
with rough math. ni.g the slit with a slitting saw to the depth of the straight sided portion
of the notch (5/16 inch, (8m) ) , as shown on figure 5. The angular apex portion and particularly the final cut on the root radius may be completed with a precisely ‘ground saw or
These machining c@era cutter to ensure a final root radius 1.ss than 0.005 inch (0.18 mm)
tions may be performed
sim.lta.e.o. s ly for a groap of specimens
8. 3.2
Procedure
for
notch ~.
Pressing the sharp tip on the machined notch
A hardened blade of tool steel, 60 Rockwell c
shall be performed vnt~”
* lv1 ..
w.,.,.
hardness
(R=) (rni”.)) 11/16 inch (17.5 nun) wide, and 0.050 inch (1.27 m)
thick is ground
symmetrically
to a sharp edge with an included angle of 40 degrees , (see f iq.re 5) . Any
loading device with sufficient capacity to press the knife into the specimen to the depth
A setup for performing
this operation using a hand
prescribed
in t.ble II can be used.
is as follows:
operated hydraulic
press is show” o“ figure 6. The seq.e”ce of the operation
(a) tie specimen is positioned on the anvil, (b) the piston is advanced to provide contact
between the knife and the head of the press, (c) the dial micrometer
is set at zero, and (d)
sufficient pressure is applied to press the knife into the specimen for the specified
4,000 pounds (1,900 kg]
distance
(see table 111) . This requires a force of approximately
for mild steel specimens a.d 2,500 pounds [1,100 kg) for aluminum specimens.

—

!,

a

L

MATERIAL:

Figure

LATHE

CUTOFF TOOL STEEL

5 - Knife blade used to sharp.”

8
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tip of type M notch

!lI1,
8

Fiqure

-STD-1601
May

(sFflp~)

1973

6 - I[and operated
hydraulic
press for pressing
a s?.arp
tip 0. a machined
notch
tlotc dial qa~e micrometer device
to indicate
dcpt!, of penetration.
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is
8. 3.3 After each notch
duL1inq of the edge.
Momlly,

sharpened,

the

knife

15 tO 20 specimens

tixxmand

~

pounds per square inch fksi ) (35 kilogram
p==s==d
bef Ore a k.. fe rew. r.s a new edge.
8.4

Procedure

for

preparin~

the

tyPe

blade

of steel

is

examined
with yield

per millimeter

tm detect excessive
strenqth
of 50

squared

(35 kg/nun2) ) can

C “etch.

8. 4.1
Preparation
of the 5/8 DT specimen
for
the
EB crack
starter
weld
requires
machining a shallow groove on the tension side of the DT specims” .3 shown .“ figure 7. O“e
methcd for rnachi”inq the gr.xwe is as follows : The tension
side of the specimen is sprayed
with marking fluld, a“d a M“. perpendicular
to the speciuen sides is scribed at midlength
of the specimen.
Six or more specimens are aligned i“ a vise.
A 0.050 inch deep groove is
then cut ...0.ss the tension side of the specimen using a 0.050 inch wide, square-bottom,
P.rting tool.

+,L

0.05”

52+_~”Eo,05°

T- !
w
1

-,
SQ0582

Figure

? - Preparation
of 5/8 W specimen for placing
priOr to EB welding Of .r=k-st=ter
~ld

embrittling
wire
fOr tm
C nOtch.

8. 4.2
A wire
of an .11oY k“mvn to embrittle the test material is placed in the
machined grcove.
Six or more grooved specimen blanks are aligned and clamped togetker for
EB welding.
For steel specimens , .“ unalloyed
titanium wire [0.050 inch diameter)
1s emTin or phosphor bronze wire (0.050 inch diameter]
is used to mnt.rittl. aluminum
ployed.
specimens, and iron or stainless stee 1 wire is employed with titanium specimens.
2%. wire
is placed in the machined groove and upset by light hc.nuneri”g to hold it securely in place.
This ensures that a u“ifom
distribution
of embrittling
alloy along the length of the groove
is obtained.
If the wire does not make good contact with the base metal, tier. is a tendency for the electron beam to premelt and eject the wire from the weld zone.

8.4.3
The penetration of the EB weld is primarily dependent upon the pc”ier level,
‘ry@cal machine settings to
the fecus or diameter of the beam, and the traverse speed.
obtain a 3/8 inch penetration
for a .q.”-to-work dist.a”ce of 4-1/2 inches with the focus on
the top surface of the work piece, are as follows:

M*

Applied voltage
(kilovolt (kV))

Traverse
(m/min. )
(i../min. )

EB current
(milliampere
(-))

steel

30

50

(1.3)

153

Titanium

30

50

[1.3)

99

Aluminum

30

50

(1.3)

72

A trial r“n should be made on each alloy to obtain the correct
Higher
voltage
required penetration
with a minimum of spatter.
Ln.re.ase the pe”etratio”.

10
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8.5
Notching ~e- crack-starter
w~.
‘rhe sides of the crack starter weld ,hall be
notched in a triangular
pattern, and not exte.dinq into test material
(w-a dimension) as
shown on figure 4 (b1. ‘The side notches may be cut with a 1/16 inch (1.5mm) thick mechanical
or abrasive saw.
8.6

Preparation

of weld metal

5/8 ~

specimen.

8.6.1
The 5/8 Dl< test procedure also provides a method for asses sin.q the fract.re
toughness characteristics
of weld metal.
The weld-metal
5/8 specirr,-anshall be sawed from a
9iVen 1en9th of *l*nt
fabricated with the specific weldinq procedures,
welding process,
electrodes,
a“d plate alloys beiny qualified.
The 5/8 DT test weldment shall be r. prolongation of the weldment
from which other mechanical
test samples [such .$ tension and bend
test ) , are taken.
Minimum weld metal area and relationship
to weld metal DT specimen shall
be as shown on f i9UKe 8. Qualification
test weld assemblies for mechanical and soundness
tests should “se normal weld joint geometries .

~ - we,, metal
$

of

specim~,

nokh
x

K

ond

wald

mef.1

(0- min. )
k.

\
A.

I
L---i——i’’l’———+——l

/%’

figure 8 - Weld metal geometry to spectien dimension
rele.tier.d@s par weld m.ti 5/8 ~.h
m .Pecimer..

8.6.2
The weld metal 5/8 DT test specimens shall be located as close to the weld, s top
face (crown ) as p-assible to provide maximum weld metal area i“ the case of groove joints.
A
lower integrated
DT emrgy
which is not i“dicatiw
of the intrinsic fracture to”gh”ess of the
when
the
f ract.re
wrf ace involves weld metal, heat
affected zom,
weld metal IMY be obtained
and prime plate areas.
The weld, s top face (crow” 1 and a mi”im”m c.f the top plate surface
shall be Uuchi”ed
flat.
All other cutti”q and machining to the 5/0 inch (161rm) thickness
shall be performed
from the bottom (root) side of single groove weldmnts.
For thick double
grcove *ldme.ts
ls.ggested mi.im.m Of two i.ches thick.e=l,
weld =tal
51~ inch ~ sPeci mens may be machined
a. described above, using blanks renmved adjacent to both the top and
bottom weld fa.es, as show” 0., fiq.r: 9, and the rela Cio.ships betw.m
weld metal, match and
:~imen
center llnes and m.n.m.m dimensions
for weld “etal area. .hal 1 be a. show” .. fig.r.
0. the central
axis
8.6.3
The notch of a weld-metal
5/8 DT specimen shall be located
of the test weld.
Preparation
and te. h”iques for nc.tchi”q or E13 welding of the crackstarter weld shal 1 ho the .samr?as those described for plate-metal
5/8 DT specimens.
8.7

Identification

~

~8

DT test spccimc”s.

8.7.1
A1l sample material .“d specimens removed from a qiven place shall be identified
to their particular
source such as heat number, slab number and orientation.
11
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8. 7.2
Weld-metal
5/8 DT test specimens shall be identif iced .ss.to the heat and lot
and inter
number of the we ldinq electrode,
the we ldinq process and procedures , the preheat
Pas. temPer.t.res
=@oy.d,
l.i.k Womctry,
and prime olat. metal used for the q.alifving
we ldment .
8.8
O>entaticm.
Unless
.therwise
specified in the material specifi.atic.”, all 5/8
UT specimens Swecifled
for plate products by the purchaser shall be oriented so that the
fracture propagates
i“ the principal xolling direction of the plate (i.. .. the A5?4 TL
orientation)
For other metal products , specimen orientation
and location shall be as
specified i“ the material specification.

8.9
Relation to_ ~ther specimens
Unless otherwise specified, the
shall be removed from material at p~iti.ans adjacent to the location of
receiving
specimens
(for example, tensile test specimens)
for products
tempered heat treatment,
the side of the 5/8 DT specimen containing the
nearest to and a minimum of three plate thicknesses or 4 inches 1100mm)
from the as-heat-treated
end of the plate.

5/8 DT specimens
other required test
a quenched and
notch shall be
, whichever is less ,

8.10
@ecimen
c%..
The specimen blank may be saw cut to the dimension tole.a”ces
shown in table 11. All faces of the specimens associated with the fracture must be a
minimum of one-half inch (13mml from any flame-cut surface.
The finished specimen may be
tested “ith saw cut surface. if all Width to thickness angles are maintained normal within
L3 degrees.
The end surfaces of the specimens may be flame cut,
9.

PROCEDURE

9.1
~.
The 5/8 DT test shall be co”.1.dcd by first placing the Specimen in a
heating or cooling device
until
it is at the desired temp. rat. re.
The” place and aliqn the
specimen cm the anvil so it will be struck squarely by the hammer within the time specified
in 9.3.2.
o~ specimen tern erat.res.
9.2 Measurement
The entire test 5F.cimen shall be at a
known and uniform temperature
prior-’%---to c e test.
en .S.inq a liquid medium, the specimens
shall be fully immersed in an agitated liquid bath at a kncwn cormtant temperature
and
separated from adjacent specimen. by a minimum of o“e inch (25rrun)for a period of at least
20 mi”. tes.
If a circulating
gas heat-transfer
medium is used, the required
minimum holding
time shall be 40 minutes with specimen operation
as in liquid bath.
when proven that specimen equilibrium
temperature
can be developed in a short time period by using a thermocouple
buried in the center of a dummy test specimen, the specimen-holding
period may be reduced.
t-temperature
baths
or
ovens
may
be of
any
type
that
will
heat or cool the speciThe co”sta.
mens to a known and uniform te”perat.re.
9 .2.1
Fahrenheit

Measure the bath temperature
by a device
laF.) , or +1 degree Celsius
(+C)

with

calibration

known

to f2 degrees

9 .2.2 A suitable well-insulated
co”tainex which provides a minim.rn .“. inch .f heat
tra”. fer media on all s.zfaces of the specimen shall be used.
BY immersing an one. basket
of cracked dry ice or an electrical
heater in the bath, the bath temperature can b. precisely
adjusted
Specimens placed horizontally
in the bath should be laid o. a screen or perforated platform at least o“. inch (25rNn) from the bottom.
If several specimens are placed in
to ensure
an adequate
one bath, they should be spaced a minimum of one inch (25mml apart
Effective aqitatio” can be provided with
floy of heat-transfer
liquid aro:”d each specimen.
osc.llat. ”g or rotati.anal type m.xers
9.3

~ecimen

testing

and anvil

alignment,

9.3, L Kny convenient
procedure may be used to remove a specimen from the constanttemperat.re
bath and transfer it to the test machine , Pr..id-d it d~.s .Ot affect adve..e1Y
the control of sPecim.en ts.xnPerature. Tongs , if .scd, shall b. kept in the cd”stant-tempera ture bath t. n%ai”t.s.
i” a temperature
equal to the specimen temperature.
For conventional
test temperatures , transfer a“d aliqunent of a specimen cam bu accomplished
by hand, using
heavy rubber gloves a“d grasping the specimen away from the fracture area.
9 .3.2
The sp. cimen
the constant-temperature
conditioning.

shall be broken within
“edzum or the sPeclme”

10 seconds after it has been re”o.ed fro,”
shall be returned to the medium for re-

13
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9. 3.3 TO obtain a valid test, the specimen,
accordance with section 7. The specimen
is broken
9. 3.3.1
supports.
9. 3.3.2

shall be centered

The specimen

on

anvil,
u“dez

the

and striker shall be aligned
the following c.anditio”s:

am.il,

and

i“

The tup of the striker shall strike within +0.032
to the tension surface of the specimen and p~ssing

draw” normal
the notch .
9. 3.3.3

The specimen

sides a“d ends

shall be free from

any

contact

with

in

the anvil

inch (+0. 8mm) of a line
thro.gli the ce”terli”e
of

interference

during

the

test.
10

REPORT

10.1

contents.

The report

10.1.1

Material

10 .1.2

Heat nher.

10 .1.3

Plate

shall

include

i“f Cmmatio”:

identification.

number,

if applicable.

10. 1.4
For DT test of weld metal,
we ldinq process and welding procedures.
10 .1.5

Orientation

10 .1.6

Test

1o.1.7

DYn~i.

11

the following

and location

the heat a“d lot “We.,

the electrode

type,

the

of DT test specimens.

temperature.
tear

ene.w.

:.iATER1~.QuALIFIcATIoN

TESTING

11.1
U., of DT test.
A 5/8 DT energy value and test teqxrat”re
shall be selected
—.
.,—
a P=f Or~n.e
cr~ter~a as outlined i. the applicable Pro.. re=nt
sPecif ication (S).
11.2

shall
shall

single-temperature

~S

~.

11.2.1
Specification
tests conducted at a qiven test temperature,
o“ a go, no-go basi8,
require that a minimum of two DT specimens be tested.
~th
DT SPecimens
thus tested
exhibit energy values in excess of the minimum specified in the product specification.

f .11s
he low the mininwm
11 .2.2
If the DT eneqy
value of o“. of the two specimens
specified m energy, a retest of two additional specimens shall be required.
W)th retest
specimens shall exhibit energy values in excess of the minimum specified value.
If either
of the energy values from the retest specimens fall below the minimum specified value, the
lot shall be rejected.
11.2.1
above,
fall
If the DT e“er.qy values of both specimens mted
in para~raph
specified
DT e“erqy of the product specification,
retests shall “ot be
allowed and the lot shall be rejected.
This does “Ot preclude retest after re-heat treatrne”t as allowed under the procurement
specification (s) invoking this document.

11. 2.3

be low

the

minimum

Preparing activity:
?lavy - SH
(Project 95Gp-NOOl)
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10.

OF

DYMAMIC

T2P.R TEST APPARATUS

SCOPE

of the single and double pendulum machines,
10.1
This appendix covers the description
and vertical drop weight apparatus used in the 5/0 inch dynamic tear test, as specif ie.d in
section 7 w? the standard.
20.

bids

R~ERENC2D

w2cuMENTs

20.1
The issues of the following
documents in ef feet . . the date of invitation
form a part of this standard to the extent specified herein.

for

GWF.RXNENTAL
NAVAL

Code

RESEARCH LABORATORY
Machine for Conducting Drop weight,
Rep.art 6993 - Vertical Drop Weight
~,
D&p
weight Tear, and Dynamic Tear Tests, January
,.

(Application for copies ehould be addressed to the Director, Naval
6380, 4555 Overlook Avenue, $. w. , Washington,
D. c. 20390. )

Research

Laboratory,

N0N174.E-mffi

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TEsTING A14D MATERIALS
(ASTM)
B221-72 - A1tUUi.UIO-A1lOY Extruded Bars, Rods,
(Application far copies
Materials,
1916 Race Street,
30.

GENESAL

should be addreased to the
Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103. )

Shapes

American

and Tubes.

zo.iety

for

Testin~

and

REQUIRZMENTS

A =ingle pendul!m machine of 2000 ft-lb (280 ky-nt)
30.1
Q&
eenyum
yary.
.apacity is a equate
or con uct ng 5/8 DT tests on most metals.
The machine shall be level
having a mass not 1.ss than 40 times
tn within 3:1000 and securely bolted to a fcmndation
that of the ~ndulum.
30.1.1
The dimensions of the pend”lwn shall be B“ch that the center of percussion of
the psndulwa is at the center of strike within 1 percent of the distance from the axis of
rotation to the center of the strike.
when hanging free, the psnd”lwn shall hang so that
the striking edge is within 0.20 inch (5.Cr.ml of the position vh.re it would just touch the
test specimen.
when the indicator has been positioned
to read zero energy i. a free swing,
it shall read within 0.2 Prcent
of scale range wk.. the st. ikirq edge of the pe”d.lwn is
Transverse play of the pendulum at the striker shall
not
held against the test specimen.
exceed
0.060
inch (1.50nml under a transverse force of 4 percent of the effective weight of
Radial play of the pendulum bearing shall “ot
the Fndulum
applied at the center of strike.
ex=eed 0.00S in. (0.125mnl .
a half-width
specitm”
(0.313
30.1.2
Calibration
of a single-pendulum
Icuchi”e. Place
(8.0
F
~o by 1751nm) in test
pcx+ition.
With
the
striking
edge in conby 1.6 by 7 inches)
tact
with
the half-width
specimen, a line scribed from the top edge of the specire” to the
striking edge will indicate the center of strike of tbe striking edge.
The top edge of the
[0.313-i”cb
(8.Onm) ) width indicates the center of the st.iki”g edge.
Support the pendulum
horizontally
to within 15:1000 with two supports, 0“. at the bearings
(or center of
rotation) , and the other at the center of strike o“ the striking edge.
Arrange the support
at the striking edge to react upon some suitable weighi”.g device such as a pl.atfc.rm scale,
ba36nce, or lw.d cell and detenni”e the weiqht to within 0.4 percent.
Take care to UIinitnize
Make cc.”tact with the striking edqe thrc.”qh a ..””d
friotion at either point of sup o~t.
rod crossing the edge at a 90- 2egree angle.
The weight of the. pendulum is the scale reading
minus the w-sights of the s“pportin.g rcd and any shitns that may be used to mai”tai”the
Measure the length of the pendulum arm from the center
pendulum in a horizontal
position.
The Potential energy of the ,ystem
of rotation to the center of strike within 0.1 percent.
is equal to the height from which the pendulum falls times the weight .f tbe pendulum
as

15
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friction
30””3by means
-

of =%%”
the

where :
a“d

Determine the impact
o lov. nq equation:
v.

J29h

9 =

=cel=.tio.

h = initial

velocity

of qra.ity<
elevation

. . striking

velocity,

ft/s/s

(v) of the machine,

(or m/s/s)

of the stri}.inq edge,
ft/s or

neglecting

ft

(cw m)

(m/S)

30.1.4
Center
of percussi:.
To ensure t!,at minimum force is transmitted
to the
shall be at a point within 1.0 percent of the
point of rota-the
ante=
. percussion
distance from the axis of rotation to the center of strike in the specimen.
Determine
the
location of the center of percussion as f.1 lows:

usinga stopwatchor someothersuitabletimerto within

O.2

a total
angle
“ot
greater
than
15
swing the pendulum through
.ecQrd the time for 100 complete cycles [ to and fro)
Determine the center of percussion by means of the following

,/= !2.8.5P2,

to determine

/=

t. d.terrnine ~i.

24.85f12,

Zi.

second (s),
degrees and
equation:

feet
centimeters

(cm)

where

30.1.5.
Friction.
,:1,.friction and windage loss in the machine shall not exceed 1.0
The friction and wi”daqe 10ss shall b. ccmnpensated by adyerc~nt Of the L.lt,al ~nerg~.
I.st.ngthe Startlnqhetght of the pendulum $. that the indicating device reads zero energy
when the pendulum .s released without a specimen being v.sent.
Determine the encr?y 10. s
from friction a“d windaqe as the difference betwec” the c“erq%y from the starting position
and the e“erqy
of the pe”d.lum after it complet. s its swing without a ..De.iNen.
30.2
Douhl.3 peml”lwn ap.aratus.
A do”L1e Pcnd”l.m
.Pnarat.
s my b. wed
to cv”duct
DT tests.
The pendulum apoarat.s must comnly with .11 of the requirements
in section 7 of
Double
pend”l.m nmc>ines arc adva”tageo.$
whom s!>ock to the rno.”tinq system
the Standard.
must be minimized.
On. fiesign for a do.bl.? pend.1.m O,L machine is illustrated
0“ fig”r. 2
of the standard.
The dimensions
of the anvil pe”d”lum shall be such that the center of
is within 1 por.ent of the diska”ce
Percussion
of the Pend”l”m with the s?ccine” in place
of the hammer pendulwn.
The weight
from the axis of r.atatio” to the center of the strike
of the hammer pe”d”lum and the weight of th. anvil pe”d.l”m shall be equal within 5 percent.
The dime”sion$
of the anvil pendulum a“d the hammer pe”d.lum shall conform to the r.qu$reme”l :s
i“ section 30.1 of the ,Appe”dix, with res?cct to ce”tcr of percussion,
tra”svcrse play a“d
radial play.
The procedure
for calibration
of the
30 .2.1 Calibration
of
~F
Mac!line.
—.. a double
—
hannner pendulum a“d the .“vI1 pend”l.m shall be~cordancc
with the procedure in the
,Thc anvil pcnd”lum shall be caliappendix, seckio” 30.1.2, for a Si”qle nendul”m machine.
brated without the specimen in place , and the center of strike shall be taken a. the position of the top of a half width spccimc. or O. 3.3 i.c), (3.Omml above the sP. cinen .. PPO, t.
The height of the pe”d”l.ms at the start of a test st,.]1 be such that the strike occurs
within 5 degrees of their rest position whc. hanging free
T),. anvil .end”lum shall !,. provided with a clamping
30.2.2
Specimen anvil details.
device that w~ll hold ~pe~in
place at the start of a test.
T!,. clamping force
shall provide a friction \holding force not to exceed 5 1!,s (2.3 ~~1
A“ a!,paratu. using a iammer with a guided
30.2.3
Vertical
drcm-wei lit ~rat”s.
——
A vertical drop-weight
ap. arat”s must
vertical drop may be .=to
co” .ct 5tests.
c.mply with all of the .eq”i Feme”ts i“ ~ectio” 7 of the .5tanJard.
,?!,
s? dimensions, of the
”9 !I.mer
aPParatus Sha{l be such that no arresting d:vico retards the prcqress of t!,. f.ll.
.ntL1
the striker t“p has progress.
d a vertical
distance
of 1.75
inches
(44mm) I,eyo”d the

16
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APPE>lDIX
8
Point
with

of
a“y

.O. tact
device

with
that

the
WI1l

specimen.
provide

a

The
dynamic
reading
of

tear
final

enerq.!
e“erqy

(11,:1:1
si, all
with
an
error

May
h.
not

1973
determined
to
exceed

a“d “ot to exceed ~15 ft-lbs (20 kg-r,m) A“ illustration
of a v.,ti..1 arop-weigh:
apparatus
using
.“
aluminum block system for determining
the
final
e“er.gy
The face of the hammer has t’..wflat
of
the
hammer
H.
shown
0“
fiqure
3 of the standard.
.urtaces wh.ch contact the .lumi”um compress ion blocks to arrest the vert iC. 1 movement of
the hamer
after the specimen is broke..
The surfaces on tho hammer and on the anvil that
contact the al.mi”um compression
blocks shall have a surface finish of 32 micro inch rc..ghness
The surfaces shall be parallel within 2:1000.
Mea. ureme”t
of
the
size
height value (RH) .
of the aluminum blocks shall be nad. with a suitable micrometer
The average height
dimension
shall be recorded before a“d after test with ?.” error not to exceed 0.9005 inch
(or 0.013nunl .
~5

percent

of

reading,

30 .2.4 ~g
friction by means

velocity.
Determine
the impact
of the followinq equation :
v .

where ,
and

velocity

(v) of the machine , negl.ectinq

2.3!3

9 = acceleration

of gravity

(ft/e./.) .,

Ire/S/S)

h . initial elevation of the striking edge abov.
of contact with the s.ecimen;
ft (or m)
r = velocity

(ft/s) or

the point

[./s)

30. 2.5
Fricti.a”.
The friction and windage 10S5 in the machine shall not exceed 1.0
The friction and windage 1.ss shall be determined
as the
Percent of tbe initial energy.
difference
between a“ energy reading when a test without a specimen is co”ductfsd with the
9.idi.9 COIU~?
wi..d fr:., of I.hric.nt ..{? a. enerw, r:adin9 when a test without a specimen
.s .ond”cted with the g.ld. ng columns I“brlcated to mln.mize friction.
30.3
Calibration
o~ aluminum :.negy
measuring en.
The dl.e”sion. of the
aluminum blocks shall 5. such that the st~n.s.
at any !xm”t ,. the ..1 lbrated ranqe shall
c.” be
“ot exceed 5 ft-lb/O .001 inch (or 0.7 kg-m/ 0,025iTml . This level of sensitivity
obtained “ith the .s. of two aluminum !>locks ihavinq an initial height of 1.5 inch (or 38.mm)
and an initial square cross section of 0. !12 to 1.0 i.ch2 (or 546 to 645nm2)
The material
used is AST3 B221-72 alloy 1060, ,0,, ,Teraperextrudeti t. a size 1-1/2 by 1 by length inch
Blocks pr.Par.c! from one e:,tr”dccl !,ar shall >. ,.grqated
and
(or 38 by 25 by length mm)
marked for ide. tificati”n purp.s.. . ‘71,.cross sectional arc. of .p.~cime”s in one lot shall
,1 calibration
reference chart
not vary in cross sectional area or mass by more than 1 ;500.
shall be developed by conducting
duplicate
t.sts without a s.n.cim. n at hei9ht increment.
Z,he final height dimension of
not to exceed 1 ft. (305mm) throughout
HI. calibrated
range.
all the .al.mi””m block. i“ the duplicate
t.sts for cali!,ration 7 ....s. s shall b. eq..l
within 0.002 inch (0.’J5INo) The absorbed .nerqy shall ?>. calculated
a. the weiqht of the
hammer tines the hei~ht fro., the top surface of the aluminum bloc]:. to the surf.ce of the
hammer that strikes the alumi””m blocks.
8 gr. Ph .f .b$.. L,.d ..c. g. . . th. .ompr.., i.n of
the aluminum blocks shall & constructed
as a smooth curve throuq!, the calibration
data
points.
For qe”er.1 guidance,
it is .“g?est.d that PIRL Report 6993 be consulted,

17
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APPENDIX
ECONOMIC

ASPECTS

OF

D

MEETING

TOUGHNESS

CRITERION

,.
The design of large complex
welded
structures generally
is based on an attempt
to
. .
Therefore,
a study was made to evaluate
ta what
cost.
OPf#mlze performance
and minimize
extent the new toughness criterian
may affect
the overall
cost of a ship because the total cast
of purchasing
and fabricating
al I af the steel far a ship represents a significant
percentage
of the
total ship cast.
Roughly,
this amount varies fram about 25 ta 50 per cent af the total cast of a
Hawever,
the results af a I imited study of the ecanamic
ship, depending
on size and type.
aspects af ship costs indicate
that any increase
in overall
ship costs resulting
fram the new taughness criterian

appears

ta be less than

1 .5%

af the total

cost af a ship.

In Section VI,
it was estimated
that approximately
one-half
af existing
ABS Grades B or
C steels meet the pro osed main-stress
toughness criterion
for primary-lwd-carry
ing members,
and
that Grade C-N
easl 1’y meets this criterian.
Grades CS, E, DHN,
and EH easily meet this criteriot
as well as the criterion
for crack arresters.
Because Grades B and C currently
are the most widely
used ship hull steels,
it would appear
in Grades B and C) w ii I be necessary
An estimate

af the tatal

that the use of higher-qual
ity grades
to campl y with the prapased criterion.

cast of steel

and

its fobricatian

far a ship

of steel

(or improvement:

is a very complex

pracess.
Once mil I prices are estobl ished for the particular
steels (unit casts), the estimation
then
must take a large number of additional
steel and shipyard
costs into account.
Typically,
these
additional
casts include
the follawing:
ADDITIONAL

;:
3.
4.
5.

STEEL COSTS

ADDITIONAL

Waste allowance
Freight
rates
D imensianal
extras
Quantity
Other

::
5.

It should be nated that these additional
the praposed toughness cri ter ion is implemented.
expenses because af improved
welding
central,
will be multiplied
by” a factar of 1.3 ta accaunt
steel

and shipyard

costs aver

and above

COSTS

Fabrication
Assembly

;:

extras

SHIPYARD

Welding
Inspection
Other

casts will still exist regardless
of whether
or not
However,
becouse there may well be some
additional
testing,
etc. , the estimated
casts
far a passible 30°A increase
in the add it ianal

the estimated

increase

in mill

prices.

A precise analysis af the cost af implementing
the prapased taughness criterian
is beyond
the sco e af this praject.
However,
an estimate
of the maximum
prajected
increase
in the
origina Y total cost af various ships due ta the proposed requirements
has been made ta abtain a
general
indication
of the ecanomic
consequences
af meeting
the twghness
criterion.
The increase
in the unit cost of material
due to change
in grade,
improvements
in
manufacturing,
and testing requirements
is estimated
to be $0 .03/lb.
Furthermore,
the valume
of the primary
hul I steel components
affected
by the proposed criterian
is multiplied
mentianed
factor af 1.3 ta pravide
a realistic
upper iimit af any additional
shipyard
resulting
fram the propased toughness criterion.

by the previo~
cast increase

ized estimates
far cast increases of steel material
in welded ship hul Is as implied
criteria
are based on separate
cast data and specific
dimensions
of seven ships os
Their designations,
cost procurepresented
in various Marad studies D-1) and SSC rePartsD-2).
ments, and sizes are as follaws:
General
by the praposed

-113-
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COST
PROCUREMENT

DESIGN

SIZE,

FT (M)

each

of series

750,

(229)

each

of series

470,

(143)LBP

single screw
container

each

of series

706,

(21S)

LBP

- PD# 161

twin screw
container

each

of series

862,

(263)

LBP

Marad

- PD#

162

single
barge

screw
carrier

each

of series

771,

(235)LBp

Marad

- PD#

167

crude carrier
(tanker)

each

of one

240, 0r13DWT

bulk

each

of five

590(180)

Mcwad

- PD# 158

ore bulk

Marad

- PD#

159

general
cargo

Marad

- PD#

160

Marad

SSC -224

* LBP=

Length

Between

oil
purpose

carrier

LBP*

LBP

Perpendiculars

Table D-1 presents the results of asimplified
estimation
of the total weight of steel that
might be affected
by the toughness criterion
for each af the seven ships.
The critical
length is
taken as 1/2 LBP (assumed to be slightly
larger than the midship
.4L as defined
in ABS rules,
Sec. D-3).
Using the perimeter
of the outer hull shell,
this surface isprajected
as an area
(Columns 2ta5in
Table D-1).
For latitude
in estimating,
twoaverage
plate thicknesses
were
assumed for each case because the supplied
cost data far these ships did nat include
detailed
These same quantitites
are also computed assuming that each shi has two Ion “geamet
?3 (7,850kg
/?3
tudinal %“ulkheads
(Table D-2).
The density of steel wastaken
as4901bs/ft
m ).
Table D-3campares
the maximum total ship cost resulting
frci-nan increase
immaterial
cost caused by the proposed toughness criterian
with theariginal
total ship cast.
The total
volume of steel affected
by the criterion
is listed in Column
1 af Table D-3.
Calumn 2 lists the
Fram these weights the total cost increment
for each case is
estimated
weights of this steel.
calculatedly
usinga
unit cost increment
of $0.03\
lb and multiplying
this value by the factor of
1.3 (taallow
for unaccountable
casts).
Thus the cast increments
are added totheariginal
costs
in Column 4 and then the desired ratias of new cost to ariginal
cost are presented
in Column 5.
In general,
cargo container
crnd complex special
purpaseshipsccm
be expected
tashaw
the smallest cost increases because of their smaller steel-to-total-ship-cast
ratio (due to the
expensive
wtfit
and cargo handling
gear not used on a tanker).
of greater significance,
however,
istheobservation
that Table D-3shawsa
cost increase ratio na greater than 1.015
for
any af the seven ships investigated.
Because the assumptions used inthislimited
analysis were
conservative,
the economic
consequences
af meeting
the propased taughness criterion
should be
Iess than 1.5%of
the total cost of the ship.
ln view of the fact that the proposed toughness
criterion
increase

should lead to safer ships that are more resistant
in cast would appear tobe justified.
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to catastrophic

brittle

fractures,

this

TABLE
Determination

of Volume

of Steel

Total
cost
af
Ship
$xlo-

Marad

PD#

22,355

158

in Hull

PD#

13,176

159

Perimeter

Beam.

Affected

Peri-

by Toughness

L8P,
$LBP

Depth

meter,

(Feet)

(Feet)

2x8eam

Thick-

2x~epth

ness
Assumed

Proj.
Area.

~

750
370

Marad

D-I

105
62

470

(Feet)

~t2 ~ ,0-3

334

125

234

55

Marad

Marad

PD#

PD#

PD#

160

37,936

51,160

161

162

101
55

312

353
862
431

105
64

338

105

330

706

40,640

110

156

127

60
Marad

PD#

167

170

57,520

508

276

84
11,919

SSC-224

lft=.3048m
1 inch”=

25.4

mm

(inches)

590

89

295

52

282

83

Volume
Prajected

ft3

x ,.-3

1.0

10.4

1.25

13.0

.75
1.00

235
Marad

Ave
Plate

Criterion

1.0

:::
9.2

1.25

11.5

1.0

12.1

1.5

18.2

1.0
1.5

10.6
15.9

1.25
1.75

40.2

.75
1 .OQ

28.8

5.2
6.9

TABLE
Determination

of Total

Volume

of Steel

1
Perimeter,
2 x Depth
(feet)

Marad

Marad

Marod

PD#

PD#

PD#

PD#

158

124

159

86

160

110

161

128

Hul I Structure

2
Project.

Area

of 2 Longitudinal
Bulkheod
(ftz

Marad

in Primary

D- I I

x lo-~)
46.5

20.2

38.8

55.1

IL
+-

Affected

by Toughness

3

4

Long.
81khd.
Thickness

Blkhd.

Assumed
(inches)

Criterion
5
Total

Vol

Pr jetted
(fyfy;-3)

(ftfx

10-3)

.5

1.9

12.3

.625

2.4

15,4

.375

.6

.500

.8

.500

4.0
5.4
10.8
13.5

.625

;:;

.50Q
.750

2.3

14.4

3.4

21.6

.75

;:;

12.5
18.9

.625
.85

4.8

33.6

6.6

46.8

m

Mcrrad

Marad

PD#

PD#

162

120

167

168

SSC-224

104

1 ft = .3048
1 inch

= 25.4

m
mm

46.3

91.1

30.7

.50

.375
.500

6.2
:::

8.2

TABLE
Analysis

of Increment

1
Volume
Pr jetted
(ftfx
10-3)

Cost

D-III

of Ships

Caused

2
Total Steel
(Affected
Toughness

by Toughness

Weight
by
riterion)

cost
Incr
$xlo-~,

Marad

Marad

Marad

Marad

Marad

PD#

PD#

PD#

PD#

PD#

PD#

158

159

160

161

162

167

Original

ment
xl .3

SSC-224

1 ft=

.3048m

1 inch

=25.4mm

1.010

Iz:;

13,254
13,280

1.006
1.008
1.005

257.8

38,142
38,194

212
317.5

275.6
412.8

51,436
51,573

1.005

184,2
276.2

239.5
359.1

40,880
40,999

1.006

493.2
688.6

641.1
895.1

58,161

1.011
1.015

90.5
121.0

117.7

12,037
12,076

1994
2655

59.8
79.6

10.8

7066

206

13.5

6610

158.5
198.3

14.4
21.6

7066
10584

12.5
18.9

6140
9207

3018

8.2

4033

Total/

Original

22,650

4.0
5.4

6.2

Increment

294.7

7558

22952

Cast

Ratia
New

1.010

180.8
226.7

46.8

Cost

22,590

6027

16439

Tatal
+

235

12.3
15.4

33.6

5

4

3

(Lbsx10 -s )

Marad

Criterion

157.3

58,415

1.007

1.008

1.009

1.010
1.013
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APPENDIX

DEVELOPMENT

OF

PROPOSED

Many

existing

toughness

CVN

E

VALUES

TOUGHNESS

specifications

EQUIVALENT

REQUIREMENTS

are based

to compare
the pro osed DT toughness requirements
with
are equivalent
to t R e proposed DT toughness requirements
,4 review
appropriate

of the various

relation

KIC,

K ,D

between

K

and

, DT,

/?N

= A

E

on CVN

impact

test results.

existing
specifications,
must be developed.

and CVN

impact

KID*
—

.-

TO

correlations

specimens

Therefore,

CVN

indicat

values

~-~~t

that

the mcst

is the following

(CVN)

where:
K ,D =

Critical

.

E

dynamic

Young’s

Modulus

CVN

=

Dynamic
for which

expected

(assumed

factor

at a particular

test temperature

psi (207

to be 30,000,000

GN/m2))

Constant of proportionality

A=

KID and

stress-intensity

fatigue-cracked
KID

CVN

impact value at the same test temperature

is obtained

The loading
rates,
test temperatures,
and notch acuities
were the same for both the
CVN specimens
used to develop
the above relation.
Thus, the correlation
would be
to be quite realistic.
most CVN values are for specimens with standard notches (root radius = 0.010
Thus, the use of the above relation
to
mm)) rather than fatigue-cracked
notches.

However,

inches (0.25
estimate
CVN
be accounted

the above

values for standard-notched
specimens
for by the constant of proportionality.

At 32°F (O°C),
the required
equation
yields:

KID

is equal

assumes that the effect of not h acuity
A value of A = 5 does this E-5 ).
ta 0.9 UYD.

2
CVN=

The equivalent

required

CVN

‘ID
-=

vabes

Substituting

this requirement

method

(0.9 UYD)2

are presented

of determining

in Table

E-1 and shaw that

the CVN

values

equivalent

these

strengths
the range

to the required

values is to use the required
DT values fram Tables I and 11 and the test results in Fi . E-1
(24aC~and
(Correlation
Between CVN
and DT test results at either +32aF (@’C) ar 7~F
These values range fram 20 ta 44 ft lb (27 ta 60 J),
determine the CVN values directly.
Table

E-2.

Comparison

af the results

into

~

calculated
CVN
values range from 19 to 78 ft lb (26 ta 106 J) far steels having yield
The higher values are outside
from 40 to 100 ksi (276 to 689 MN/m2),
respective
y.
far which this carrel atian is applicable
and appear ta be too high.
A mare direct

can

presented
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in Tables

E-1 and

E-2

indicates

that

bath

DT

TABLE E- I
EQUIVALENT

CVN

VALUES

USING

Static Yield
Strength

Dynamic Yield
Sfrength

Dys

‘yD
ksi

FOR PRIMARY

KID - CVN

LOAD-CARRYING

MEMBERS

CORRELATION

Required

KID

CVN

= ‘O”’oyD)
5E

ksi

MN/m2

40

276

60

414

54

59

19

26

50

345

70

483

63

69

26

35

60

414

80

552

72

79

35

47

70

483

90

621

81

89

44

60

80

552

100

689

90

99

54

73

90

621

110

758

99

109

65

88

100

689

120

827

108

119

78

106

MN/m2

ks’fi

MN/m

3’2

= ‘ID
~

ft lb

J

TABLE E- I I

EQUIVALENT

LOAD

CVN

CARRYING

VALUES

MEMBERS

Static Yield
Strength

Dynamic Yield
Strength

Ovs

‘vD

ksi

‘ MN/m*

ksi

‘ID
FOR —
>0.9
ayD

M N/m2

USING

CVN-DT

Required
DT Value

at 32°F

(O°C)

FOR PRIMARY-

CORRELATION,

Equivalent

ft lb

J

ft lb

FIG .E-l

CVN

Value

J

40

276

60

414

250

339

20

27

50

345

70

483

290

393

24

33

60

414

80

552

335

454

28

38

70

483

90

621

375

508

3*

43

80

552

100

689

415

563

36

49

90

621

110

758

460

624

40

54

100

689

120

827

500

678

44

60
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2

approaches

yield e u“valent CVN values of about 20 ft lb (27 J) for steels wi h yield strengths
!2
]!2
Of 40 ksi (276 MN
m ).
For steels with yield strengths Of 100 ksi (689 MN/m
), the KID - CVN
correlation
yields values that appear ta be too high an the basis af service
experience
and eng”~
neering
judgment.
Therefare,
for comparison
purposes,
the values presented
in Table E-2 are

recommended.
Values
far crack arresters were obtained
the correlation
curve in Fig. E-1 . These values
quite real istic.

directly
using the DT values from Table 11 and
are tabulated
in Table E-3, and appear to be

REFERENCES
E-1

E-2

Barsam, J .M ., and Ralfe,
S. T.,
‘rCarrelations
Between
K1 and Charpy V-natch
Test
Resulis in the Transition-Temperature
Range, ” ImDact Testing of Metal$,
ASTM STP 466,
American
Socieiy
for Testing and Materials,
1970,
pp. 281-302.
Barsom,
at AASHO

J. M.,

“Taughness
Criteria
for Structural
Regianal
Meetings,
1973.
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i n 5/8”
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and
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TABLE E-III
EQUIVALENT

CVN

VALUES

CVN-DT

Static Yield
Stiength

Dyanmic Yield
Strength

(O°C)

CORRELATION,

FOR CRACK

FIG.

Required
DT Value

ARRESTERS USING

E-1

Equivalent

CVN

OyD

Oys
ksi

AT 32°F

MN/m2

ksi

MN/rn2

ft lb

J

ft lb

J

40

276

60

414

600

Bl3

54

73

50

345

70

483

635

841

57

77

60

414

80

552

670

908

60

81

70

483

90

621

700

949

63

85

80

552

100

689

735

997

67

91

90

621

110

758

770

1044

70

95

689

120

827

800

1085

73

99

100
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for welded ship hulls that can be used
for steels of all strength levels.
Because of the fact that stress concentrate ions are a Iways present
in large complex welded structures and therefore high stresses as well as discontinuities
or flaws will
be present in welded ship hul Is, primary emphasis in the proposed fracture -cc.ntr.al gu idel ines is
placed on the use of steels with moderate levels of notch-toughness
and on the use of properly
designed crack arresters.
In general,
concepts of fracture mechanics are used to develop the
material toughness level that is required for fail-safe
operation of welded ship hul Is. This toughness level is estimated ha be a KID /UyD
level of O.9 at 320F (OOC), where KID is the critical
material toughness under conditions of dynamic loading and I?yD is the yield strength of the
material under the same dynamic loading.
Becauss this level of toughness cannot be measured
directly
using current fracture mechanics tests, these requirements are established in terms of the
NDT (nil-ductility
transition)
temperature and DT (dynamic tear) test values far be
metal,
weld
metal, and heat-affected-zcme
materials used in primary load-carrying
members.
Emphasis is also
laced on the proper spacing and proportioning
of crack arresters fabricated
from steels with very
Ei~ levels of retch to”gh”ess to provide a fail-safe
design.
Althcugh

the criteria

presented

i“ this report ore primarily

materials

specifications,
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Of poper design (avoiding details that lead to stress concentrate ions) and proper fabr icaquality welding and inspection)
is emphasized.
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